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The purpose of this study was to evaluate the Social Learning

Curriculum and compare its effects with I9strumental Enrichment.

Two methodologies were used in the study. The quantitative portion

-included examination of pretest-posttest performance of 143 mildly

handicapped children on six measures: Raven's Standard Progressive

Matrices; Test of Social Inference, Matching,Familiar Figures Test,

Genera' Information Subtest of the Peabody Intividual Achievement

Test, Piers-Harris Children's Self Concept Scale, and a social knowl-

edge assessment developed by researchers. A quasi-expeilimental design

was employed for the quantitative section; data were analyzed with

the analysis of covariance. Significant differences favoring expert-

mental children were found on the Matching Famdliar Figures Test and

the General Information Subtest of the Peal5ody Individual Achievement

Test. Qualitative data were collected with modified participant ob-

servation and interview techniques.- Strong support was found for the

research expectation that children taught with the Social Learning

Curriculum would develop the ability to think critically; qualified

support was found for the other three research expectations regarding

the development of the ability to act independently, to comprehend the

extrinsic value of schooling, and to develop more positive attitudes

toward school. The study includes a discussion of the impact of



threats to validity upon the interpretation of field research studies

.

and presents an Analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the study

in terms of implications for. future research.
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CHAPTER I

THEORY

Intrndu-c-tion

Every educational method depends upon a theory, formulated
or implicit, which is at once its point of departure and
justification. One would run the risk of falling into
blind empirkicism if one were to apply an educational method
independently of the theory which is its soul. (Binet &
Simon, 1914, p. 11)

The purpose ,of this study is to evaluate and compare two

educational intervention programs. A basic assumption underlying

the formulation of research questions is that no single educational

program and/or methodology can meet the needs of all handicapped chil-

dren. Emphasis is placed, therefore, on the determination of

factors which influence the success or lack of success of the two

programs. Examples are characteristics of learners, of teachers, and

of instructional environments.
4

The purpose of evaluation research is to compare a program's

accomplishments against its goals (Weiss, 1972). The identification

of goals is directly related to the theoretical structure upon which

the program was developed. This chapter presents a discussion of

the theoretical positions underlying the Social Learning Curriculum

(SLC) (Goldstein, 1974a, 1975a) and Instrumental Enrichment (IE)

(Feuersteini 1979).

Argyris and Schon (1974) define thfory as a "set of interconnected

propositions that have the same referent" (p. 4) and point out that

14



"theories are vehicles for explanation, prediction, or control"

(p. 5). If a theory is considered to be a guide for thought rather

than tft culmination of thought, the theory is properly evaluated as

useful or not useful rather than true or untrue (Argyris & Schon,

1974; Berrien, 1968).

The theoretical positions guiding the SLC and IE will be addressed

individually and then compared. The discussion of each theory and the

comparison will be organized around three issues: (a) the perspective

adopted toward the phenomenon of mental retardation, (b) the nature of

the theory, and (c) the relationship of theory to intervention.

Perspective

The perspective taken toward any phenomenon determines how the
phenomenon is defined, the kinds of research operations which
will be considered significant, and the kind of action which
will be taken. Thus, the perspective taken determines in a
primary manner, the meaning of the phenomenon. (Mercer; 1970,
p. 379)

Historically mental retardation has been regarded from medical,

psychological, and educational perspectives (Goldstein; 1957).

additional approach which has gained importance in recent years

the sociological or "social systems" model (Mercer, 1970). The

sociological orientation is discussed at.length since it is

critical to the theoretical foundation of the Social Learning Curriculum

(Goldstein; 1974; 1975a, in press).

Nature of the Theory

Theories may be formally articulated or implicit. Mills (1959)

has addressed the difficulties for the social sciences of maintaining

an effective balance between the preoccupation with the development of

15
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the "grand theory" and focus upon "abstracted empiricism." If the

criterion for the evaluation of theory is its usefulness in guiding

thought, neither type of theory can be regarded as inherently superior

the other.

Relationship of Theory
of Program

The relationship of the theory to the intervention is correlated

to the nature of the theory. Articulated theory-is t7picafly formu-

lated prior to the creation of the intervention. The intervention

program implements the theory. With implicit theory, the intervention

may be a part of the development of the theory.

Perspectives on Mental Retardation

Medical Perspective

Medical interest in mental retardation began in earnese with the

work of Itard in 1799 and continued with that of Seguin, Guggenbuhl,

Howe, and others in the 1800s. The primary objective of the proponents

of the medical perspective was to cure and/or prevent the condition

(Goldstein, Note 1). The fact that each of the persons associated

with the medical perspective is considered a "pioneer of special

education"-(Kirk & Lord, 197) is important to an accurate understand-

,

ing of current attitudes toward retardation. Mercer (1970, 1973)

laments the entrenchment of the "medical model" and Wolfensberger

(1969) decries the implications for intervention arising from referring

to institutions for the retarded as hospitals rather than schools.

Neither of these approaches is surprising since physicians originated

and controlled educational intervention with mentally retarded persons

L. 16



for more than a century (Goldstein, 1957). It is critical to realize

that the procidures employed by these physicians have more pedagogical

than medical credibility. Itard considered himself a failure because

he did not cure Victor's condition; this concern with the inability

to relieve and prevent retardation continued long after Itard's work.

Indeed, this'attitude is characteristicof the period 1890-1925 which

WoIfensberger (1969) calls "the indictment"; it was during this period

that the term "hospital" replaced school.

Psychological Perspective

"The psychologist is, by definition, a student of the individual

rather than the group" (Maslow, 1937, p. 409). Persons who have

adopted a psychological perspective on mental retardation have been

more concerned with understanding the condition than with trying to

cure it. Interest has been focussed upon qualitatilve and quantitative

variations in the nature of retardation within qp0 among individuals.

.This direction led to intense research in measuring the variation.

1istorically, the primary manifestation of the psychological perspect

was the development of "mental tests" beginning as early as 1869 with

Galton's Hereditary Genius (Maloney & Ward, 1979). The movement

gained credibility and popular acceptance with the publication of the

Binet-Simon Scale of Intelligence in 1905 and its subsequent standardi-

.

zatidn in AM-erica by Terman in 1916 (Maloney & Ward, 1979). From a

ptychological perspect,ive, mental retardation is characterized by

deficiencies in basic mental operations such as perceiving, classifying,

associating, and abstracting.

4
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Educational Perspective

Educational concern with mental retardation as manifest in the

public schools'ssUming primary responsibility for intervention was

sporadic until the beginning of the 20th century (Goldstein, 1957).

Montessori's effortS at the close of the 1800s mark the beginning of

a true educational perspective. In'discussing her work she states:

"I, however, differed from my colleagues in that I felt mental

deficiency presented chiefly a pedagogical rather than mainly a med-

ical problem" (1912; p. 31). The primary objective of those espousing

an educational perspective was ameliorative, i.e., effort was directed
A

not toward curing the retarded individual nor toward studying variations

4
in the nature'of the retardation but toward "trying to incorporate the

retarded individual into society through making the individual has

own best advocate in terms of competence" (Goldstein, Note 1).

Sociological Perspective

The development of'a sociological perspective toward the phenom--

enon of mental retardation has been much mcirerecent. Indeed; wide:
,

acknowledgement of the viewpoint in the United States may be dated

as late as 1970 with Mercer's (1970, 1973) presentation of the-social

systems model. In 1941, Doll laid the foundation for the sociological

perspeftive by emphasizing that a defining characteristic of persons

who are claSSified mentally retarded is social incompetence.

McCullouch (1947) expanded upon Doll's work to formulate the first
/ -

American Sociological interpretation of retardation. McCuIlourh's

position differs from Doll's in two critical waysFIrst; he Speci- It

fieethltial incompetence. "may be( viewed as a function of numerous'

:tiAitS" (1947, O. 133) which he classified in three groups:

18



intellectual abilitieS, "acquired skills or habit families" and

^
"temperament-personality characteristics" (1947, p. 134). In Addl-

.

tion, he emphasizes that "social competence is a modifiable condition"

p. 134) which must be judged according to the standards of the social

system in which the indiViddel IS expected to function;

Individuals in the community are constantly being rated by their
peers in respect to various areas of social attivity;'Although
competence is commonly_ recognized as varying on acontinuum;
there may be Considered to be a point on this continuum below
which incompetence is_so_gsioss as to be intolerable: Stated

differently, communities-'may be said to have tolerance lines
or thresholds belOW WhiCh lies gross social incompetence; As;

has been repeatedly emphasized in the literature; numerous social

and economic faCtOrS_Cause this tolerance line to fluctuate at

different loci and times. (194/, p. 134)

From a sociological perspective of retardation; McCullouch's

(1947) "reformulation " served to operationalize rather than refute

Doll's theory.

According to Doll'S definition, the child who is diagnosed as
mentally deficient is irtemediable and uneducable: The diffi-

culty of determining whether this mental deficiency is likely

to obtain at maturity makes the diagnosis of mental deficiency
at an earlier Age a little precarious. Miters in the field
of mental deficiency have tended to presume that if a child

so diagnosed is ultimately tr d or educated to become
socially competent and is abl to manage his affairs in life,

then the earlier diagnosis was wrong. (Kirk & Johnson. 1951,

p. 8)

MCCU116Uth'S work also cleared the way for Kanner's (1949) dif=

4tehtiatibh of absolute and relative retardation. Kanner deaCtibed

persons with absolute retardation,as "individuals so markedly deficient

in their cognitive, emotional, and, constructively connatfve potential-

_

itieS that they would stand out as defectives in any culture" (1957,

p. 70); Relativezetardation, on the other hand, refers to "iOdiVid-
,

uals whose limitations are definitely related to the standards of



the particular culture which surrounds them; In less complex; less

intellectually centered societies they would have no trouble in

attaining and retaining equality of realizable ambitions" (1957;

p; 71);

In 1956; Dexter began a series of publications in which he

openly called for a-sociology of mental retardation. Like McCullouch,

Dexter wagl4nfluenced by the work of Doll and, interestingly; maintained

an active correspondence with Doll throughout the formulation of the

perspective; Dexter (1956). argued that mental retardation should be

regarded as a social problem;

A "social problem" exists when there is deviant; irregular
disapproved; or undesired behavior; this behavior either may
be described entirely in terms of a conflict or conflicts in
roles, statuses; or values; or at least is accentuated by
such a conflict or conflicts; Once the conflict is perceived
as such; the nature of the problem may be understood; (p; 11)

Dexter's work is particularly important because he directly addressed

factors which led to the need for an explicit statement of socio-

logical approach to mental retardation. One of the forces is democracy.

In the old predemocratic days, women, paupers, and the "lower
classes" generally were not expected to manifest talent, so the
"mentally defective" were not singled out as subpar. But now,
almost everybody else . . . is supposed to have rights, duties,
and corresponding talents.

At the same time, the strong humanitarian strain in 19th
and 20th century society has made us labor, earnestly to make
everybody else like us or like our ideal picture of ourselves;
and the . idealization of one set of cultural values . . .

has also led us to struggle to make "educated" men and women
out of mental defectives and where the effort did not succeed
to stick them away out of sight. (1956, p. 15)

The other force is capitalism. Dexter (1958) emphasizes that the

educational institution serves a number of functions. Primary func-

tons are to equip persons to deal with a complex culture which is

20



underlain by interdependence upon common symbols, to,socialize persons

in the meanings valued by_the culture, and to bestow social status on

the basis of performance. 'ip priorization of these functions varies

according to the particular culture.iDexter,(1958) thinks that the

American culture values the ability.to learn symbols- and their mean-

ings not only as a means to the end of appropriate behavior but also

as an end in itself.

In our society, mental defect is even more likely to create a1
serious problem than it is in most societies because.me makp__
demonstration of formal skill at coordinating meaning (reading,
writing, and arithmetic) a requirement for initiation into
adult/social status,although such formal skills are not neces-
sarily related to the capacity for effective survival or economic
contribution. (p. 920)

There is a distinct possibility that many mental defectives
become concrete social, legal, or economic problems simply
because of the direct or indirect consequences of this require-
ment for initiation into social status and for no other reason.
The indirect consequences of the high valuation placed upon such
skill manifest themselves in discrimination end prejudices
against the "stupid" which leads them to acquire a negative or
hostile self image of themselves. (p. 920)

Further;

In a society like ours which emphasizes as an end in itself formal
demonstration of skill in the technique of symbolization and
coordinating of meanings a far higher proportion of mental defec-
tives are likely to be treated as cases of a social problem that
would be so treated in a society emphasizing some other set of
values, for instance the capacity for survival or effective
economic contribution. (p. 922)

ople who do not or cannot conform to these expectations are dis-
,

tinguished within the school setting and have a higher probability

of becoming marginal members of the larger social system as adults.

Dexter (1956, 1958) does not address specifically intervention

programs. He does suggest,

It is probable that a considerable proportion of the social
burden and ecknomic cost of mental defect arises, not out of

21



lack of intellegtual ability as such but out of accommodation
that mental defectives learn to make o the consequences'of
such lack.-; (1958, p. 925)

Obe intervention approach, then; would focus on helping mentally

retarded persons to learn "different methods of accommodation

(1958, p. 925).

Farber (1968) extends Dexter's work by relating the concept of

organizationally surplus populations to the American valuation of an

individual's ability to master ehe symbolic system,and. the meanings

for which it stands. From Farber's perspective; democracy and i

capitalism combine to focus upon maintaining a population necessary

to operate a social system rather than establishing a system into

which each member of population can fit. Concern with optimal

operation of a capitalistic economy requires 4 pool of surplus

persons. Democratic philosophy prohibits the assignment of a person

to positions on the basis of inherent traits or characteristics;

rather, each person must have "equal opportunity" to achieve any

position.

There must be; therefore; objective criteria upon which to eval-

uate the individual's ability to meet the demands of the task. In a

social system which is democratic and capitalistic, these criteria

are equivalent to "the social and academic competencies in the educa-
r

tional institution" (Farber, 1968, p. 254). These competencies are

skill in learning and using appropriately symbols and their meanings

(Dexter; 1958).

Farber refines Dexter's notion of helping retarded people learn

"diffeient methods of accommodation" (Dexter, 1958, p. 925) by con-
,

structing a conceptual framework into which patterns of accommodation

22



can be fit. Structural aspects of the framework are public and private

cultures, The public culture is defined as "norms and skills associated

with efficiency of communi ation; rational organization of personnel

and machines, planning Vkiture operationS, and maintenance of the

itdividUal's position withi_- the system" (Farber;1968, p. 196).

Because American culture is So.complex, the norms and skills which

)t,characterize th public culture focus upon the coordination of 467thOlS

and interpretation of meanings (Dexter,- 1956);

Private; cultures, in comparison; "are Small; fragmented, somewhat

autonomous groupings that have bases4or existence outside the

public culture" (Farber, 1968, p. 106); dExamples of "bases for

existence" are religious and ethnic status. The norms and values of .

private cultures do not necessarily run counter to those .of.the pub11-6 .

CUltdre. To the extent that they do; however, and to the extent that

the educational system emphasizes the norms and values of tie public

culture, the probability that an individual socialized in a private
N

culture will succeed in the educational System is reduced; This is

particularly.,-,,t;rue using Dexter's conceptualization of the "properly

educated person as one who responds to perceptions not only in

tetms of physical reality but in terms of social exvectations and

propriety" (Dexter, 1958, pp. 921 922).

Farber (1968) integrates public:and private cultures and school

success through the concept of life chances, a Sociological term which

refers to "the probability of any individual (sic) attaining a success-

ful Vial and economic position in the society" (p. 14).

Educational; political, and economic institutions' constitute a
core of integrating 'mechanisms in modern'society and -the co7
Ptdination of activities in this core is made possible by. the

st,.



_ -
existence rof a "public culture." Successful participation in
these sociial institutions requires that individuals be social-
ized in th language, values, normS, and perspectives of the
"public cult re." Unless this kind of socialization occurs,
the life cha ces of.individuals are very limited e The

mentaly ret ded are grAstly undersocialized in character-
istics reflecting the public ,culture.

If life chance depends upon the extent ofsocialization
in aspectsof_the public culture,*rhe.educatiof the mildly
retarded should,be aimed in this direction. stddies
of graduates of specia;1, education programs that have been,.
cited (Carriker, 1957; Chen, 1960; Dobroff, 1967; Kennedy,-
1948; Kolttoe, f961; Krishef & Hall, 1955; Shafter, 1955;
Porter & Milazzo,. 1958) uggest that.the rules of the public
'culture-can be incorpomfed into a curriculum for the educable
retarded. These curricula generally make explicit those rules
and assumptions which most people learn more'. One
Of the latent consequeAes of special eopration may be to
facilitate learning how to "pas's" at nonretarded in adulthood;
Although thesespecial programs'cannot solve the fundamental
aroblems of reducing organizationally surplus populations;
they seem to increase the,life chances of some retarded individ-
uals. (Farber, 1968, pp. 254-255):

'Kercer' (1970, 1973) social systems approach represents an inte-

gration and expansion of the work of McCullouch; Dexter; and Farber;

She approaches the phenomenon of retardation- from "the sociological

ir tradition and the study of deviant behavior" (Mercer; 1973; p; 21) and
2

grounds the theory in the framework of a social system;

A social system consists of a set of statuses or positions which
are bound together by mutual privileges; obligations; and
expectations as to how a person occupying a particular status
ought- to play his role. These shared expectations are the norms
of the System. (Mercer; 1979.; p. 382)

A mentally retarded person is "one whq.-.6ccup status.,of

mental retardate and plays the role of mental retardate in one or

more of the social systems in which he participates. (Mercer; 19.73,

p. 27). In a liense, the social systems perspective demands a

subjective determination of retardation.

If a person does not occupy the status of mental retardate,
is not playing the le of mental retardate in any social
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system and is not regarded as mentally retarded by any of the
significant others in his social world, then he is not mentally_
retarded, irrespective of the level of his IQ, the adequacy of
his adaptive behavior, or the extent of his organic impairment.
(Merc,tr, 1973, pp. 28-29)

It is quite-possible for a person to occupy the MR status in

only one social system, i.e, a person may occupy the MR status in
. .

the school but not Fri the family or neighborhood (Mercer, 1970, 17973).

Using Farber's conceptual frame cork,. this is particularly likely if

the social system of the school reflects the values of the public

culture while that of the family and'neightiorhood reflects norms

of private cultures.

Development 0

Social Learning Curricul_um__:__Th_e_Theary

Perspectives on Mental Retardation

Accurate understanding of the development of the sociolog-

ical perspective qf retardation is important to the analysis of ir

the. theoretical foundations of Goldstein's work. Dexter (1958) suggests

that each of the historical perspectives contained implicit sociological
i A '

elements.

Many factors converged to create a need for an explicit statement

of a sociological perspective toward mental retardation; Specific

(Ixamples are improvements in mtdical science which allowed more people

to live longer; provision of mandatory education creating the possi-

billty of social mobility; and changes in demographic.and occupational

interests from rural'to urban and agrarian to industrial.

The sociological perspective was also dramatically influenced by

the response of the federal government to the economic depression of
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the 1930s and World War II. The adoption of social welfare policies

in the r930s in conjunction with the- productive employment of many

mildly retarded persons during the war effort (Farber; 1968) raised

questions regarding the adequacy of historically established approaches

to mental retardation. The objective of the sociological perspective

is to 'under-Stand tbe phenomenon in terms of a social systerk or order.

The focus is upon identifying-forces which combine to increase the

probability that a given person or class of persons will be designated

mentally retarded. These.forces aremore likely to be institutional,

such as economic Conditions, than individualistic like organicity.

;41Sociological: tntervention ranges from the attempt to. alter the individ-

ual to conforM to societal;expectations to implementation of reform

which would alter the entire social system.

"Goldstein's focus of interest throughout his career has been the

social development of mentally retarded people. The Social Learning

Curriculum represents an integrated culmination of 25 years of research

this area. This time period (1950-1975) parallels the era of rapid

formatiqnpf a sociological perspective of mental retardation in the

United Stat'eS.

Develument of Socioeducational
.reruective

From the framework of hfstorically established opproaches; medical

psychological, and educational, Goldstein's theoretical popition is educes

g itional.. He ha declared himself to be "a purist. in the education the

mentally retarded" (1975b,..p. .279) and has centered the bulk of.his re-

arch within the educational institution.
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By virtue of his objectives, the educational perspective is in-

fluenced by other orientations toward retardation. If the medical

perspective is accepted; retardatin is regarded as an illness and

the amelioration is seen as a treatment; i.e., "teaching" people to

be well. Emphasis on the psychological perspective leads to ameliora-

tive efforts directed at basic psychological processes such as per-

ceiving, discriminating, associating, remembering, thinking, etc.

If the sociological orientation is used, educational efforts focus

on attempting to reduce the probability that persons who have been

assigned to the MR status as students will maintain this status as

adults.

The perspective which had directed Goldstein's work is socio-

educational, i.e., an educational orientation heavily influenced by

a sociological perception of retardation. As early as.1957, he began

writing of mental retardation as a status in society which is deter-

.
.

mined by "the interplay of social function; role* and intelligence"

(1957, p. 1). He assumes that every society has needs; the cultural

responses to these needs are "social functions" 'which range from the-

satisfaction of physiological needs to the provision of mental and

psychological satisfaction. "The behavior of the individual with

respect to the cultural responses determines his social status"

(Goldstein, 1957, p. 3).

It is only when the_individual fails to fulfill role expectations
in the absence of obviousobstacles that he/she becomes eligible
for the MR status. Mental deficiency becomes a special status
within?the_group . .',whenthe concepts of intelligence and role
are 'drawn into a relationship. When the intellectual ability of
persons arer(sic)_"in phase" with the requisites or the statuses
and roles with which they are associated, there is no problem
which can be attributed to the lack of intellectual ability; If;

on the other hand, persons are unable to fulfill the group's
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expectations, and this inability is due to the intellectual in-
ability of the person to act out the roles within the norms
established by the society, the group becomes faced with a prob-
lem of social incompetence. Out of this condition develops the
special status of the mentally deficient with their own rights
and duties. (Goldstein; 1957, pp. 5-6)

0

Clearly, the complexity of role expectations is a result of the

nature of social needs and the intricacies of the respons generated

to meet those needs; In every simple cultures, only persons,who are

quite severely handicapped--those who "no savvy nothing" (Goldstein,

1957; p. 9) are assigned to the MR status. As the complexity of the

social system increases; there is a concomitant increase in the intricacy
p

of behavioral expectations. The more complicated behavioral expecta-

tions become; the higher is the probability that sok* persons will be

unable to fulfill role expectations and will be assigned to the MR

status; The majority of persons who occupy this status will fit

Kanner's (1948) category of relative rather than absolute retardation.

Goldstein's' (1976) position is very similar to that of Mercer

(1973) and of Brooks and Baumeister (1976).

Mental retardation is, first and foremost, a social phenomenon.
While there are many behavioral theories which have been form-
ulattd about retardation-7-psychometric,sociological, cognitive,
learning, and motivational-7the_most basic conception of all
could be considered a social-cultural one. This is the naive
view of deviance held by the family, friends, or teachers of
an "afflicted" person, i.e., the recognition that a particular
individual is not behaving according to the community's rules
of normality. (pp. 407-408)

niecritical factor which differentiates Goldstein's work from

that of other proponents of a sociological perspective; i.e., McCunouch;

DeXteri Farber* Mercer, or a social psychological perspective; Brooks

and Baumeister, is his concern with intervention. Interestingly;

both the rationale and direction for intervention were proposed by

Maslow in 1937. z
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The-most amazing single fact confronting the psychologist when7
he deals with cultures comparatively is that so many different
ranges and kinds of behavior are not only possible but actually
extant; New individuals born into any cultural group in most
cases fit into the cultural demands easily, i.e.; conform
easily to any standards or social norms already present in
the group; Such k_fact argues a malleability in a certain
direction that the psychologist has not exploited sufficiently.
It would seem that a good deal of what is important in humaii
nature is very far from being a fixed thing determined by genes
and chromosomes in an invariabId;way; ; Norms of behavior
are a function of the particular culture under consideration ;

different cultures have different norms; Thus, abnormality must
be considered as relative to the culture and, as a consequence;
cannot be altogether understood except when the culture is under-
stood; in its fundamental emphasis; its norms of behavior, its
ideals and its judgements passed on different kinds of behavior;
(Maslow; 1937; pp. 415-416)

Maslow provides the rationale for Goldstein's work by emphasizing

the "malleability" of human behavior; The cross-cultural variability,

of behavioral patterns is significant for two reasons: It rebuts the

notion that an human development is an immutable process determined

by biogenetic factors and supports the hypothesis that individuals

learn to conform to specific cultural expectations.

He provides the direction for intervention by stressing that

normality has meaning only. as a relative concept. Not only is the

range of, human behavior very extensive, but the standards by which it

is evaluated vary from one culture to another. The designation of

abnormality, therefore, is a direct function of the extent to which

an individual's behavior deviates from cultural expectations.

Nature of the Theory

The theoretical base underlying the SLC is implicit. The option

of an implicit theory can be attributed to several factors. Firs

Goldstein began his research prior to the articulation of a socio-

logical perspective. Indeed, Dexter's (1956, 1958) work is accepted
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as the beginning of attempts to formulate a sociological orientation;

the period of research ieading to the SLC and that of the development

of the sociological perspective correspond almost exactly (see Table 1).

Second; Goldstein's research has been almost exclusively of an applied

nature; Although educational t'fieId research" has increased in fre-

quency of application and refinement of technique (Cook & Campbell;

1979); Goldstein's early efforts (Goldstein; Mischio; & Minskoff;

1969; Goldstein; Moss; & Jordan; 1965) represented radical departures

from traditional "biologically based methods of research" (Goldstei

1975b; p; 292); To the extent that Goldstein's efforts influenced

Farber (1968) in expanding and refining the sociological perspective

his research supports the notion "that scientists can design their

investigations in such a way that both theoretical and applied con-

cerns can be served simultaneously" (Haywoodi 1969, p. 379).

Relationshi f Theory
to Inte ven ion

Just as the development of the theo etical foundation of the SLC

has paralleled the formulation of the sociologiCal perspective toward

retardation; the theoretical structure of.the SLC and the actual

intervention program have grown reciprotally. The intricate relation-

ship between the theory and the curriculum makes it extremely difficult

to separate one from the other.

In a very real sense, the initial conceptualization of both theory

and intervention occurred during Goldstein's experience as public

school special edUtatitin teacher. His "preoccupation with the substan-

tive nature of teaching programs and methods of instruction" (GoIdsteini,
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TABLE 1

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOCIAL SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE ON

RETARDATION AND GOLDSTEIN'S WORK

1941 Doll-7a defining characteristic of

mental retardation is social

incompetence

1947 - McCullouch--a) soc fincompetence is

a function of intellectual abilities,

learned skills, personality motivation

traits; b) social incompetence is

modifiable

1949 - Kannerz-differentiates absolute and

relative retardation

1956 - Dexter--call for a sociology of

mental retardation

1966 Mercer--begins serious writing of

social systems approach

1968 Farber--Mentaletardation: Its

Social Context mad Soctal Consequences

1970 - Mercer--formal Dresentation of social

systems approach

1973 - Mercer--Labeling the Mentally Retarded

1949 B.A. degree in_Special Education

clasItoom teacher

1952 M.A. in Special Education; theais--An

Experiment=with-the Vineland Social

MAturttyludeLto-Establiah its

Predictabiliq- in the Vocational Placement

of Mental lylatrded-Adults

1957 - Ed.D. in Special Education; dissertation- -

Social Aspects of Mental Deficienc

1958 Illinois Guide for Teachers of Educable

Retarded Children (with D. Slagle)

1965 - Efficacy of Special Class Training on the

Development of Mentally Retarded Children

(with J. Moss & L ordan)

1969 A emonstration_and Research Project in'

Curriculum and Methods of Instruction for

Elementary_LevelJtentally Retarded Children

(with G. Mischio & E. Minskoff)

1974 =,Social Learning_Curriculum (Phases 1-10)

1975 - Social Learning Curriculum (Phases 11=16)
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1975b, p. 288) began in the classrodm As did his tnterest

school adjustment of children uho were in special classd His exam-
.

ination of "follow7up studies" in conjunction TAth.obiery tran- of the.'

19

in the post-

Children in his class and tbnhandiappedchildreh in the:,s4cool leCFhiM

the hypotheses whiciLhave characterized subsequent work; Thefiiat:

is that the critical area of intervention for mentally refarded-,people

is social adaptation; the second is the key ability. which I:eads-to.

peopledifferential adaptation is generalization. Mentally retarded people

not "generalize from prior and immediate earnings and experience to the

novel problem at hand" (Goldstein, 1975b, p. 287); _

Hig doctoral dissertation is an in-depth analy4s of the social

status and adaptation of mentally retarded persons as reported ih the

literature of "social - welfare; medico - psychological treatment, eduCa=

tion, 1 , anthropology; and government reports" (Goldstein, 1975, p.

His next major work was in the are curriculhm as he collaborated

with Siegle to develop the Illinois Guide for Teachers of the Educable

Mentally Retarded (Goldstein & Siegle, 1958). 'These two 6i06etiences

became- integrated iD successive research projects: The evalhatiOn of

the efficacy of special classes for retarded children in Illinois

(Goldstein et al.; 1965) and a naturalistic replication of the Illinois

study in New Jersey (Goldstein et al.,.1969).

The central focus of the Illinois CUrriChliith GOide was "persisting

life functions" (Goldstein & Siegle, 1958). TheSe life functions were

identified on the basis of "areas of competence n to 'socially

adapted' people in our society" (GOldateih. Note 2) and included_.

vocational adjustment; appropriate and satisfying use of leisure time;
f.
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Careful examination of the use of the Illinois Curriculum Guide

in the New Jersey study revealed the need for a more detailed organiza-

tion of content and a more specific conn ction between objectives and

4
content. As a "guide," the Illinois Curriculum provided a list of ob-

jectives and'suggested content for achieving those objectives. The

global nature of the suggested cAtent promoted discontinuity of

experience for children; indeed the New Jersey study indicated that

44aIthough the teacher thought they were teaching what the guide called

for; Ifss than one-third were presenting instruction which was con-

gruent with the objectives of the program (Goldstein, Note 2). ThiS

finding had significant implrEations for the development of the SLC.

For.the purposes of this discussion* several arbitrary and yet

heuristic divisions will be made. The first is between the develop-
-,

ment (3fhe theory and the development of the' intervention. Within

these disciassions, furthef subdivisions will be presented. In the

theoretical section, factors influeiFing the sociological assumption

will presented separately from forces affecting the educational

assumptions. A similar division'will bie made' in the curriculum sec -

tion between content and process or methodology.

Sociological Assumption

Theoretical bases.

2

From a sociological perspective, a person

who is designated mentally retarded is occupying a deviant status within

,a social system, 0646i-ice is relative and can be understood only withi

the context of the culture (Farber, 1968; Goldstein, 1957; Maslow,

193(7; Mercer, 1965, 1970, 1973). If the ultimate objective is

aMeliorative intervene in sucip a way that probability of an

1
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individual's being designated mentally retarded is reduced, focus must

be upon identifying behaviors which differentiate deviant from nondeViant.

Dexter (1956; 1958) lias stressed that this society value-a "forMal

Skill at coordinating meanings (reading, writing,: and arithMetit)"

(1958, p. 920) and h4t also suggested that

11' proportionIt is probable that a considerable proportiOn of the social_
burden and economic cost of mentaIdefect arises, not out of

lack of intellectual ahflity as such but out of accommodation_
that mental defectives learn to make to the consequences of such

lack. (1958, 1: 925)

"Skill at coordinating Meanings (Dexter; 1958; p. 920) is very.similar

to what Thorndike (1920) calls "abstract intelligence." He defines

this as 'the ability to understand and manage ideas and symbOla; Stith

as words, numbers, chemical or physical formulae, legal decisions,

scientific laws and Principles, and the like" (1920, p. 222). 'Abstract

intelligence is one component of a tripartite model; the other two

elements are social and mechanical intelligence.

Interestingly, Thorndike's model has been resurrected 'recently

in attempts to deal with'intelligence in general and mental retardation

particular; Guii ord (1967) attributes the content dimensions of

the Structure of the Int e t Model to Thorndike's tripartite concep

tualization; He alters Thorndike's model only to break abstract

intelligence into semantic and symbolic content. Greenspan (1979, 1980)

focuses on the social intelligence aspect.to propose a new definitiOn

of mental:retardation basedoh in adaptive intelligence

>

.(conceptuaL practical, and social intelligence) that May or may not

be accompanied by deficits in socioemotional adaptation" (Greenspan,

1979; p. 518). Wechsler (1974) has used the tripartite model to defend

the IQ test.. His pervasive argument has been that the standardized

L 34
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intelligence test was created to measure abstract intelligence and

cannot be faulted for its inability to assess social and mechanical

intelligence.

Clearly, abstract intelligence is a factor in the designation

a person as retarded. Deficits in the ability to understand symbols

and ideas are not the sole determinant of mental retardation, however,

as is evidenced by the addition of the adaptive behavior criterion to

the formal American Association on Mental Deficiency (AAMD> definition in

1961 (Heber, 1961). Adaptive behavior as defined by the MID can be

fit rather nicely into Thorndike's other two categories: social

intelligence and mechanical intelligence (Greenspan,*1979).

Statementof the assumption. The task of identifying differentiat-

ing behaviors to guide intervention demands a drastic reduction of these

conceptual areas of ability. The SpciOlOgital assumption of the theory

of the SLC represents such a reduction.

Reduced to essentials, the two pervasive characteristics
requisite to social competency in a society such as ours

are the gbilities to think critically and to act indepen-
dentIy;, We present to the maturing_ individual no clear-cut

or lower limits for these_ characteristics. Irrespective of
his physical and/or_mental status, it is incumbent upon the

individual to "read" his environment, to recognize the cri-

teria for social adjustment, and_thet to perform in such a

way that he does not attract to himself the disapprobation;
codified or not, awaiting those who in some way threaten the.

equilibrium. To put it_another way, we leave it to him to
weigh the facts and their possibilities (think critically)

and_then decide how to act on those facts (act independently).
If ihe individual's perceptions of the facts are usually
accurate and -if his actions and strategies are in harmony

with the_world around probably well assimilated

into society. (Goldstein, Note 3; p; I);

If deviance is relative to cultural expectations, the essence'of

the sociological assumption is that nondeviant or "normal" behaVitit

is composed of tWb'Skills: the ability to think critically, "to
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process information within the framework of a ptobltm-solving strategy

in a consitent, apptOOkiate, effective, and,efficient manner"

(Warshow & Bepko, Note 4; p. 2), and to act independently or "to

apply this strategy witheUt Undue reliance on others" (Warshow'&

Bepko, Note 4; p. 2). The concept of critical thinking implies the

mastery of content in the fotm of facts and concepts (Goldstein;

Note 3). The nature of our society, as Dexter (1956, 1958) has pointed

out; demands that much of this content take symbolic form (Thorndike's

abstract intelligebee). However, the content of critical thought is

not exclusiVebi abSttatt but focuses :also on people (social intelligence)

and things (MeChabiCal intelligence).

The independent action component of"normal" behavior is a

personality=thetiVation variable (Goldstein, Note 5). This factor

addresses the second element of Thorndike!s definition of each of the

three intelligenCeS: abstract, social, ani mechanical; i;e;; the

ability "to use" what is understood.

The behaViet of people who attract negative attention to themselves

may be ClaSSified according to deficits in either/or both of these-com-

ponents. The behaVidt of some persons seems to-indicate that they lack

content; their store of facts and concepts is inadequate for meeting

the demands of daily.living in a complex society (Goldstein; Note 3).

Other -people seem incapable of acting independently even though they

exhibit evidence of the ability to think critically. These people are

deStribed as lacking a "Self-starter" (Gbldsteini Note 3, Note' 5). The

-
behavior of other people indicates a tendency to - act independently

without extensive application of critical thought (Goldstein, Note 3,

Note 5).
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It ig critical to realize that these patterns of behavior are

not peculiar to retarded people. Indeed, Gold's (1973) competency-,

deviancy hypothesis is based upon the fact that-many people of all

levels of intellectugl ability exhibit behavior which fits these pat-

terns. Society wit tolerate deviant behavior from a person who

a (Gold, 1973; Romans;exhibits exceptional competence in a specific

1961). A person who is not able to pvide a rã
4 '

is obliged to comply to societal eXPeetations;

and needed service

this obligation is not

unique to mentally retarded persons. Indeed, only a few individuals

(

/
possess such exceptional skiag. (Romans, 1961).

Educational Assumptions

Content. Content assumptions are drawn from the personality

theories of Maslow (1968), Stagner (1937, 1964), and Rotter (1954).

Maslow's primary contribution to the theoretical base of the SLC Is

the proposition that behavior is generated in response to need. More

specifically, human behavior does not occur in a random fashion; rather,

it is deliberately produced in an attempt to satisfy a need.

Stegner's theory Is important for two reasons. First; Stagner

applies the principlef homeostas whieh relates to the maintenance

and restoration of favorable steady states under a variety of condi-
-

tions" (1961; p. 70) to human psychological behavior "in an effort to

point out underlying similarities in what may seem; superficially, to

be quite different happen " (1961; p; 70);

The second contribution of Stagner's work is the proposition that

"perception determines respopse" (1961, p. 70), i.e., behavior ig
I

learned (Stegner, 1937) and the way in which a person has come to

perceive or understand a stimulus or set of stimuli influences the,
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manner in which he/she responds to the stimulUW. The relationship

-between homeostasis and perception is complex and dynaMic.

Essentially, "When equilibrium is disturbed . percpetioh functions

as an essential tool for the restoration of favorable conditions"

(Stagner, 1961, p. 71).

The nature of the individual's expAlence with the stimulus effects

the manner in which he/she comes to perceive it. If the interaction is

rewarding; the stimulus is likely to attract the person and is designated

by Stagner (1961) to have a positive valence. If the person's experience
r

is punishing, the stimulus has a high probability of being considered

threatening. Such a stimulus has a negative valence.

Each time the balance is upset, the principle of homeostasis re-

quires that the individual will attempt to reestablish equilibrium.

The outcome of his/her efforts affects both the perception of the stim-

ulus and the valence associated with it. Because human behavior rarely

occurs in isolation; the feedback (direct or indirect) that the person

gets impacts upon learning; "When we. respond to a persOn; the person

responds in turn. That is, there is some feedback as to how he perceives

our action. Much important social learning depends on thi's mechanism"

(Stagner, 1961; p. 79).

In a sense; Rotter's 54) Social Learning Thec4y (SLT) provides

a structure for integrating the proposition of Maslow (1968) and

Stagner (1937, 1961). He says; "The unit of investigation for the'

study of personalty is interaction of the individual and his meaning-

ful environment" (Rotter; 1954, p. 85). The "meaningful environment"

of the person is composed of the stimuli, the person's perceptions and,

3-
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a more abstract level, "conceptions" fStaner, 1961) of the. stimuli;

and the'valence asabeintedWith;the stimuli. ROttef (1954) operation-

Allied Maslow's. (1968) proposition that behavior is generated in response

to need by equating "heed" with "goal" and asserting that human behavior

is goal: directed. Aaabtiated with the notion of "goal-directed" behavior

is expectancy. The intensity or tietaiatence of an individual's. behavior

is a function of the importance of the goal (or need) and the cognitive

expectations of.reward' r puoishm t.

The content assumptions of the theoretical base of the SLC are as

follows:

1. Since behavior is learned, inappropriate adult behaviors'are
the result of an individual's experiences in childhood and/of
adolescence; _ .

2. Inappropriate behaviors, in some way, have been reinforced so
that they are Well integrated into the total behavioral
repertoire of the maturing individual and persists because
they are; in the view of the individual, his best or only
Mechanism for fulfilling a need;

3. Inappropriate behaVititahave pogItive counterparts that can
be identified by educators;

4. Given' all_Of the above, positive behaviors thus identified
can be ordered developmentally and arranged as the content of

learning in the fort of activities. Such activities would:._
constitute'eXperientea.basedon the facts and concepts basic
to_the "acting out" and reinforcement of:the desired behavior
And;

5. The efficacious implementation of such experiences early in the
school eareeta of the retarded child will equip the student;
and ultimately the adult; withconstructiveyays of meeting
his needs and thereby reducing_theprobOility of the emergence
of self-defeating behaviors; (Goldstein; Note 5; pp. 17-18)

Process/methodblOgy. The dual nature of the socioltOgicaI assumption

requires the identification of a methodology which will facilitate the

process of ACting.independently; Beyond the identifiCation,Of;a

methodology is the integration of the methodology with the content.

An initial step in formulating these assumptions is the identification
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of41 theoretical perspective which is congruent with the theoretical

bases of the content assumptions and which is grounded in empirical

data'. Since "mentally retarded persons are inefficient learners by

definition" (Haywood, Note 6, p. 30) the specification of a learning

theory which can be-operationalized for inefficient learners becomes

a:hasic concern. For the purposes of the SLC, a cognitive Gestalt

theory (Werner, 1957) "stands out as having direct relevance to both

the ganization of content and the behavior of teachers and learners

alike" Goldstein, Note 5, 39).

From a Gestaltist orientation, learning can be conceptualized

as a three-stage procedure: In the first stage, or the Mass, the

learner is confronted with "an undifferentiated whole' (Goldstein;

Note 1)._ The Mass, as a whole is unfamiliar'to the learner, i.e.,

he/she may recognize and relate parts of the Mass to his/her meaning:-

entity representsful environment (ROter',°1954) but the Mass as an

a new experience:: rie second stage -,is called, Differentiation. I

this stage, the MSss is literally broken down and analyzed; In the

final stage, Integration, the pieces are recomhined into a meaningful

whole which can be integrated into .the experience of the learner;

The adoption of a cognitive Gestalt approach to learning:i6 congruent

with the theoretical work whichsupporr the content; FrOM Stainer's

(1961) perspective, theAntroduction a-MAShich Cannot-be fit' as

an entity into the existing perceptions of the individual upsets the

homeostatic balance. This disequilibrium creates a need; from this

need, behavior will be generated (Maslow; 1966). The nature of the

behavior will be a function ,of the person's perceptions and conceptions
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of the pieces of the Mass (Stagner) and the positive or negative

valenceS aiSSOCiated with those perceptions; In Rotter's (1954)

terminology, the individual's behavior will result froutjtisher atteMptS

to relate the Mass to hisjher'meaningfuI environment and the expectatiOnS:.

of success or failure associated with those attempts.

A second pedagogical perspective is important. This is the

theoretiCal position of Dewey (1910; 1916) with re'gard to teaching

persons to think or to soave problems in a logical fashion.' Stages in

ieflectiV'e experience are important because of the way in which they

integrate the content theorie.s (Maslow, Stagner, & Rotter) and the

proceSS theories (Werner). This is particularly true in the firSt

stages of the process. These stages are:

1. "Perplexity, confusion; doubt, due to the fact that one is

Implicated in an incomplete situation whose full character is not

yet determined" (Dewey; 1916, p. 150). In terms of the personality

theoribe discussed earlier, the person finds himself/herself in a state

of disequilibrium.

2. "A -conjectural anticipation--a tentative interpretation tif;

the given elements attributing to them a tendency to effect cer*ain

consequences" (Dewey; 1916; p. 150); In terms of the personality

theOriea, thtiO'indiviPdual formulates a conjecture on the basis of

perception (Stagner; 1961) or within the framework of the "meaning

ful environment" (Rottor; 1954); the conjecture is accompanied by

expectations (Rotter, 1954; Stagner, 1961).

3. A careful examination of all possible considerations which

identify the problem (Dewey; 1916)

t.



4. 'A clarifying elaboration of hypo eses (Dewey, 1916)

5. Committing oneself to a hypot esis which requires overt

action (Dewey, 1916).

From a pedagogical perspec ve, reflective thought is developed

in the following sequence of teps:

1. The problem is pr sented to the learner by the teacher.

2. The learner th n defines the problem by relating the elements

7

of the probiem'sitn on to his/her own meaningful environment.

3. On the s of the definition; the learner "formulated hypothe-

ses which are piicabie to the situation.

4. The earner, then, with the assistance. of the teache

verifies t hypotheses until a solution is achieved. The hypothesis

which nits in solution of the problem is incorporated into the

repe oire of the individual as a rule (Dewey, 1910; Gagne, 1977).

Intervention: SLC

Structural Features of Content

Need Areas

The educational content assumptions of the theoretical base of

the SLC emphasize the sociological orientation. The objective or

education; particularly for mildly handicapped learners is to increase

the extrinsic value of the school program. Glennon (1975) refers to

this approach as "the social utility theory of. curriculue.and says

that this theory adopts "one reasonable criterion for selecting sub-

jects to be taught: is the topic likely to be used in common business

and social situations of adult life?" (Glennon, 1975; p. 121);
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Given this orientation, the selection of content is molecular,

"it focuses on what seem to be singular behaviors which; in varying

combinations, form more complex operations consistent with social adapta-

ton" (Goldstein, Note 5, p. 18). Within this molecular framework; a

sequence of stages may be postulated. They are:

1. Ascertaining the negative behaviors that appear to correlate
with maladaptation,

2. Categorizing behaviors into meaningful tlusters,
3. Transposing negative behaviors into their positive counterparts

and organizing them developmentally,
4. Stating behavioral objectives and subobjectives for each of the

targeted behaviors, and,
5. Writing curriculum content that will underly the attainment of

objectives. (Goldstein, Note 5, p. 19)

At this point in the process of theory and curriculum development,

data from applied research are important. Two areas of research are

particularly important. The first is the postschool adjustment of persons

who have been educated in special classes for mentally retarded students.

Examples are the work of Ballet, Charles; and Miller (1967)3 Fairbanks

(1933), Kennedy (1948, 1966); Porter and MiIazzo (1958); Tizard (1956)i

and Voelket (1962). The second area of specific concern is the in-

school social adjustment of mentally retarded children. Relevant research

here is the Work of Baldwin (1958); Johnson (1950); and John-son and' Kitk:

(1950).

Results from these studies stimulated the development of a ques-

tionnaire which was distributed to persons across the United State§

who were likely to encounter in their work mentally retarded Pete-ens

who were experiencing failure (Goldstein, Note 3). The largest category

of recipients was composed of vocational rehabilitation counselors.

From the responses to the survey; an array of critical behaVibta and

the contexts in which they occurred was identified. In accordance with
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the personality theories previously addressed, the behaviors were

organized into need areas. If behavior is conceptualized as the

attempt of an individual to meet a need, then it is important to

identify and categorize the needs which stimulate behavior.

From the behaviors targeted by the rehabilitation workers, an

arbitrary but heuristic structure was developed. Reported behaviors

were clustered according to the personal need to which they seemed best

related. "It can be added, parenthetically, that this construction

needs to be seen as hypothetical and subject to further study and

refinement, rather than as a hard and fast theoretical position

(Goldstein, Note 5, p. 21). Need areas are grouped into three cate

gories: physical, social, and psychological; this designation reflects

the earlier work of Kirk and Johnson (1951); need areas and definitions

are presented in Table 2.

Expanding Environments

The second structural dimensiondfrom a molecular orientation

to curriculum development relates to "the ordering of behaviors into

seqluences congruent with maturation" (Goldstein, Note 5, p. 21).

Clearly a developmental approach is indicated, but the complexity of

the behavioral content dimensions in their combination of cognitive and

affective components precludes "an extrapolation of Piagetian theory"

(Goldstein, Note 5, p. 22) or any other normative stage theory; Selman

(Note 7) has emphasized the dangers of attempting to formulate stage

theories of social development which parallel those of physical and

cognitive maturation. Social knowledge and behavior is by nature much

more dynamic and dependent upon situational factors than are ptysical
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TABLE 2

NEED AREAS*

32

Emotional Security -need to feel safe

Ccinti01--teed to be recognized as competent

ReSpett--teed for external reinforcement of competence

Expression- -need to articulate* thoughts and feelings

Economic Security - -need for financial independence

Socialization--need to be with other people.

Communication--need to be heard and understood

Interdependencerecognition of lack of omnipotence

Identification--need to establish sense of self

Experience--need for change

Maintenance- -need to be healthy, sastain physical well-being

Utilization--need to use abilities appropriately, meaningfully

*Goldstein; Note

and cognitive counterparts. Time; as it relates to the organization

of tontent; is regarded; las a function of growth and environments

as they relate to growth" (Goldtein Note 5, p. 22).. Content is
(-

ordered; then; in terms of the need area(s) to which it relates; and

the geveIopmentaI environment(s) of whiCh it is characteristic;

The environments; self, home and family, neighborhood;'and community;

are seen as "amalgams of social, psychological, and organismiC variables;

which, in some way, have achieved almost criterion status as they relate

to both time and social growth" (GOldstein. Note 5;. p.,22);
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The selection of expanding environments may be seen as a clear

manifestation of the influence of the sociologi4a1 pergpoctive :The

environments are similar to the "cores" which form the organizational

structure of Hungerford's curriculum (HUng6rford, DeProspo; &

Rosenwerg; 1952) which was developed for mentally retarded children

in the New York City public schools. Each of the cores of Hungerford's

program was intended to correspond to a given chronological age;

Cores and ages are:

The Home 7 -9

The Neighbdrhood 10

The borough 11

The City 12

Study of job areas 13

Ways of choosing, getting, and holding 14

Ways of spending one's income 15

The worker as a citizen and social being 16-17

(Goldstein, 1957, p. 16)

The specific objective of Hungerford's program was obviously vocational

preparation; The SLC' differs froth the Hungerford curriculum in that
I

vocational success is seen as a contributor to "life success",and not

its equivalent. 'In addition, the SLC represents an attempt to be

responsive to the social structure of the United States as a whol

rather that!- to be responsive to particular se4ions. A major limit
1)=

tion of the Hungerford curriculum was its restrictive structure: It

assumed a societeMatid for,unskilled and semiskilled wOrkers.

The validity of this aSSumption_Oas affected-by clospges in demography

and technology.

AtteMpts to modify the organizational structure so that it would

be applicable across a heterogeneous social system can be found in the

initiation of the environments witkehat of tilt self; the addition of

the family to the core Of the home; the omission of the borough; the
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alteration of the city to the community, and the integration of the

other core contents into all environments in a response to current

and anticipated demographic and occupational patterns.

Structural Features of Process/Methodology

.
The selection of content is a necessaryLlut not sufficient -step in

curriculum development for mildly handicapped learners. The content

. Of the SLC is unique only in the comprehensiveness of the. scope and

sequence. Even there; the developers, make no claim to innovation

(Goldstein, Note 3); Content provides the material for critical thought.

DeVelOptett of the ability to act ihdependently requires a teaching

method which assists the learner in acquitng systematic means of

activating content.

A Gestalt learning theory provides a broad structural framework

within which an instructional methodology which unifies the acquisition

_

content with strategies for activating that iconpent can be identified.

Designation of, the nature of the methodology, the other structural

dimension of the SLC, results from the integration of empirical data with

specific learning theories. Empirical data from a number of research

areas are important. Examples are learning characteristics o etarded

people (Ellis; 1970; Prehm, 1968; Zedinati & House, 1963), problem solving

skills of retarded children and adolescents (Rosenberg, 1963); expec-

tancy of success or failure and Willingness, to cont4nue a task after

experiencing failure (Bialer, 1961; Cromwell, 1963; Moss; 1V59).

On the basis of The findings of this and other research; a .ser of

working conclusions was establighed. In comparison to tonretarded

peers; mentally retarded perSCitS:
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1. Have poor retention of facts and concepts.
2. Are more likely to learn and retain facts than concepts.
3. Exhibit leaxming performance which correlates better with

mental than with chronological age.
4. short attention span.
5. Have difficulty separating relevant from irrelevant cues.
6. Exhibit perseverative problem solving behaviors, (Goldstein,

Note 5)

Just as the sociological perspective influenced the educational

assumptions relating to content so does it influence thedevelOOMent

of methodological assumptions; The goal of the socioeducational per-

spective of retardation is to reduce the probability of an individual's

being assigned to a:mentally retarded status as an adult. With this

objective, the most critical research data is that which deals with the

ability of mentally retarded people to solve problems. The other re=-

tearth data are important to the extent that the variables they reflect

impact upon problem-soIvinvskills.

At the time of the conceptualization of the methodological'/
assumptions of the SLC, research on problem-solving skills of mentally

retardd people was limited :in number and quality. ROSenberg (1963)

concludes a comprehensive review of the existing StOdieg by lamenting

"the neglect of problems of statistical design, terminology, and the

logic of formal theoretical and research methodology" (1963, p. 458).

A variety of experiments was conducted by Bialer;;(1961), Cromwell

(1963), and Moss (1959) in which the principles of Otter's (1954)

Social Learning Theory (SLT) were applied to the behavior of mentally

retarded subject's. A basic hypothesis for many of the studies was that

mentally retarded children and adOleSC'entS would be more motivated to

avoid failurethanfto achieve success. In the case of problem solving,

failure :avoidance might be- manifest in very laborious.apd:afficie
,

approaches to the resolution -cifthepti-obrem, reluaran6e tok act at all,
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or very rapid and impulsive action that terminated the encounter very

quickly. After several StUdieS; it became apparent that accurate

interpretation of the results was obstructed by an inadequate concern

for the subject's percePtion of the situation (Cromwell; 1963);

If "perception deteribineS response" (Stagner, 1966, p; 70) and if

"the unit of investigation for the study of personality is the interaction

of the individual with his meaningful environment" (Rotter, 1954; p. 85

then it is indeed possible, that "what has been called experimentally

induced failure may not haVe been failure" (Cromwell, 1963; p. 62);

Researchers did not give adequate consideration to the nature of the

problem within the context of the meaningful environment of the subjects:

Moss continued this line of research after this realization and did so

within the framework of a field evaluation of special education inter-

vention (Goldstein et al., 1965).

From a socioeducatibhal perspective; focus on the process of

problem solving its two objectives. First, it is;congruent with.

the "social utility theory of Curriculum" (Gl400 ennon; 1975) which guided

Selection of content. Second, it provides "a legitimate teaching-

learning transaction with one of the major acquisitions being. a strategy

consistent with the effective processing of data" (GoldsteiniMote 5,

P. 34).

Inductive Problem Salving_Prooess
ctt

Within the frameWork of a cognitive Gestalt approach to learning,

a second, methodological feature.ehn be placed. This feature is a

pedagogical procedure Which can

effeCt a working union beten the: content of learning and the

tactics for processing such content (reasoning) into productive
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behaviors (strategies) which will become integrated procedures
in the learner's interactions with his environment. (Goldstein,
Note 5, p. 36)

Reasoning, as it relates to peAgogical procedures, can be reduced. to

two basic types: inductive and deductive.

For the purposes of teacher-pupil tranactions, 41nductive4reason-
ing is a process in which the soluttotto a problem is obtained
by proceeding from the specific elements of the problem to the
totality of the problem itself and ultimately to the rule.or
principle underlying its solution. Deductive reasoning, on_the
other hand, starts with the problem ancl-already internalized
rules relevant to the solution of that class of problem and
proceeds to the specifics of the situation which_guide the learner
to the conclusion appropriate to the problem at hand. (Goldstein,
Note 5, pp. 36-37)

The research on problem-solving abilities of mentally retarded

people which was available during the,formative stages of the SLC was

at best equivocal, i.e.; it offered no conclusive evidence regarding

the Capabilities for reasoning.

with retarded subjects (problem solving, learning characteristics,

personality motivation factors, etc.) dndicated that any instructional

intervention would have to be explicit in formulation and execution.

The task was to select a reasoning process and-to formulate a

procedure for integrating that process with the specified content fn

a pedagogical situation. The working conclusions postulated from the

review of learning research with retarded children supported the selec-

tion of an inductive reasoning process. In addition, there was an

historical precedent for the, inductive approach in the work of Sequin

(Goldstein, 1957).

The data frail manyareaS of research

Piaget and Bruner, among many others, emphasize theneed for
maturing children_to acquire_rules and principles for organizing
experiences and thought so that they can cope with the world
around them before and on reaching maturity. Given this; we
can say that the indicated strategy in the education of EMR
children is one that capitalizeS on inductive logical reasoning
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under the assumption that these children; like younger normal
children; need to build a repertory of rules and principles'.
for problem solving; (Goldstein; Note 5; p. 38)

Once the reasoning process has been identified, the objective is

to formulate a pedagogical procedure; The fdrmulation of this prbbedUre

Must occur within a context of restricting parameters. The procedure

must be congruent with content and it must fit within'the structural

framework of the cognitive Gestalt or the Mass-Differentiation-Integration

conceptualization of learning; In addition, the nature of the global ob-

jective of the SLC require that "inductive reasoning is cast in the

teathing=leatning framework as both a process to-be employed and

A trait to be instilled and obtained" (Goldstein, Note 5, p. 47).

The procedure developed in accordance with these specificatiOns is

the Induttiveyroblet Solving Process (IPSP) This process is integrated

-------- ---
with- cbtittit through the format employed for presenting the information.

Each step in the IPSP was developed to be congruent with a portion of

the learning Gestalt; i;e;; the Mass, Differentiation, or Integration

stage of learning. The IPSP is composed of five behaviors which are

categorized into three stages of behaviors: information gathering,

information processing, and information application.

In terms of the Gestalt'theory of.learningi the teacher selects an

objective; Content relative to that objective is expressed in a problem-

solving format; This objective (if ii has been properly selected)

represents the Mass; The Mass is an undifferenti ted whole which as

an entity is new to the learner, The first step in dealing with the

Mass is to relate it to the "meaningful environAnt" (Rotter, 1954)

of the student; In order to accomplish this, the MASS must broken

apart or differentiated. In the Differentiation phase of the learning

51
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experience; the information-gathering behaviors of the IPSP are applied.

They are labeling and detailing.

° >- Labeling; the identificatiOn of component elements, is the first

step in problem solving; With regard to the development of inductive

reasoning as a trait which is manifest in independent action; the teacher

intentionally presents a Mass which will create a disequllibrium

(Stagner, 1961) in order to sensitize the learner to the existence of

a problem. Clearly; a person cannot become skillful at solving problems.

if he/she is unable to recognize the existence of -a problem.

The next step in'inductive reasoning is detailing. Detailing is

a more focused data-gathering behavior which is important for several

reasons. First; the goal of the teacher in selecting the objective

is to confront the learner with an qcperience which will disrupt the

psychological homeostasis; the nature of the reaction to the disequil-

ibrium depends; in large part; upon the extent to which the learner

perceives the Mass as manageable. By_helPing the student detail'or

differentiate relevant from irrelevant information, the teacher guides

the learner in relating elements of the Mass to hishtter "meaningful

environment." This action increases the probability that the experience

of encotintering a Mass will come to acquire a positive valence (Stagner,

1961); the Mass is no longer regarded as an overwhelming unknown, but
4

rather as a composite of familiar and unfaMiliar elements. Through

this guidance; the teacher also "establishes the relationship between

what is labeled and. its character as-they have bearing on the given

problem" (Coldstein, Note 5, p. 59).,

The next category of behaviors in the IPSP is information-

processing.. This classification includes inferring and
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preditting-verifying; Inference may be seen as the behavior which

links critical thought with independent action. The data gathering

Skills are predominantly content oriented; certainly action 4s involved,

as the title of the category (data gathet111) indicates; but the learner
0

is not required to act on the content: Inference is the first step in

the process of activating the Content. This stems in the IPSP provides

the teacher with important diagnostic information. The quality of the

inferences depends upon the quality Of the labeling and detailing;

The second information-processing behavior is predicting-verifying;

At this stage, the learner is required tO select one option from among

those presented at;the inference stage; After making a commitment to

a single inference, he/She must verify logically the consequences of

acting on the inference. Predicting-verifying is an intentionally

joined.behavior. The objective of establishing skill in inductive

reasoning AS a trait requires that the student form a habit of evaluating

the effectiveness of his/her behavior;

The last step of the IPSP represents the beginning of the Integra-
:,

tion phase of learning; From.the experiences ofgathering and process-

ing information in an established sequence of steps; the students

should be able to reconstruct the Mass so that it can be assimilated

into the meaningful environment; This step called application

of information or generalization; In terms of the pedagOgiCal situs-

tiOn, thip step is reached when the student can articulate a rule,

i.e., he/she can combine and apply concepts in response to specifit

kinds of relationships over a variety of situations. Prom the per-

gpetrive of the..S.L04he statement of a rule comes in a "whenever"



(Goldstein, Note 1) or "if" statement (Goldstein, Note 5),
.

. e ,

thenever one is confronted with this type of stimulus array, one

does this; The ability to state the rule is not equated with the

demonstration of independent action; indeed, the mere articulOtbh

of the rule may be miSIeading;

The ultimate objective of the SLC is to enable the child to

'unction successfully as a self-mediator. This is accomplished by

the gradual and carefully planned transmission of the mediationa).

responsibilities from the teacher=to the learner. If'a mentally

41

retarded-Child is to become a competent self-mediator, this transmis.-'

lion must be carefully structured around the fallowing principles:

1. The teacher must select and organize content which is
with the meaningful environment of the learner._

2; The teacher must verify that the learner sees the connection

between the facts being presented and his/her own needs._
3; Perception of relevance by the learner increases the.prob7

ability that mastery of facts will be inherently reinforcing;
4; The teacher presents. increasingly more complex facts (die

basis for critical thought) .through -rote instruction.

5; When the Iearner'has assembled an_adequate repertoire of

facts, the teacher guides the_child_in assembling-- facts into

concepts through the Logical Inductive Method (LIM).

The LIM:provides a consistent pattern which involves the

learner so that he/she discovers himself/herselfcompetent_
to'manage his/her own behavior, and internalizes the pattern

as a Problem-solVing strategGoldstein, Note.8)

The postessibn of an internalized problem-solvingettytegy in

combination with the belief that one is competent to manage one's own

congruent

behavior constitutes the essence of self- mediation.

The role of'.the'teacher,a mediator becotes absorbed by the
learner who then mediates his learning and actions. Having

the capacity to mediate one's learning,_behaVAor, etc.; is

the wherewithall for acting independently. (Goldstein; Note 8)

_

Because the 'theoretiCal base of the SLC focuses upon., the extrinsic

value of educatl ni the Ultimate criterion for the evaluation of the
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curriculum's effectiveness must be postschool adjustment of children

who have been taught with the program. The fact that a student can

exhibit behaviors which reflect skill in thinking critically and acting

independently within the classroom only increases the amount of con-

fidence that can be placed in a probability statement regarding his/her

skills dutside the classroom. Mastery of content and internalization

of the IPSP guarantees adult adjustment no more than satisfactory

performance in any educational program guarantees its application.

helical organization of content in conjunction with the repetitive

presentation of sequential problem - solving behaviors is congrent with

4w
a goal of adult postschool adjustment, a socioeducational perspective

or retardation, and a social utility theory of curriculum (Glennon,

1975).

Instrumental Enrichment: The Theory

' ,Perspective Toward Retardation

Classification systems, like; theories, are useful to the extent

that they promote understanding'of a phenomenon. ,Four basic Per-

spectives toward the phenomenon of mental;retardation hqe been identi-

fied: medical, psychological, educational, and sociological. Efforts

to specify the perspective of the SLC led to the conclusion that the
"N.

curriculum does not manifest any of the perspectives in pure form but

is more accurately understood as socioeducational in orientation.

Similar attempts with Feuerstein's work affirm, the notion that

the primary value of the four perspectives is in serving as ideolog-

ical reference points. Instrumental Enrichment, like the SLC, does

not fit into any single orientation toward retardation. It is more
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appropriately seen as psychoeducationaI; representing a combination of

the psychological and educational approaches.

Interestingly, Feuerstein 's work differs from that of traditional

proponents of a psychological perspective in precisely the same way

that Goldstein's work can be differentiated from that of those who

espouse a sociological orientation: It focuses on intervention. The

educational emphasiS of Feuerstein 1 s work is concentrated on ameliorating

the condition of retardation through improving basic psychological

processes.

Psychological Influence

Feuerstein (1980) discusses three major psychological positions

which have influenced the nature of research-associated with human

behavior in general and intellectual functioning in particular. They

are psychoghalysis; behaviorism, and psychOmetry. Although,the behav-

ioral approach has become increasingly accepted (Bijou,_1968); the

psychometric model has dominated concert[. with deficient intellectual

functioning and thereforeisgenerally considered the traditional

psychological perspective; This approach-began with the work of Calton

(Maloney & Ward; 1979) and has been continued with that of 8iniiknd

Simon. (1905; 1914; 1916); Terman (1916); Thurstone (1927; 1931);

Wechsler (1944; 1958); Cattell (1963; 1971); and Guilford (1967).

This perspective has had its primary impact upon intervention through

the use ofstandardized intelligence tests which,adopt*a "statistical

model of normality" (Mercer, 1973).

While the proponents of the traditional psychological perspective
I

from Calton to Guilford have regarded intelligence in 11ms of a factorial
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and psychometlric orientation; Piaget conceptualizes intelligence in

terms of processes. He speaks of intellectual development AS progres-

sive and repetitive movement from structural disequilibriut to equil-

ibrium (Hall; Note 9);

Working from a process conceptualization of intelligence;

Fouerstoin (1970; Note 10) has concentrated upon the specific issue

Of differential cognitive development; Galton's,Work (1869, 1883)

may be regarded as the initiation of effort's on the part of psycholo-
_

Aists and educators to identify variables relating to the fact that

some individuals learn and understand more effidiehtly and effectively

than others (Maloney & Ward; 1979Y. A variety Of fatttita haVe been

postulated as having causal influence on ability to learn. Common

examples are heredity; organicity; quality and quantity Of environ-

mental stimuli ; .characteristics of parents or caregivers such as

socioeconomic status; and educational 16V61 (FederStein & Rand; 1974);

Feuerstein (1979; Feuerstein & Rand; 1974) considers these factors

inadequate because the relationship between each and the exhibition

of retarded performance is far from perfect.

The question; however; . is tsiliatja.the mechanism through

which these various environmentally determined factors end

up producing a given level of cognitive- func tioning. Thus

poverty ; ; does notequalbi affect all individuals
striken by it There are_Mahy_ihStahtegin which children
from poor families reach high levels -8f functioning
despite the adverse condititinS in which they were brought

up; Organicity as well:AS emotional disturbance and depriva-

tion do not always and not necessarily result in low cognitive
development;' (Feuerstein &.Rand, 1974, p. 10)

Feuerstein (1979;1980; FeUetStein & Rand; 1974; Feuerstein;

Note 10) resolves the dileMma by proposing tbat the previously mentioned

factors influence cognitive development indirectly; 1.;-e;; they are distal
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determinants of cognitive functioning.-, In the terminology of Affieriean

research and intervention, these conditions operate to Tlace children

"at risk" The direct influence and the factor responsible for varia=

tions in cognitive performance is the extent to which the child receives

mediated learning experiences (MLE); "Mediated learning experience is Con=

sidered by us as the proximal determinant" (Feuerstein & Rand, 1974, p. 13)

of differentiall'cognitive'deveIopment;

Feuerstein thinks that the human organism interaf.ts with the

environment through two experiential modalities: direct exposure and

Mediated. The direct exposure modality is characterized by the immediate;

unaltered, and random interaction between the person and the envireltnmental

StitUli. This type of learning is predominantly a chance occur rice, i:e.,

the nature of the stimuli and/or the order in which they appea are in=

tidettal;

The manner in which the individual responds to the stimuli changes

qualitatively and quantitatively with maturation. From a Piagetian

perspective; the nature of change is a function of the reciprocal pro-

cesses of assimilation and accommodation. Assimilation is "the incorpora-

tion of objects into patterns of behavior" (Piaget, 1960, p. 8); Accommo-

dation is the opposite process in which the individual alters thought

patterns Or actions to fit environmental demands. Fottulistic

representation iS-.8-400-7R r stimulus-organism-response (Piaget;

1960; cited by Feuerstein & Rand; 1974).

MLE, on the other hand, is defined as "the training Oven to the

human organism by an experienced adult who frames, selects; focuses;

and feeds an environm experience in such a way as to create

appropriate'Iearnkhg sets" (Feuerstein, -,Note 10, p. 6); The basic
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formula of direct-exposure learning is altered by th ertion of

the human mediator: S-H(00-R or Stimulus-HUManMedi 'Organism-

. Response (Feuerstein & Rand; 1974).

Mediated learning experiences are characterized by four criteria.

first defining characteristic is the intentionality of the mediator

and the child; The mediator makes a concerted attempt to emphasize to

The

the child the importance of the experience and in so doing "to produce

in the child a state of vigilence" (Feuerstein; ote 11).

The second criterion of MLE is the transcending principle. The

*

action of the mediator should exceed the demands of the particular

situation in such a way -that the needs system of the learneriSs enr

larged (Feuerstein, Note 11). In order to comply with this principle*

the Mediator schedules the appearance of stimuli and controls their

intensity and reappearance; In so doing, the mediator establishes

the basis for temporal -and spatial orientations and for movement from

concrete to symbolic representation. He/she also groups stimuli to,

initiate a foundation for relational thought and comparative behavior.

The third requirement of MLE is the mediation of meaning. The

mediator must "ascrilv meaning to the task and emphas &fig. the value of

his/her action" (Feuerein, Note 11) if MLE is to have maximal impact

upon the child. can be established through verbal interpreta-

tion and through the selection and presentation of stimuli. The

enthusiasm of the mediator is important in establishing mediation

of meaning.
s.

The final criteria of MLE is the mediation of 6ompetence.

order for this to occur, the child mustfirst, succeed and second;
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feel that heishe
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responsible foi his/her own success. The mediator

must allow the child enough freedom with the stimulus to establish

in the activity. The mediator then guides the child in the

activity and in the interpretation of the activity.

investment

Within the framework of this concept, cognition is regard as

inextricably relatedito'other,psychoIogicaI processes such a motiva-

tional and attitudinal patterns;
4

Instrumental Enrichment is based on a theoretical framework that
takes into account the structure of intelligence of the retarded
performer; the motivational aspects of hts functioning, influenced
not only by his cognitive but also by environmental and cultural
dimensions that determine his needs' syStem; and -the necessity for
his redevelopment as determined by the conditions of life in the

modern technical society to which he must adapt. (Feuerstein,

1980, p. 105)

Educatianal-Influancas

Although his perception of intellectual development has been

heavily influenced by the scholars of the "Genevan4School of Piaget,"

Feuerstein (1970) is very concerned with the impact of educational

intervention on cognitive skills*nd abilities. He specifies a con-

tinuum of intervention approaches ranging from passive-acceptant to

active-modification.

The passive-acceptant approach emphasizes changing the environment

to fit the individual with a pessimistic perception of the individual's

ability to change; In contrast, the active-modification orientation .

"says that an individual can be encouraged out of a marginal, parasocial

kind of existence and made to be actively interested in living a fuller

life by means of active intervention strategies" (teuerstein, 1970,

p. 345).

4
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In keeping with the psychological process orientation, this

intervention emphasizes teaching mental operations rather t an,

content: It differs from pyograiis of similar orientation the

United States,,-,particularly the work of Frostig (1967, 1968) and

Kirk, McCarthy, and Kirk(1968); in focusing on cognition rather

than perception; Concern is extended past the manner in which in-

formation is received to include pltredures whichareused 'to proceap

and apply infic4-matiop; Ex/i1,0P4s of specific cOgnirive skills are

associative clustering, 'rehearsal, coding, categorlzationi elaboration;

and Verbal abstracting (Maywood, Note 6); The primary objectiVe- Of

FeUergtein's pork is to- teach personswhoexhibit retarded performance

to think more effectively by modifying higher mental operations... The

educational orientation is emphasized by the fact

seen as a basic agency of intervention;

Natureof the Theory

that the school

5

"IE is the applied aspect of the theory of cognitive modifiability"

erstein, Note I1). The theory of cognitive modifiabilj.ty has been

explicitly stated; Cognitive modifiability refers to

structural changes or changes in the state -of the organism brought

about by a deliberate program of intervention -that will facilitate,
_
the generation of continuous growth by- rendering the organism

receptive and sensitive to internal and external stimuPation;

(Feuerstein; .1980; p. 9)

.
The basic assu6tion of the construct of cognitive modifiability

is that the individual is an open system.

In this frameworki modifiability is considered to be the basic

condition of the human organism, and the individual's manifest
level of performance at any given point in -his development cati

pot be regatded as or immutable, -much less a reliable

indicator of futUre performance. Tangible expression, of this

viewpoint is evident in the rejection of IQ scores as reflective



Of a stable or permanent level of functioning. Instead and
in accordance with ':tile open system approach, intelligence
is considered a dynamiC self - regulating_ process that is
responsive to external environmental intervention.. (Feuersteini

1980, p.. 2)

The goal Of structural change; or the modification of.cognitive

structures, is to "produce in the child the capacity to initiate and

'maintain structural processes". (Feuerstein; Note 11); In other words;

the objective is to enable the. child to beeote a "generator of knowl-,

edge" '(Feuerstein, 1980) by .,the appropriate use of basic mental opera7,

tian such as discriminating, associating; analying

(Haywood, 1977).

na\generaliling:

.Tbi§ g 1. iS accomplished by changing the organism (through MLE)-

in two:2baSit Ways. The first is increasing the capacity the i

ual to integrate experiences into a relevant whole; In this way, the

system of cognitive functioning is cohesive and particular experiences

are integrated in a maruadhich will effect the whole. The second

alteration in the organism is the'deveIopment of the ability to inter--

pret change as trangformation; This means that the child is able 66

engage in activerather than static thought. "Changes which occur in

the child will unergo constant transformation and by this be generalized

over many areas of functioning" (Feuerstein, Nofe 11).

RelatiAphip to Theory to Intervention

Instrumental Enrichment "is the applied aspect of the theory

of cognitive modifiability" (Feuerstein, Note 11) The concepts

cultural depriVationand mediated learning experience facilitate the

the development of the intervention program. Cultural deprivation is
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a syndrome which: inclpdes.a number of deficient cognitive functions.

The assumption upon which the intervention rests is that through the

provision of an instructional program which compensates for the lack

of MLE, the deficient functions can be remediated.

Working from this assumption, the first step in the development of

the intervention is the specification of the nature of the deficient

functions. Globally, focus,is directed to "deficiencies in those

functions that underlie internaliied, representional and operatkmal

thought" (Feuerstein, 1980, p. 71):,- The deficient functions have been

ideiitid, for the most part, "through dynamic clinical assessment

using the e arning Potential Assessment Deice" (Feuerstei, 198Q,'
,

: *II): The primary value of the list of deficient functions is
o

heuristic; no claim is made "to the empirical validation of the exhaus-
V

dive nature of the functilns or tdtheir orthogonality;

The list of deficient futichions is divided into four basic cate-

goriest Three of these correspond,to the cdnceptuaI division of the
4

mental actginto the phases of iriPut,elabortion, and output.
.

fourth.category, affective and motivational factors, is intimately

4
'4related to the other three; Specific:deficiencies are listed by cate-

gory in Table 3.

ognitiveIte_p_. Once the cognitive deficiencies have)Deen identi-.

fied, a theoretical model must be establishe'd which can be operation-
,

alized in the form of materials and procedures. The'strucutral feature

which links the theory of cognitive modifiability to Instrumental Enrich-

ment is the cognitive map. In essence,"this specifies the parameters by

which a mental act can be analyzed; categorized and ordered" (Feuerstein,

1980, p. 105). Feuerstein and colleagues <1979, 1980) specify seven
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TABLE 3

IMPAIRMENTS IN.COGNITIVE FUNCTIONING

Elaboration Output

1. Blurred .& sweeping,

perception

Impulsive exploratory behptor

'

Impaired receptive;verbal tools 3 ;,

4. Impaired spatial organiiation

5; Impaired temporal concepts

Impaired conservation f

constancies7size; shape,

quantity

7; Deficiency olpreclaion,in

.daip gathering

Incapacity to consider Multiple

sources of data simultaneously

Inadequate perception or

definition of problem

Inadequate differentiation of

relevant v; irrelevant cues

Lack of spontaneous compara-

tive bbhavior

iiigrrowness of mental field

Episodic grasp of reality

Impaired need for pursuing

logical evidpce

Impaired interiorizgtion

Impaired, inferential thinking

ImpaireOtrategies for hypo-

thesis t4ting

10; Impaired tanning behavior

11. Absence of verbal concepts on a

receptive 1:0/01; inability' to ex-

press concepts

Egocentric communication

Inability to project

virtual relationships

Blocking

If
4.'.Trial & error responsei

Inability to communicate

verbal responses

6; Lack of precision in en-

munic g responses

Deficiencies in visual

transport'

Impulsive, actingiout,

(behavior

Source: Fenerstein, R. If 11101 III I -11112 II

As Baltimore: University Park Press; 1979.
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parameters: content, operations,. Modality, phase, level o

level of abstrAction, and level of efficiency.

52

complexity,

Content refers to the subject matter of the mental act. An

operation is "an internalizec?.. Organized. coordinated set of actions

in erms of which we elaborate upon information derived from internal

and external sources" (Feuerstein. 1980; p. 106). Operations

Ali`vary in aifficulty from simple recognition and identification to more
71.

complex abilities such as seriation.

Modality is the form of expression of a mental act. Primary

modalities are figurative, pictorial, symbolic, and verbal. The phase

"' "of the mental act is input, output, or elaboration. Level of complexity,

is concerned with "the quantity and quality of units of information

necessary to produce a given mental act" (Feuerstein,: 1980, p. 109).

Level of abstraction refers to the nature of the stimuli upon which

the mental act focuses. In a Piagetian sense, this parameter deals

with actions On a contlnuum-from the concrete, presence of the stimuli

to symbolic representation.

The conjunctive nature, of the cognitive mai0Offtrit0&:bY.411P

-fact that it has been used to develop, the instruments whichvcompfit
a ,

'tte intervention and is t4commended for use in implementing that

intervention.

0

In our theoretical framework, the map; in ConjunctiOn_with the
inventory of- deficient functions, explains cognitive behavior by

analyzing it's components and locating and interpreting any
weaknesses_that may occur. Through/a process oriented approadh,
the cognitive map and the repertoire of deficient functions en-

able a dynamic assessment of a:child's functioning. The cognitive

map also assists the examiner and teacher in the selection of
instruments and techniques for. their application according to

the specific needs of the child; (Feilersi4ein; 1980, p. 112)
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Intervention

The program developed.to implement the principles of the theory

of cognitive modifiability is IE. TE.Tan be examined in terms of

two general and one specific aspect. General issues are the goals and

structure of the program; specific concern is the nature of the individ-

ual instruments.

Goals. Feuerstein 0 980), and Feuerstein, Rand, HoffMap, and'.

Millet (1979) emphasize h t

.

the major goal of Instrumental Enrichment.is to increase the
capacity of the human organism to hecoMe modified through
.direct exposure to stimuli and experiences provided by encoun-
ters with life events and:with formal and informal learning
opportunities. (Feuerstein,. 1980, p. 115)-.

Six subgoals.are Also specified. The first is to correct "the

deficient functions that characterize the cognitive structure of the

culturally deprived individual" (Feuerstein, 1980, p. 115); Although

the proximal determinant of cultural deprivation is insufficient MLE;

. distal determinants influence both the nature and extent, of deficiencies.

The objective of intervention is to modify all deficient functions with

particular emphasis on those which ale weakest.

The second subgoal is "the acquisition of basic conceptsi.labelsc._

vocabulary, operations, and relationships" (Feuerstein; 1980 ;.p.< .15).

-This subgoal "represents the content dimension of the instruments which

themsatnea are content- free" (Feuerstein; 1980; pp; II57116).'Since

the eonCern-Of the theory and its intervkntion is the modification of

I

cognitive functions, content in a curricular sense is important only

the extent that it is necessary for the mastery of cognitive opera-

tions. In a literal sense, this objective is more directly concerned

with culture-free than content7free infOrmation. In this sense, it
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-4' is reminiscent of Cattell's (1963) fluid as oppos8d to crystqlliied

intelligence.

The third subgoal of IE is the production within the iearne'r

of habits which produce intrinsic motivation. The8onceptual basis

for this subgoal is that learning will be maintained;;:transferred;

and ultimately generalized only if the individual has an intrinsic

motivation. to employ what has been learned.

IE also has an objective, the production of reflection and

insightful processes within the learner. A behavior which Ii;quite

common among mentally retarded persons is imOulsivity; A personality

characteristic which is equally common is an extringic'Iocus of control,

or the feeling thai one has little control over the events of, one's

life. This subgoal attacks. both ofthese traits.

The last two subgoals of IE .a8 clbselyrelated tO.thethird and
- ....

.

.

,. .

fourth oblectiveA. They*et-to create task-Intrinsic. motivation and
..t,

to help the indiVidualjh itaretarded performance acquire'a

perception oCjiiMself/herself as a-generator of knowledge.

Structure. The intervention program iS structured in terms of

units,.eachOf which is called an instrument. This term was. purpose-

---
fully selected to emphasize that the Material:itself was developed

_

as a means to an end rather than an end to itself. Although each in-

strument addresses a particular cognitive function, the tasks included

in the Activities of the:instrument deal with a range of deficiencies.

The instrumental nature of the materials influe es the way.I.n.Qhichthe

It

,..

lesson is planned and presented; the character teacher-student inter-

actions,-and the evaluation of performance.

r'

6 8 -
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The shift from material as an objective to material as a tool
has as its corollary a shift from project orientation to process
orientation,_With._a corresponding emphasis on "how" rather than
on !'What."_ A_Student's errors.are_notmerely recorded as
evidence of his failures or asindicative of a need for further
review of infarMationo_but their source is explored in terms of the
parameters_Of the,ovignitive map to `produce insight in the learning
process. (Feuerstein, 1980, O. 119)

Instruments. The IE program consists of paper and pencil excercises

organized as 15 instruments. The instruments provide a supplemental

curricular activity; the material is intended to be used 3-5 hours a

Week over a.'2=- or 3-year period. The instruments can be divided into

three major groups: nonverbal instruments, instruments requiring

limited reading skills, and instruments requiring independent

reading and comprehension abilities. Instruments are listed in

Tabl 4.

The direct relationship between the theory of cognitive =cliff-

ability and IE is madegraphic by examining the structural principles.
. ,

ofthe theory interms of the intervention; According to the theory

the proximal determinant of the cause of cultural deprivation is an

absence or insufficiency of mediated learning experience. The syndrome

is manifest in retarded performance which reflects defictencies in

cognitive processes.
-

The Instrutental Enrichment program is an attempt to cpmpensate
for the lack of mediated learning experience by expo8ing low
functioning adolescents to a series of tasks designed to modify
the cognitive functions in which they are deficient. The pro-

gram is not designed to teach content-specific units of informaz_

tion, but to provide the students with the prerequisites oflthink-

ing that will enable thdm to derive maximum-benefits from direCt_

exposure to either formal classroom curriculaNp9r any other eXperiene
that,,may facilitate their adaptation andjnte.gration into society.

(Fouorgtein; Rand; Hoffman; Hoffman; p. 541)

Each instrument in the program can be ait.;n,4$0 0.. the'

parameters of the cognitive map and the arAyardeficientjunctiOn8.
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TABLE 4

INSTRUMENTAL ENRICHMENT EXERCISES

I

Nonverbal

1. Organization of Dots 1.

7- -

2. Analytic Perception 2.

3. Cartoons 3.

4;

Limited Verbal Applied Verbal

Orientation in Space,

I; II; and III

Family Relations

,

1. Temporal relations

CPassification

Numerical Progres
A.

5. Stencil Desigh

Instructions.

3. Transitive r

4

4; Sylloglis,

.

Source: Feuerstein, R., Rand, Y., Hoffman, M., Hoffman; M; & Miller; R; Cognitive

modificability in retarded adolescents .f Effects of instrumental Enrichment.

American-journal of Mental DeTici-- 109; -84519550;

St

. I
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When a teacher uses 1E, he/she is attempting to temediate retarded

performance by acting directly upon the process deficiencies which

underly the inadequate performance. A deficiency in cognitive function-

ing may manifest itselfin a variety of school activities. Since the

IE materials are in''essenv content free, the teacher focuses upon the

. cognitive processes using the IE material as vehicles to facilitate

remediation. Through the'process of bridging; the teacher helps the

students relate the processes to schdol and daily-living activities.

Alteration in the manner in which a person perceivii, organizes;

analyzes, and communicates information and the consistent application

of thesetalterations can produce multiplicative change in a child's

learning performance. As amelioration solidifies,through repetition

and reinforcement; the child gradually assumes more and more responsi-

bility for mediating experience. As this occurs, his/her ability to

profit from direct exposure learning is greatly improved.

Theoretical CompAriSon: SLC and IE

The two curricular programs; social Learning Curriculum

(Goldstein; 1974a; 1975a; in press) and Instrumental Enrichment

(Feuerstein; 1980) share a concern with amelioration or an educe-
,

tional perspective toward mental retardation; the extent of influence

upon the educational perspective may vary qualitatively and quantita-

tively. The perspective adopted by SLC developers has been labeled

socloeducational because the ultimate objective is to increase.the

probability that persons who have been designated retarded during their

school years will be able to escape the status as adults. The proposed

means for accomplishing this objective are equipping students with.

71
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knowledge and skills which facilitate developmdnt of abilities to

think critically and act independently. The skills whic4.4pupport

both critical thinking and independent action are the basic psy-

chological proces es which are the essence Of the psychological per-

spective.

The theoretical position of the IE program has bed* called

psychoedupa because the primary objective of the program is

the improxi f fundamental cognitive processes with the concomitant

alteration o f ctive correlates (Chapman & Boersma, 1980) of de-
:

ficie6cies in mental operations. These affective correlate§ include

personality and motivatio

psychological prosdsse

factors; The intense focus upon cognitive

orientation of Instru-
.

'mental ,Enrichment. The very essence of the active-modification approach

to mental retardation is "adapting the retarded individuai,to the ever-'

growing and4Vdr-changing requirements of a' teAnoiogicai society"'

(Feuerstein; 1976; p. 343).

Both the'SLC and IE, then; adopt perspectives which are combinations

of the educational; psychological; and sociological orientations. The

primary distinction between the programs can be found in the conceptual-

ization of the process for implementing,the sociological orientation.

TX0m.Ieuerstein's interpretation; defidiencies in cognitive functioning

resulting from inadequate mediated learning experience are manifest in

the syndrome of cultural deprivation. Without. adequate intervention,

culturally deprived individuals may lead a "marginal; or parasocial kind

of existence" (Feuerstein; 1970, p. 345). If the basi psychological

rocesses of the individual are altered significantly the individual

will then be able tb benefit from direct exposure learning in such a



way as to alter his/her status in the social system. By remediating

cognitive deficiencies, one teaches the student to think; the person

who can think is then prepared to know.

Goldstein's interpretation of the sociological perspectiVe and

the intervention which has emerged from this interpretatiOt reflects

a pervasive concern with the imtaW6f political and economic Nikes

upon he-_indiliiddal'S ability to alterhis/her status in the system.

The convergehe of a dettittatic government and a capitaligtic philosophy

hag important implications for intervention with children who have been

classified mentally retarded. SUCceSsful.participation in the mainstream

_ _

of a deMOCratit and capitalistic society "requires that individuals be
O

snciaItted.iii.the latigUage, values, norms and perspectives of the public

CUltUteF40er,J968,-p.. 254),; This socialization requireS that a
-..

person Ile r4-at not only to thin but also to know.

IEji,,focusss upon ppncesses o abstract intelligence; "the ability

to understand Manage Ideasjind symbols" (Thorndike; 1920, p. 222).

TheSe processes are congruent with '!the educational traditions 6f- Europe.

.;,.,.and North America" (Jataaty; 1969, p. 7); The content-

ee" and, within the parameters of European traditions cuIture-free

(Cattell, 1963). The SLC contains elements of abstract nteIligence

but deals -also with social and mecHaticaI intelligence, i.e.; the abil-
.

ity to understand and manage people ata""things (Thorndikei.:1920). Thy

curriculum waseleveIoped for aspecificpopulation: children who have 1,2.

been designated mentallysre; d within the American soc41 system.

Compared to 1E; the SLC.4s neitber,6ontent nor culture:ftee

7The goal of 0 is to '?emediate deficiencies in,cOgnitive unction -

ing an.defierefore to help_ the child "learn ti" learn." Focus,1.0) upin



cognitive processes because they are critical to all, types of learningi

The ultimate criterion for the evaluation of the extene-',

to which the program succeeds in altering cognitive processes: Although

the implicit assumption of the theory of cognitive modifiability and

the IE program is that modification of abstraCtA.ntelligence will lead

4 to improvements in other areas, the basic criterion for the -6valnation

f.IE must be the extent to which .itsucceeds in altering cognitive

processes.

The goals of the SLC are to teach children to think'critically
,

and act independently. These objectives are based upon the assumption

that there are the "two pervasive characteristics requisite to social

competence in a society such as ours" (Goldstein, Note 3, p. L). In

evaluating the SLC, improvements in cognitive functioning are important

as means to the end of social competence. The ultimate criteria for

evaluating the SLC, then, is the extent to which pupils who have been

taught with the program become socially competent as adults;

The theoretical base Which supports the Instrumental Enrichment

program has been carefully articula ; each instrument in the

intervention is a direct outgrowth f the theoretical principles.

The theory fromwhich the SLC has- eendeveloped is implicit and the

relationship of theory to intervention,has been reciprocal.

ti



OHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The most cursory review of the literature of educational
of

evaluation reveals that the issues of curricular assessment have

generated voluminous responses Weiss (1972) stated that the Purpose

of evaluation research is to Compare "what i "mith."what.should be."

The preVaiIing characteristic of the literature of educational

evaluation seems to be disati3faction wfth:"what is and disagree7

ment over "what should be." -

This chapter has several purposes. The first is to preslt 'a

aummafy of the history of curricular evaluation. The second is

discuss three dominant theoretical perspectives and to identify the

approach which gui es this sudy. The final purpose is to review the

empirical literature so that research questions may bed proposed.

History of Curricular Evaluation

kreviiiT of ttbeCterature in he -area of curricular evaluation
. .

shows agreement on only two points: (a) It should be objective, and

(b) it should provide a i ement of some type. the proper means for

,...

demonstrating obipctivit y,, nature of,the judgement, and most
4

other

, k f
aspects of the evaluation process froM the identific'ation of the goals

1

to the reportiug,of therre lts are. u j*Fts of intense controversy.(1)
A 4

first efcperimental evaluation of American'eaucationa ograms

was conduct d by.R (1897). work was a systematdc examination/



of the effectiveness of rote instruction (Merwin, 1969) or "the

futility of the spelling grind" (Rice, 1897). Although. Rice's work

was very controversial* there were no replication attempts.

The refinement of procedUreS and techniques in educational

psychology, particularly in terms of assessment (Binet & Simon;

1905; Terman, 1916; Thorndike, 1903, 1913),-had great influence on

the philosophical direction)of educational research. The topic

selected by the National SOCietY for the Study of EducatiOn ag:the,

. _

focus of its 1918 conference was "assessment of educational. products.

The papers of this conference, however, reveal little more -than

philosophical adoption of the "scientific" procedures.

Tyler's 'doctoral dissertation, Statiatio mating

Teacher-Training Curticuld (1927) became'te seminal made/ for the
, .

implementation of theSe=46chniqueS. MIs work is parti larqy important

for this discuSSibn because it repiesents an attempt to unify testing.

theory with curriculum deVelOpment. Prior to his di'ssertation;assess-.

merit had been considered, the proper endeavor of ectocatio5A1 psydhoI-

ogists and curricular activity in the responsibility of edueators.

Tyler continued to influence, if not dominate, thi field'. In
-6. . ,. - ..

.

Ill.. 1934, heldentified the following topiCs.as critical to American
i

.,4,---,---k

education.
i

1) The formulation of objectives; in terms',of student, ballavior."

2) The use, of these objectives as the focus of teaching and of
testiwg.':

.1

3) The adoption of a brOader view of the pmirposes of education. -,

4). Concern with techniques for ev luating "nigher ment41 procesSea."
5) Broadening of the purposeofeiducation and conseqUintly edued=

tiohal evaluation to include .concern with af.fective factors.

(Merlin 1969; p. 82)
:..

Tyler the attempted to opeationalize his suggestions through

a major evaluative effout: the Eight Year Study. This stuUSii0

4
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important for severtil reasons. First, it was designend implemented

in such a way that it,impacted uponresearchers and practitioners.

Second, it represented the initiation of large scale research funded

by public and private agencies; the research was commissioned by the

Progressive Educational Association and supported by the Carnegie and

Rockefeller Foundations. Its purpose was to evaluate the extent tO,

which edutatibbal institutions espousing a Pprogressive Moael" were

achieving their objectives. Over 300 col-leges participated and 29

schools '"Axperimentally redesigned their curriCula*" in aCCordance.Wtth

the objectives of the4"progressive" philosophy.

The study had twq'parts. The,first was "primarily concerned with

developing means by which the achiggement of students in schools could

be appraised" (Smith & Tyler, 1942, p. 5);The second part of the

study used a comparative. design to examine the'7effectsofprogressfve

A and traditional courses 00-instruction. -.Tie performance of '1,475

,

college students receiving progressive courses was'compared with that

of a similar number of students being taught in "traditional" programs.

-..

The students receiving the experiMental treatments were judged to be

super to the comparison groups; \-;___.;
#

,

o --

Although Tyler's work(192.7;-1935; 1942) repress an integration

-c----

f psychological concerns regarding tests and measuremen wi edAar.
-

tioftaI interest in program development,. 01.ni-6.4 of the two fieIO
\:;.

4, was hardly solidified; 1±e Tyi :s worWaS ongoing, research of a

more basic nature was conducted on principles of learning.

. ,

Thorndike's work, 'part uearly the -statemg f the Law of Effect in
%

49.iikiandssrgVision 0-.19i5, influenC e research of American
_

..,

le eornitg thrists, 141.111,)and Skinner. Both attempted to refine
.

,

.`.,; 7 '
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ThOrndike'S position with ,Hull's advocating a_"qpantitative deductive"

system (Hilgard & Bower, 1966) and Skinner's calling for a descriptive

empirical approath.

In addition, another set-of endeavors in the period of 1940-1953

important to an accurate understanding of the history of educati nal

evaluatiOn. These, were a seri publications dealing with the

application of statistical analysis and experimental design ia,research

411 _education. The primary proponent of these concerns was Lindquist

With major publications -in 1940;1951; and 1953.

activity assoclatd with curriculum development and subsequent

curricular evaluation increased dramaticaiii with the passage of the

National DefenSe Att in 1958 (Hamilton; 1977). Federal monies were

'allOCated directly to efforts to improve curricula; particularly tit:

the areas of aslence and math. In the mid .1960s; the concern over

adequacy of curricula was extended to include educational programming

ftit IOW intOme, minority; and handicappd&rchildren. Curricular evalUa=

ticin "came of age" in 1965 "when continued financial support under

Title I rand'ritio III of the Elementary and Secondary Act waSiOade

contingent upon the submission of evaluation reporta" (Hamiltod:1977,

p. 330).

The response to the emphasis upon curricular evaluation WAS tet-i-

'During this era; three'major theoreti401--poSitions toward tur-

rittlar evaitiation emerged. The first; a comprehensive interpretation

of ,a Tylerian rafionale; wasProposed: by Cronbach and expanded by

Scriven (1967): and Stake (1967a; 1967b). The 'second; the experimental

position; was intpoduced by Campbell and Stanley (1966): The final

_ -

theoretical approach also reflects the work Of Tyler;. it is the



- 4
instructiojal objectives model advocatedbyPopham(1969);' The paper p-7-,

0 /
of Scriven (1967); Stake (1967b), and Popham (1969 appeared in a

monograph series sponsored by the American Education Research AS80Cia-

,tiOn begun 1967.

01.

In terms of special education, two strong statements concerning

the effectiveness of curriculum came in the 19$0s. Goldstein, Toss,

and Jordan :(1965) focused an curriculum and teaching method in evaluating
. .

the efficacy of special education , and Dunn (1968) called

4 4
for a comprehensive netwOrk of special education curriculum develop-

tent centers.

Major events of the 1970S include the development of other theo- (

retical positiOns regarding curricular"evaluation; The firsCwas intro-

duaed by Provus (1969) and expanded by Stufflebeam, Foley; GephN

Cuba, Hammond, Merriman,.: and: Provus in 1971. The focus of this model

is upon the evaluator's role in facilitating rational decision-making.,

Other theoretical .perspeptives ate the literary approach proposed by

Eisner (1972, Note 12) and theory-based evaluation developed by Fitz-
r

Gibbon and Morris (1975). In 1979, Cook and CaMpbeli published an

extensive discussion of problems peculiar to applied research issues
p

including educational evaluation.'

. -

Theoretical Approaches to. Curricular Evaluation

Three major theoretical approaches emerged in:response to the

_demands for curriculum evaluation. They are the Comprehensive Tylerian

40
Position originally proposed 15y Cronbach (1963) and expanded by Scriven

'(1967) and Stake.(1967a, 1967b) the Experimental A0proach espoused

by Campbell and Stanley (1966) and.th'e Instructional Objectives Approach
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advocated by Popham (144; 1967, 1964)and Glaser (IVO). Eath of the

,

three positions Can.be traced to different historical Precedents.

Q,
1

Comprehensive iylerianTosition

Cronbach (1963) adopted a "modified Tylerian rationale" (HaMilton,

1977) in suggesting that the purpose of Jeyaluation researchlis to

facilitate decision making "in the service of course improvement"

(eronbach; 1963; p. 675).

Scrivenig (1967) pOsifion is ark,,analytical expansion:

by Cronbach. He thinksthat the identification of aspects of a program

which need revision. is-a role rather than a goal of evaluation. 'He

that taken

labeled this role formatiVe evaluation. Formative evaluation occurs

at an interMediate.stage in the development of aprogram.. Another role

f evafuation'is the "investigation of causal claim" (Sc'riVen, 1967;

ering f information for decision making; summative

tr-
Tile essential, activity af4both formative and summative evaluation

,..

is judgement. The quality of the evaluation or the confidence that

can be placed in the judgement depends upon the care and comprehensive,

ness with whichit'is justified. A meaningful evaluation of a curriculum

requiresthejustification o(judgements from:the relevance; adequacy;
11.-

.and theoretical accuracy of the goals of the program to the'cinterpreta

tionof the data-in terms- impact. The evaluator mu-5t justify judge-

ments regarding the extent to which the content and processes of a

program reflect its ObjectiVeS, the.- program is effective in meeting its

goals, the eyalUatiOh procedures assess the Changethh pfogram is seek-

ing to effdct, and the .craluator 5 translation of quantitative results,

u 80
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into qualitative Statements is adequate;

array of judgements requires that the evaluato concern himself/

ThFjustification of-this

herself with construce7701idity and value judgements:

StriVet (1967) alsoJemphasized that educational evaluation

statements address a'''t "usually" happens with an intervention rather

than what "might" happen under optimal or maximally detrimental cir-

cumstances. In addition, he stressed that RducationAl evaluation alwayS

occurs and must alt.iays be -rpreted within the context of complex

social structure. The dynamic interaction of an intervention with
1

aspects of the social system reduces the likelihood of achieving simple

effects or instant progress.
.

The .fact tettaitt
,

that is is probably ,the case that we staiii3Often

have to- proceed in terms of rather small differences_; that pro-
ducing large differbntes will usually require a multiple push

approach, one that attacks notonly thecurrtcUlOm but also the

student- grouping procedures; thetpacher presentatiOni the clASS

room time allocation, seeking above aIItodevelop positive feed*...

back -via the long -term effects that imprgvements -ty subject

Ili
in the school curriculum will eventually produce for' gehetal

increase in the level of interest and preparedness. r is not

too depressing a prospect . . . We are perhaps_.too'Use'd to the

discovery of miracle drugs or technological breakthroughs in the

aerospace field ,pb recognize the atypicality of such (apparently)

instant progress. (pp. 66-67)

Stake (1967a, 1967b) thinks that judgement is only one of the. basic.

evaluation activities; the other is description. Stake's concern with

description may be attributed to his abiding respedt for the complexity

of the educational endeavor and the dangers of evaluation which under-

estimates this complexity; The evaluator must judge, but he/she must

'-also ground his/her judgements in context through description.

Stake (1967a) stressed that three types of data, antecedent,

transactionhand outcome; are nc ,;ity to describe Eiti educational

intervention.. Antecedent :data 1 ,I) f#tors which prev.ede the
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implementation of th7iii_OOgyam. Transactional data are thothe whith

F
reflect enoounters intlie'activatiOn and evaluation of a curriculum.

co

Outcomes; of 60Urse; are the changes which are regarded al, the results

of an intervention. Too often the sole focus of evaluatilvis outcome
-

data where studies "begin and end with achievement testing"--(Stake,4
1967b, p. 5).

Pt

Experimental tion

Campbell and Stanley (1966) shar respect exhibited by

the proponents of the first position for the impact of a variety of

factors upon he process of educational evaluation: .They

however; that tfie most adequate means Of dealing with-these factors

is through the careful use of principles of experimental design. The

problems proposed by Cronbach, ScriVen, and. Stake in 'renderinda-

'judgement" mayj3e more concisely considered as the lack of confidence

mhnifeatoby educators in their ability to Secure "adequate and proper

data" .(McCall; 1923i=cited by cAtipbell-& Stanley, 1966, p. 1);

The complexity of the environment in which educational evaluation

research is conducted, generates two basic concerns: (a) hoQ much

- confidence Cap be eValUattir place in his/her judgement that a given
I

change,can be attributed to a given /intervention, and (b)' how gen-.

eralizable is that' jUdgeten
_

From the perspective of Campbell

Stanley; evalUatiOn is composed -of judging through the statistical
.

analysis of data and describing through the systematic consideration

Of factors which may invalidate results;

The'flt§CCOhtarh,-tha confidence the evaluator places in the

judgement, ciitobiAl and Stanley (1166):terted 14internaI validity."

With regard to internal validity they proposed "eight classes of





/
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extraneous variables" whiCh "-,ifvotlAbistreilled in the experimental
C4',*

'

designmight produce effects confOUnded with the effet.Of the
- _

experimental s$imulus" (p. 5). Threats to inte;nat iidity are

.

listedand described in Table 5. The' prithary means of controlling
, -

threats to internal validity is thrOugh experimehtal design,

Campbell and Stanley then proposed that educational research

activity may be classified ,as.-fitting intojone of:Three types of

experiment;Wdesign: preexperimeptal* true experimental, and quasi

experimentak The true experiNental detigh.1.4 characterized by.the
,

ability.of-the xesearCher (or- 'evalUdtdr) to manipulate the independent

variable and to randomly assign aUbfeCts tip treatment groups. The use

of a true experimental design effeCOVely controlg the threats to

internal validity. ,ca

A quasi-experimental'dealgh is used when the researcher cannot

control the manipulation -of the ind endent variable and/or the

randomizalon of subjects. The Value of the quasi dp ign is the

opportunity it affords the evaluator to specify Ai an a priori and

hence more objective, basis the fattbta which gay act-to invaIldate
.

results. Efforts can then be made to control these fact ors;

.

Internal validity deals only With the speci fic nattAof a given

judgement; it provides nK baSiS forihe application of that judgement:,

to any other situation. The extent to":wilch the results of a given

experiment can be generalid to other situations Campbell and Stanley::

(1g66_) called ekternal.va ity.. They proposed thf'eats-to exdernal

Validity; these are listed and-described in Table 6.

Fr

--
The nature of the constructs of internal,:and eXt alicgt

precludes AS-i'qt47's being both internally and exteinally.444..grAt

a

4 4



'TABLE 5

THREATS TO INT

2 HistO,ky

2. Maturation

3._ Testing

4 Instrumentation

5. Statistical regression4-...

6: Mortality

70

o TABLE '6.

THREATS TO EXTERNAL VALIDITY!

Experimentally acc

Isteractionapf trea-ment -,fec

N -.0
Multiple treatmeni 4nterferenc

versus target population

ith subject cteot evigtics

4. .InCeraction of historrandltr.eatMent effe

5. Interaction.of time ot tmd
4 , '46 t A

6. Pretest `sensitization /

7. Hawthorne effect

eand diarUPttpLeftect'

9.tXperithenter hIAS:

0 ",

- I

ti-ant effects
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some.46binE in. tte.dpsign of the

%.1

make decisionS, based upon

deleions may be,conside

judgements."

evaluation; theni.
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researcher must

the purposes of the research. These-

criven's (1967)

Instructional Objective Model
4

The third theoreticalposition4oward

may be'seeh AS an integration of the Fork

6tinner. Primary advocates of thisyosi
; .

1967, 1969) and .Glaser (1970); _Prevaqnt chaiacteristi s o

terms; "value

edudatiOnal'evalua5ion

Tyler with that of

have been Popham (1964.'

approath

-

'' are the

careful

"
specifitatitit of program objeptrives_in behlivioral terms;

assessment of the-"entry.behavior7 or "initial
7-! 4

learnw; the"data=baSed4iotitoritg of ,instructiorri. and the ass ssment
. _

0

..-progress in meeting goals Cough A.c.rieerion-referenC. 4

the
.1t*

state" the

4

approach.

44
AlthOUgh o &its of this position are Somet es touped wit

- , .__,
advocates o ---prehetp.ve-Tylerian approith S arirw eaponcerh

v

iiii
_ _ _

With goal- referencing evaluation" (Worthen 6.41kOders; 1973-;,-Topham s

f-

_
:posltion is radically different from Striven s in a critical way.

;

4He diferettiates curricular-evaluation from instructionalluation;
' t

the futttiot of the evaluator is to determine the extent to which ati

program succeeds in achieving its Q14,-eQiycs;-

4P' responsibility for:eaking judgements regarding

Of the objectives;

Working from the

structtonal model miaS

learner's- b:4-71(35p

provided an objective means for dealip

assumption "that

t le based on an

ctualIY altered"

evaluator has no

the theoretiotal adequai,
II

,11

the only defe ible

sessmenf 40Whelther or not the

PophamL

e three sypes of datal.

85- -- '''''.-= if. _ 4 t 4
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specified by Stake_(1967a) "as critical to an evaluation: antecedent

data; transactional data; and outcome data. The evaluator focuses

upon observable behaviors which are, televantto tpe,aChievement of*

0

the objectives. In terms'of'antecedent datai'rdetailed diagnosis is

made of the initiaIstate Of alearner'4Coming into_a particular instruc-
,

tional situation" (GIaser1:970i p, 73). 4,Transactional data include

4
the monitoring delivery of instruction;_againin terms of cleai-1v

speciakand observable behavior. Outcome data typically take the

_

foam o iterion-referenced assessment which may or may not be accdm-..

panied by normative evaluation.

Adoption of a-Theoretical Persptctive
0

The theoretical position,adopted in this study was a combination.

compre rtsive Tyleria approach espoused by Cronbach (1903Y;

ScriVen (1967)i and Stake (1967a; 3)967b)

advocated by Campbell and Stanley (1960..

and the. experimental positiap

e research had twcogoa s:
/

)0) to describe as clepwlyeld carefufl y as

before during; ancr-after Ole,4111plementation._

(b.) to ju

work used

44effectiveness of the Pliogr ,

sSIble what happened,
40.

flthq0LC and IE; apd
PP'

these goalsgoals was the-

Campbell and Stanley
L.

9660'.and co O

The stfuctlfal frame--

ats to valid" y-ostataished

d Campbell (1979). V

This wproach l5 congruent with the'theoretical foundations sup-

poi.tingthe-SLC and IE.- programs are cognitively oriented -and''

eboO reflect-Co' evn

construiliLvalidlt

reflect a respect

eA3art of ae.ialopers with thelsues of

judge --In addition; both pro ams

institution:
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r

-:

Review ofTmpirical Literature and
'yostu;ation 'of Research Questions

famoun*Of researc hctivity in the area of educational eVallia-7'

incrensecrdramatiCal* since 1960. For the purposes Of this

study; the Iterature review wad liMited to c ricular evaluation -whicht
. _

incorporated the characteristiof the comprehens1v-a-TWqflan ap AO
, (0-.

4
74e.kero4b-lagbiJ963; ScriVem, h67'.:.;SnIce, 1967a,1967b) qndipt'ex,perimenta

._.

.7,,.. le 1
:. =,

. . 41CampkeIV,& Stanley, 1966) approa ,.i This restriCbionTretlUded dig-
,

47' cussion of Flanagan's,. 1969).ProjeCtTAtENT, Flanders (1970Y interat7

tional Studips, Gallagher's X1970) Obserkrational%work,wth.gift0Cchil--

dreno Tyler's (1966) Nriontl assessments of'tducatyonal PrOgreAqtanAk
,

Neeley and LindslOy's (1978) instructional objecrivAt evaluation-of_
_ 1.

A
dif erqn reading progtnita: .

.-41k. Y,

Fldefally Funded Projects
,

of the literature of.curri opifocuses
. J..P. t:, . ,,

_._ _ ..

veness of fedetally,sfunded teterve -jectst This

.15

,.. _
.

tart

Ut4

ft

.

ludes'thefevaluations Of--iiassiv-"iograme
chvas tie*1

Follow ThrOu.gh_ and the 'smaller ale Anterventions which pre8ed
_ ...

:,Twolbf-che earliest Aild:-.most' infiany."-Irojects nre_the-Early2Train-

ine
-/ -

Proje,ct (ETP):
_(

0G
.itayi

Klata,.Millet; & l'oireatet,,1986; Gray &
,

. c
t

1970; Klaus & Gray, 1968) and' PerryPr-
4.c.*

4Wkarto Deidriao & Lawler,' 197
k

In thq E Po 61 thildren,' sele,ft

, _ _

economic -tabs (SES), Were randomly assigned
"

to
o P

/4, _ A _ _ _

'group dren in the .fit group (T-1) ter

years of hom4isitation;

-"eats o

rosect

d on the basis of so° -8

one.of hree treatment
A

d three summers of

h#ian 1.111(e ,second.

laitation;
_00

dam,
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the third group served as'the pdaI control; A distal,con s1 group

wa441 citified to provide-omiGrOtection againsethe

of effectthin the community;

"diffusPln...
--1,--

Thel4am of the ETP differed fro "con;ientional pie*bool

programs" (Klaus & Cray: 1468,* 11) in c ree ways; First; a

concerted effort was.made,to use conventioha methods creativelY
i

-6

achieve carefully specified cognitiveandaffecelve goals; Second;

the teacher-pupil ratio was quite.high and third, the activities were

selected on the basis of their potential contributions too later'school

tuccess\

Both cognitive
:

and affective-variables were assessed.
"

4n cognitive areas was evaluated with normativ -intelligence and,

achievement tests. Tit eRperimental children (T-1 and.T .exh ilted;

Amem)

significantly superior performance to these areas, until hildren
.

* -...?.9

were in the tfourth grade, at which time the effects appearQyfl to dissi-
--'

pate;

'ft i_a'ile cedutps Wete'Cided eo.assess affective variables
..*

41
. .

.. '1. l,- -----:-..:_., .

such as reflectivity-, se1 =conc

No sign- icanti encet
;.. , '..

variables yi Klaut, an
_-_ .__

-for te "an e

and AAXIILty totielih.gratifilpation.

ourrd between E-and"C chi en ITT'fiiese

-Note 13) prok iwo eXplatatio t
'P

unsuccessful"_-4

-;!,

-the am'actu y
A
had no

ts used to ats40.0

qUtlltleg464

, -

ded ink
t 0.1962

-°*,e2

Weikart'

Piagetiah.

A. ;

ety,ot ented cu

vet" of children
?

4".



(Weikart et al.., ' 197 dren were
to.

program on the bat of'IQ and SES and

experimental or co parison groups.

seleAe'd s candidates for the

were randomly assigned to

Experimental children
%
were ught.

half a day,.five ays a week from October to May' ior two years.-'Tbe

experimental

./-.

3\
h ldren showed superidr gains rc,"I-44. fin contrast t

the children in the ETP; the acheol peiformance orb the E childre

improved Oyer'time.--Ar thOikhill grade, leir California Achievement
pw

Test scores,wre signigcntsuperi_nr. to those of control141W

(Weikart et al,, 1974).: 4;;,,

v..--.',Research and *demonStrakiOn projects of if*s type Arere

i- n the development of;wassive'intervention progFams g h as

and Follow Through ; :;;MR,ch of'the literature foc4sing upon

-11A- 4
evaluation proLNdUres was stiMulateoLbY di

to evaluate tie effective #48S ofthese programs.-,

children

r ,
i- mportant evaluat oN in terms of generating re

f

? %

conducted by the. estifthouse Learning Corporat on an
4

onthe effec nest of Head Start (CicarellIT-A969). The on-

ii -.

v

clusions ok th -Ohio-Westinghouse Study were that full-year
,

full=-1.`
4'

progr lave 'Imargtmal effects on cognitive deelopM1011
.

which can still raetected in
c
grades onei'bwo and three 9SmAth'

-.. ,

tait.4.

. Bisset 1970; p. 5 ut-haVw no sigilifi ant-i upon affectir`
..-

Q .---

:4A.elop

4

in eithe

perf

ent; that summer p

+T
ree.; and_ that H d'Start ldrell remain

e on Stankord.ACAievement Test and Illino

ave little

uistfc AbITft Bi s;e21,`t 970).

7
The discussion around all

performance

ow expected

Test

spects of the study XCicireni, Eva

e.
SChiller, 1970; Smith & (Eissel4 1970). reached debate proportions

-



ended a moreeati,

nth Of the F-

f.he "pan ed-40ria-,

,owed the

t kytider t

Thao.gram: 24 different "M
e- .

Jon of the effect.penesof

one model with another. ) 4

By 1973 six yearq_ after the cOndiiition of the program and four
t,

years before the _completiogrof the evaluai on report, principal,

partidipants were lamenting the ambiguity fliinary findings

I
model trd the con(parison o

A

(RiVlin & Timpane, 1975). The final evaltiation report ,(4nderson,

St. Pierre, Ttoper, & Stebbins, 1978) rendered three primary judgeinn

. The effect§ of the different models were charkiete ized by

.

variability with none of the models demonstrating that it
could compensate consistent farthe academic conse -ences
of pover,WW

2. Children serve4 by Fbllow Through atid not exhibit supe
4 performance. on standardized achievement tests.

The major Wf children tei4e'd by Ftilloiajhrpugh w we sei 1
onctioni s bstantiall; below gradOevel after t ee or
four years ro interventian. '(p. 162)

This4"evaluation was no more po lye ddepted than its Head

predecessor. Indeed, House McLean, and Walker (1978Y

:filiun air evaluation" (p.:132); 7h1sli_vItefevito the-4ssessment

judge ti

4-
tA based upon iat bey perceive as problems in th
14

-tiOn ofb-th,e motels as ba is skills; cognitive- conceptual;'

the feiect-lori-6f. criteria
%

f r eNtamining'the data.

measures, and the use

iler Scale EPbns

cIassifica-

ffective,-

analysis

Other res arch has been conducted on a smaller scale- Butron))
b _:4

4
fiw

ectiveness of three curricular programs(1971) evaluated thez
,_ .

eloped to teach English to junior highschooliktudgitstiOiPty-four
It

.-. t A

)t ..,14 '

.ii



. teachers in siX741X*Werent schools served as experimental
.4

!I,

was a control tkouv in each school. At the end of the third year of

were tested with five tests, each'bf which

gachers; there

intervention,' students

was d4Veloped y curriculum center personnel. Experimental subjects.

were superior to controls on all meapures, but there was no difference

in performance amon the experimental groups.

Hungerman (1467) studied the effectiveness of "contemporary

mathematics curricula" pon mathematics performance. Two urban stfiii-e4/7")'N

systems participated in the study with 10 classes of children using the

SChool Mathematics Study -qAoup Provam (SMSh in grades 4-thiough6;
.

Ten comp rison classes used traditional programming. At the ell of the

rol.

i r sixth grade, for tests were administered to 565 patticipating chtldren.
C.

$4
''',

40 The results are interesting in tbst there were significant differences
-..- $

At
* 7

ink. favor of tEk experimental and. controV. children d4endAng upon the

, , 4, 4
content of the Ost kr- Comparison eni1ren scorecliktgher ontboth soiLctions

of the Califol/fa Arithmetic Te bile' iN.III ren performed signif-4-'
,

icantly higher on tile Califprnia on emp rillry_Mat iatAcs Vest; there

, ,. -.-- 10 kr_

'vas no difference .ppited oif ,;-241' Nfitbemdtics Attitude
--y

i -LI . . -4N,\

Scale. 'No pretes data were iepott information regarding

..

the standar izatio he instr

don, Nic ls, andLashin 1467)
J * (

SAT) among ours tp examine, the btfectiieneasof three reading

is Readrs; S nge StructVra ,AAiding Series: TO%

LWs4 was taldreh.

A' __

.1*-_,---- i
on a-prerept7pos.aest

.1. -

-E*-,
_'other. ,,A:;,"1'

the StenteAchieve-
_,

if

>,

_
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LAeberman at Selman (Note 14) evaluated the effectieness of a

cognitive developmental curriculum
4

of primary children. Six,crasses of children (N=68) participated in

the study; our of the classes used lithe experimental cur i .i.,... I, .01.1.
* . .

. k
fourtwo serve ras compari.'In the .;experimental clas

,O.

N. :;.
, o of

/

;the teachers were given traini cognitive developleental theory.

-
upo". the moral stage development

The dependent- variable i udy was stage of moralZdevelopment

as measured by performance'on f moral dilemmas. Experi
. -

:t

mental childrep redeived struction basedon the curt eulum twice a ..

_
. .

.

..,preek-forAa full :y.
, .

were testpd at the beginning idle and

of the school-year. The experimental chirdren exhibited performance ''

--4.,'-

was statistically superior to that of comparison children; There
,.'

difference in the performance f children taught by teachers who

ha ecei"ved training and thoae who had not; "In .fact;_the.b1sgest
it

c/c,

gains occurred not in an expert-led classObUt inithe.class,of/th lay

Ma
*

,
. /..

teacher who 0 aed the great .interest in Ogram; its techniques;"
Aff..
1W d : J.: . . , A ,y..
and ;_the underlying theory (ueirte &`-Se. an. 15; P=8);

.

elsh
'
1969)/revidwe curricular_ valuation' 1iterat#0: in _science

(

catiOn following a period of-,
\,.

tense adtpity in the'field sti ufTed,,

the-National Defenge Edcation tict'of 1958; After carefdlly examihiiig
.s ,.. ..,..

L....

_,
, .i

46'majOr projects; he reached ,thi fonowing cohAiwoLen
' e

N.171teAle projects repdrted the use of a_c
t 2i. 'Eight' projects, indidatedusome attempt
,..T.u.

,t
e alJapion. _-'

urof the is employi trol gr ups us
04 4 01000,RroWnres assign subje to-trea -dit ons
---. 4; PiAilisf* stn s- ed "some'tST

..
-experimellt -de4ige--

There_wasindi onioovem iaWay_fxom thecexc usiV
-)use- question aires for inst an, .t..

Prq aths-of mu tiple ttesta; on-toward the mean
;'1 to degrees ot 4Redoth for istieal tes and

to 'se covariate adjfist v4ipled th teratur
4 .

;---Nr-4*-

3.

olgroup
summative
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Welsh s review is particularly_distressi g whe
-

the extent of concern; evortat the lay level; for t

science and mathematics programs'during this period

Curricular Evaluation in Special Education

one considers

efficacy of

In 1968, -'Dunn called for the establishmen,t4o4Ka national network

of special education curriculum development centers..,It is signif-

/Acant in reviewing specianedUcation curricular evaluation studies,

C

to consider that special eduCators were calling for'curricy umAevelop-

merit ceriierthg approx*ateIy the same time educators_ ;in other areas
---.
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t

,

were de rig more riCrus\application of research principles to
..1.

sutmativ aluation.f
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also important to realize that the field has generated little
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,...-withan inductive teaching m hodology.4&,

The hypotheses of the studywere ihateh intellectual, academic,.

80.

education programs with the Primary Mental Abilities Test (PMA).

Children who scored at or bevlow'85 on the PMA (N=209) were tested

*

with the Stanford-Binek Intelligence ScaIe-Form;L (SB). The 129

-Who "qualified" 86 educable meqtally retarded (IQ below 85) were

randomly assigned to regular first grade or special education classes.

The children were monitored for four years in three areas: intellectual

functioning, academic achievement, and personality/social adjustment.

An array of standardized -measures was used f the first two dependent

variables. Personality .and social adjustment'-were assessed via experi-=.

Mental prdcedureS; specifically developed nts, And intetvie

With parents. Teachers in the special ed4 classes usedthe

IiiinOis CurricAU GUide_ stein in conjunction

'development 0 retarded chldretwerved in special
* 4

S4niftcant13%exCeed that of1*ithild r40i-ldrenHserved

.

programs.' Analyses-of the data in accordanceWith the
.

4 t i

stated h esea-revealed rasignificant differences excep in certain

Jareas rsOnality deViIopment. - - r

.i? I
'" 4;i-,-,
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Ability Special Cla s;[ High Ability Regular.Class; Low Ability

Special Class; Low Ability Regular Class.

Within these

fvere reexa4lined;

four groups of children, the original hypotheses

In termsof intellectual development, the High.

Ability children in either4type of program showed increased IQ

scores over the four yearok.of intervention. The Low Ability children

exhibilgd increases in IQ dur

their scores >1ecreased so

the sam9 as the entry Post oc analyses-

In subseRuentyears,

Igs: viere apP-- ximttely
Y. .

the area of academic

achievement revealed significantly. superior performance by the Low

Ability Special Class childrervin reading and language* rithm40.ti.

*

In addition, with thehigh ability rups',

higher achievement in favor of the4plart.,
, -

401tV

aid -social information.:
-. . .

,

there was .01tr,en-aLtoward

class children.
t

. Social and personal adjustment were evaluated ii three ways:

mothers' "evaluations of their 0-31,51ren's performance,,neighborhOod

9a a

sociogram*5ind_stu'dies-of dimergettr.-.30inking; risk .taking4 and aniiety.

The expectation that the special class. children would eSchibIt

4faVtkable adjutEment was supported.

In 1969, Goldstdin,'Mrdchio,/NsId,:enskofl

..i.thitalindis study in'ile4t'Ant 101,1ed.mil

of the attempt wagrne eStablishmc.

.replicate

bs.

ampbe4

1

Stanfaiii1966). "Apareiro^be spottiness results, thg. Mbst
a etSerital4 shortcomiiag of thp Illinois study .is -found in the fact, that

111

it cannot be generalized'ln ihoug

programs" (pcIldstei et al,.:1969

assignme;t of child en to sp

deed tp exi'ttk;ig specnl.cliko_4

447'
-6,

ifically, thirandom

lasses.pretted.ao uataionly
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O

homogeneoud.sample, theteachers had been trained in a single teacher

training program and had available a unique set of resources.

Fifty teachers (38'experimental and 12 comparison) and 335

primary-level mentally retarded children participated in the stu'dy.

The purpose of the research was to examine at Akkill of teachers in

an experimental curriculum and methodi, efeasprethe

of the curriculum and method upon the students, and to investigate

. the relationship of backgroun4 characteristias to effective use pf

, .

the curriculum and methods. All teachers were given the Illinois.

4
Curriculum Guide; experimental teacher:* were trained in workshops and

--

inservice.programs on the use of the)guide and the inductive teaching

method. -The projet lasted for three years and employed a varietrof

,
J

quantitati* and, qullitativeyeaearth:ObeedUres. The children were
. 00 i

.
.

'

_
a,

teitedi, foi: example, With-standardized tests o g academia achievement,

-,....,

intelligence and divergent thinking. In,additiou, researchers' observed

teachers, condUcted,tnterViews and recorded

Data are reporte on 2 teat ers (17 eXperi etitaband 7 comparison)-

d'f48 children. Goldstein et al; (1969) found quatif support filOr
.,s-. -yt y

the expectation,ihat experimental tdacfers would a the currictilam and

,,iJ
-

Method more than comparison; stronv4ugPort for the' between

use of the curijaulum and use of the method,' no support.fOr the eXpected..

relatiorthip between backgronnAcheracteristics of reache s. and their
_

implementation Alf' the=method 'and curricaIuT; : jn terms of the'childien's
014 .J : .

Performance` on cri fibn measure /, the expesYmental children were signif7
.

/. - ..
. _

. . (

'scantly' superior. tp cemparia chiIdile#onrtests-Of divergent thinking
-,..

. v

developed b) or,ence and colleagues.
.

.." ..

,
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Other studies have examined methods of teaching. These studies

will be reviewed briefly since both the SLC and IE incorporate rather

specific instructional procedures into the curricular design. Petry

(1973) compared the effects of special education placement, regular

class placement and one-to-one tutoring upon the reading and math

achievement of 266 neurologically handicapped children.- The criterion

measure was the Wide Range Achievethent Test (WRAT); na significant dif-

ference were detected after intervention.

Romeo (1975) also used the WRAT to determine the effectiveness of

three intervention strategies with mildly handicapped children; The

three strategies approaches were directive teaching or;.the programmed

presentation of math problems, directive teaching with data retrieval,

programmed presentation with emphasis upon orderly recall of critical

information, and traditional strategies. Intervention lasted 10 weeks.

The expectation that children taught with directive teaching plus data

retrieval would exhibit superior performance was not supported.

DeBoer (1974) compared traditional with "computer-managed" programs

of instruction. In traditional programming; the seledtion and sequencing

of instructional tasks are determined by the teacher; with computer

managed programs, the teacher enters certain information into a computer,

and it generates an instructional sequence. Seventy-one learning disabled

children were taught with traditional instruction and 48 received computer

managed programs. The children's academic achievement was assessed be-

fore and after inter-iiention with the PIAT. There was no difference in

performance.

Fafard (1976) studied the relationship between Verbal instructions_

and the performancl of learning disabled children on word problems in
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math. Three types of instructions were used: structured instructions,

guided questions; no specific instructions. In addition, two types

of word problems were used. One type had only relevant inforMation;

the other had extraneous information. The dependent Variable was the

student's performante on 20 verbal arithmetic problems; perfottatte

was dvaluated along four diMensions: time required to solve the problems;

number of correct solutions; number of misoperations and number of compu-

tational errors. Main effeCts were found for problems with extraneous

information along the dithetisions of time for solution and number of

misoperations. There was also a significant interaction between type

of instructions land problema with structured instructions yielding

more effective per.torMance on problems with extraneous information;

Quinn (1977) examined the effectiveness of operant techniques

as compared to traditional methods in increasing academic achievement

and social competence. Thirty preadolescent children participated in

the study with half being taught with each procedure. There was no

difference in the academic performance; Quinn indicated statistically

significant improvement in social competence but cited no information

regarding-how it was measured.

ReSearth has been conducted with Instrumental Enrichment in Israel

And North At-erica. In the Israeli project (Feuerstein; Randilloffmani

Hbffitian, & Miller; 1979) 114 subjects/ half of Whom had IE for two years

And half of whom were exposed to the traditional curriculum were tested.

FiVe areas were examined: general intellectual functioning; specifiC

cognitive functioning;. basic scholastic skin.; classroom interaction

and Self-cOntept. Using a pretest-posttest battery of IQ tests;

FeUeratein et al; found "substantial support from the findings pertaining
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general And to specific intellectual functions; partial support frOM

measures of scholastic skill and classroom interactions and no support

from measures of self-concept" (p; 548).

NaywOOd and Arbitman-Smith (1981) found significant main effects

for treatment and trials On Lorge Thorndike Intelligence Teata (NObverbal)

in a pilot testing of the IE program; Data from the second year of inter-

vention indicated certain groups of experimental children outperformed

comparison children on subtests of PMA and achieved significantly higher

grade equivalent scores on the Key Math Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. In

addition, children classified educable mentally retarded ahOWed signif-

icantly superior increases in performance on the General Information

Subtest of the Peabody Individual Achievement Test the Piers- Harris

Children's Self Concept Scale;

Children in the Phoenix sample of the North Athetitan Project

showed significantly superior gains in perforManCe on the Standard

Progressive Matrices and the Lorge Thorndike Nonverbal Intelligence

Test. Statistically significant differences were also detected between

experimental and control children on the Picture Motivation Scale;

Rothaizer (1981) studied the effectiveness of IE in "demonstrating

the significant cognitive remediatiOn is possible" (p. 18) with juvenile

offenders; Forty students participated in a 2 -week intervention with

IE; subjects receiving IE exhibited significantly superior performance

on the Lorge-Thorndike NOnverbal Intelligente,Test; seIectedsitems from

the Standard Progressive Mattibea, and items from the Learning Potential

Assessment Device.
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Research Expectations

©n; the basis of theoretical literature regarding the development

of the SLC (Goldstein; 1957; Goldstein & Goldstein, '1980; Goldstein,

Note 1; Note 2; Note 3; Note 5) and IE (Feuerstein, 1979, 1980,

Note 10, Note 11) presented in Chapcer I,-theoretical positions

toward evaluation research (Campbell & Stanley, 1966; Cook'S Campbell,
ti

1979; Cronbach; 1963; Scriven, 1967; Stake, 1967ai 196Jb) and empirical

literature dealing with curricular evaluation, quAtitative and quail-
-.

.tative research expectations were proposed. They are presented belOW.

Quantitative Research Expectations

Tregtment I (SLC)

A; Students inAhis group are expected to perform significant

better than students in Treatment III (Comparison) on all

,,,oreasurei.

y

B. Students in this group are expected to perform significantly

better than students in Treatment II (IE) on the Test of

__-
Social Inference and Social Knowledge Assessment;

III Treatment II (IE)

A. Students in thiS group -are expected to perform significantly

better than stbdentS_in,Treatment II.(Comparison) 1p all mea-

ures.

StUdentS in thiA group are expected to ,perform significantly

better than students in Treatment I (SLC) on the Standard

Progressive. Matrices. cm

I
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Qualitative Research Expeetations

I. Children who have been taught with the SLC should be able to "think

it
critically." A person who thinks critically should be able to:

A. Recognize the existence of a problem

B. Organize information that relates to the task

C. Solve problems

1. Produce seeral alternative solutions

2. Identify potential Obstacles

3. Specify ways to cope with or avoid obstacles_

II. Children who have been taught Alth the SLC is able to "act inde=

pendently." This means that the-child is able to funCtioh in a

variety of settings without disrupting the harmony of the environ-

ment.

III. Children who have been taught for a full year with the SLC should

be able to use subject matter knowledge and skills to solve

problems;

Specific skills are:

A; Understanding of why one readS

.B. Ability to solve word problems in mathematics

C. Ability to apply processes and skills to daily liVing.

Children who have been taught with the SLC will have more positive

attitudes toward school.

1O1



CHAPTER III

QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE METHOD

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the two methodologies

used in'this study. The first section of the chaptei discusses each

aspect of the quantitative method from the experimental design

threats to validity. The second section addresseS procedures used to

collect qualitative data.

Quantitative DeSign

The experimental design used in the study was a modificatiat of

the Non-Equivalent Contrail Group Design (Campbell & Stanley; 1966), a

quasi-experlrntal design cren because random assignment of the

-

subjects was ot possible. The design is represented graphically in

Figure 1. Treatment Group 1; the subjects receiving instruction with

the SLC, was composed of 65 children in six classes; Treatment Group 2,

Subjects receiving IE was made up of 36 children in three classes. The

original design included six classes of children receiving IE; a

variety of factors operated to reduce the number of cIassgSNcomparable

to the six SLC groups tp three. Treatment Group 3-consisted of 62 chil-

dren in six classes receiving traditional special education programs.

, .

The specific nature of these programs is pviesented in Appendix B.

Selection of Teachers

Participating teachers were selected through a multi-stage process.

All teachers of Noncategorical Comprehensive Development classes (NCD)

88
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A= Treatments
B= Ability
C= Time of measure

Posttest II

Posttest I

Pretest

High Ability B1

Low Ability B-

Al A2

SLC .
IE Comparison

Fi re 1. Graphic depiction of experimental design.
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in the Metropolitan Nashville-Davidson' County Public School System-

were sceeened SO that teachers working with children above the chrono-

logical age (CA) 11 could be, identifiL. Feuerstein (1979) designates

this age as the youngest for which IE is appropriate. Noncategorical

Comprehensive Development classesat the eIementity level operate as

predominantly -Self-Contained programs for mildly handicapped children.

Children in these classes may be officially classified as mentally

retarded; learning disabled; behavior disordered or exhibiting learning

problems.

From the teachers so identified; a representative of the Research

and Evaluation Department of the School system generated a.list of

teachers who had demonstrated competence and were receptive to innova-

tion. Teachers were then-invited to participate in training workshops
4

for IE Or the SLC.- The initial IE workshop was held in January 1980;

under the direction of Feuerstein and his colleagues from theIsraeIi

IE project. Six NCD teachers were among the participants at the work-

shop. .They used IE materials from two instruments, Organization of

.

Dots, I; and Orientation in Space with support during the spring of

1980. These teachers also attended a summer workshop conducted by

the North American IE Project Staff; and a winter workshop in January
L

1981, led by Feuerstein;

Six other NCD teachers participated in the SLC workshop in

August 1980. The training sessions Were conducted by IL Goldstein

and M. Goldstein; The SLC teachers began using the materials at the

beginning of the 1980 Said-61 year. Six comparison teachers were re-

cruited from the list generated by the Research and Evaluation personnel.
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Selection of S bjects

Subjects in the study were students in NCD classes in the Metro-

politanNashvilleSchoolSystem
4
All students assigned to the

classes of participating teachers were considered potential subjects.

Students were included in the study upon receipt of parental permission

letters A tetallbf 163 students participated in till)* study. Twenty

students (In) were lost through attrition; the final sample, therefore,

ilrncluded,143 students..,Characteristics of the subjects are presented

in Table 7.

TABLE 7

CHARACTERISTICS'OF THE CHILDREN

SLC IE

High Ability EIQ -'76) 28 21 33

Low Ability (1075) '27 12 22

Male 35 25 38

Female 20 17

Black 21

White ,-- 34
t,

2 4 34

Educable Mentally Retardec.._ 18 5 19

Learning DiSabled 30 23 1 30

Learning Problem 7 5 . 6
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Independent tarlables

The independent variables in the study were Instrumental Enriehment

(Feuerstein, 1980) and the Social Learning Curriculum (1974; 1975,

pre§§); These programs have been described - in detail in Chapter I.

During the course of this g'rbject, IE teachers taught four instrument!):

Organ- ization of Dots; I; Orientation to SPace; Analytical Perception;

and Comparisons.

The SLC teachers used Mat rials from phases 11-16 of the SLC with

one, teacher also using prepublication field-test material from the

Problem - Oriented Social-Vocational Adaptation Program (POWAP). Thee

teachers selected particular phases in accordance with their perceptions"

of t-e students' needs; The amount of121*ect instructional time deVbt-ed

to t e materials averaged four hours per week for both interventions,

i.e., t e teachers' instructional schedules allotted one period, a day,

five days a week to If or the SLC. During this period of time, the

teachers worked directly from the phase books of the SLC or the teachers'

guides of the IE program.

Most o the SLC tethers used the content and procedures of the

SLC for additional instructional time. The amount of in-

direct usage varied as a function'of the content of the phases which

were adopted; the content /of other academic material, particularly

language arts and reading; the extent of internalization of the LogiCal

Inductive Method (LIM), and the overall chool schedule;

This usage of the SLC did not corres d 10 developers' ehtentions

that it be used as a core curridulum. Work on most

curricular programs available in special educariOil,

of'the comprehensive

o;g;; Project MATH

3

_
(Cawley, Goodstein; FitzmauriCe, Leybre, Sejlak, & Althaug; 1976);

%
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Project MORE (Bieberlyi Lent, Keilitz, Foster, & McLeani 1974) and the

SLC was begun when the model service delivery system in special educa-

tion wrap; the self-contained class (Goodstein, Note 15). In terms of

this study, this usage served to equate instructional time with the two

intervelitionsi i.e.i children taught with the SLC received approximately

the, same amount of direct instruction with SLC materials as children

taught with IE.

Dependent Variables and Instrumentation

Dependent variables of evaluation research must reflect the goals

of the program(s) being evaluated. The goals of both IE and tne SLC

have been presented. In order t9 deal with the long-range nature of

the goals and the limited period of intervention, two types of dependent

variables were studied: first-order and second-order., First-Order

dependent variables were direCtlY related to the independent variables.

Theoretically, the first-order dependent variable served as a link

between the independent variable And the second - order: ependent variable.
4

The clearest example inhis Study is the relationship45etween IE, the

first-order de5efident Variable of intellectual functioAng, and the

second-order dependent variable, academic achievement.

First-Order Dependent Variables

General Intellectual Functionin
and Cognitive Modifiability

Both IE and the SLC etaphaSite,the development problem-solving

abilities which Are grounded in Cognitive processes. The modification

of cognitive structures is a basic goal of IE and an implicit objective

Of the SLC, i.e., improvement ihtollectual funct4oning would affect the

individual's=ability to think critically.
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General intellectual functioning was assessed with Standard.

ProgressiV Matrices (SPM) (Raven, 1960); Standard ProgresOW

Matrices is a normative scale which assesses an individual's "capacity

for observation and clear;thinking" <Raven, Court, & Raven; 1976; p; G4);

The scale is divided into five sets of 12 problems; Each problem con-

sists of an incomplete geometric figure or an incomplete set of geometric

figures. The subject is asked to stud the problem, identify the theme

which governs the relationship of the parts of the figure or the figures

and solve the problem by selecting the correct piece or figure; Stabil-

- ity reliability is .87 for subjects over chronological age 13;

Social Inference

A major goal of the-,SLC is the development of the ability to infer

correctly, particularly in social contexts. A specifdc impairment in

cognitive functioning according to the IE theory '(Feuerstein; 1980)

'is impaired inferential thinking.

The ,instrument selected for measuring cilis variable was the Test

of Social Inference (TSI) (Edmonson, Leland, deJung, & Leach, 1974).

The TSI consists of 30 pictures; the child is asked to examine a pie-

tore and make inferences from_it regar4ng the nature of the social

situation. The TSI was considered particularly appropriate for this

study because inference is a basic step in induetiVe problem solving

and because the test has been nonmed for retarded and nonretarded

persons. Coefficient of test- retest reliability with mentally retarded

subjects is .90. In addition, the TSI was influential in the develop-

ment of the Test of the Hierarchy of Inductive Kliowledge (THINK) (Stith

Greenberg; Note 11).

log
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Problem Solving
. -

The ultimate goal of the SLC is to increase effitiency of problem-

solving skills. Feuerstein (1979, 1980) Addresses the need to 'solve

problems in each phase of.the mental act: input, elaboration, and out-

put. The primary test used to assess problem-solVing abilities of the

children was Matching Familiar Figures Tett (MFFT).(Kagan, Rosman, Day,

Albert, Phillips, 1964).

The MFFT was designed to assess the extent of reflectivity or

impulsivity exhibited by students. It is a nonverbal test which was

used as an indicator of cognitive style. The child is presented with

a test booklet which contains a stimulus picture at the top and six 4

similar pictures below. The task is to match the stimulus exactly.

Messer (1976) reports range of reliability ftit response time of the

MFFT .58-.96 and for error rate .34=.80.

In addition, the Tett of the Hierarchy of Social Knowledge (THINK)

(Smith & Greenberg, Note 16) was used in a pilot fashion with some of

the subjects. The THINK specifically evaluates the subject's ability

to apply the steps in inductive problem solving in social situations;

4
It consists of sets of pictures which share a theme. The test may be

regarded as an extension and refinement of the TSI since it assesses

the child's ability to identify the nature of the problem, to propose

and evaluate possible solutions and to combine the optimal Strategies

into a generalization or rule (SMith & Greenberg, in press).

Social Knowledge

The content of the SLC focuses specifically upon social inforffiatiOn.

SOCial knowledge was proposed; therefore; as a first-order dependent
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variable. A careful examination of available instruments revealed

no normative tests of social knowledge which would be appropriate

for this study. The research proposal had called for criterion-

referenced assessment based upon the "Assessment of Phase Knowledge

Charts" of the SLC. The proposal also specified social knowledge

,

as a dependent variable for the SLC treatment groups only.

Prior to the initiation of the study, it was decided that data

on this variable shouI0 be collected for all children, SLC, IE, and

comparison. At the time of pretesting, an attempt was made to assess
A

in a criterion-referenced fashion, the social knowledge of the chil-

dren receiving the SLC. Lack of satisfaction with the information

acquired led to the development of a general social knowledge inventory.

The survey consisted of 25 questions drawn from-the "Assessment of

Phase Knowledge Charts" in the six phases of the SLC used in the

study (no questions from the POSVAP phases were included); The inven-

t>

tory and procedures used for administration and scoring are included

in Appendix C.

Second-Order Dependent Variables

A-c ad emi F Ac-h-i-ev-ement

TheLincrease in efficiency and proficiency of cognitive function-

ing is logically correlated with expected improvement in academic

performance.- This is especially so with a school-based intervention.

The Peabody Individual Achievement Test (PIAT) %(Dunn & Markwardt; 1970)

provides a measure of individual achievement; The PIAT is composed of

five subtests: reading recognition; reading comprehension, arithmetic,

spelling, and general information. Normattrie use of the PIAT was
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inappropriate since there was no exceptional children in the norming

sample. Raw scores can be compared and evaluated; hOwever;

The original intention was to use all the subtests of the PIAT;

In order to reduce the amount,of testing time required of the children

and to-prevent the duplication of testing efforts; only the General

InfOrtatiOn Subtest was used. The school system administered Individual

CriteriOn-Referenced Tests in Reading and Math (Educational Progress

Corporation, 1978)' to all children in the NCD classes. Reliability

coefficient is .80.

,

Personaliry-Motivation Factors

Itituitivly, the way a child feels about the schooling experience

would be expected to affect his/her conception of self; If educational

Ord-grams are motivating and meaningful; schooling should be a more

pleasant and fulfilling experience;

The personality-motivation factor examined in this study was self-

tottept The instrument used was the Piers7Harris Children's Self

Concept Scale (PH) (Piers; 1969). The PH.has been used with mildly

handicapped children to examine the effects upon self-concept of partial

reintegration into regular programs and the relationship of acadethiC

achievement and self-concept (Rogers; Smith; & Coleman; 1978; Strang,

Smith; & Rogers; 1978). The PH yields a general or composite self-

concept and six cluster scores; reflecting subdivisions of Self=Cohtept:

Behavior; Intellectual and School Status; Physical Appearance and

Attributes, Anxiety, Popularity, and Happiness and SatiSfaction. Full

scale reliability coefficient is .77.
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Procedure

Treatment

Five of the six SLC teachers began using the materials at the

beginning of the school year Each teacher selected the phase of the

curriculum which he/she believed to be most appropriate; The sixth

_ -

teacher elected to begin formal use of the SLC at the beginning of the

second grading period, the first week in October. She chose to do

this because she felt she needed the opportunity to "practice" teaching

inducti:lely, and she believed she would be more comfortable in doing

thiS With material which she had previously developed.

The three IE teachers began using the materials after pretesting

had been conducted by the primary IE project. Their initiation coin-,_

cided with that of the sixth SLC teacher. Although five of the six

SLC teachers began tiding the materials earlier than the IE teachdks,

the IE teachers had used the- materials in a supported practicum in

the spring. Comparison of the pretest scores of children who began

the intervention in September with those who began in October revealed

no significant differences.

A concerted effort was made to sup ort the SLC teachers in their

attempts to ,implement the intervention. The activities of the train-
,

ing workshop were audiotaped and transcribed. From the transcription,

a "guide" (Hail, Note 17) was developed and distributed to teachers.

In the early stages of the project, I visited the teachers at least

once a week: in addition, weekly contact by visit or phone continued

throughout the study. Current papers by Goldstein were copied and

distributed as were portions of Curriculum Research and Development Center
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working papers which seemed applicable to the implementation of the

SLC. Newsletter-type memoranda were sent to teachers throughout the

school year. These dealt with the status of the project, testing

schedules; testiftg, results, and always appreciation for the efforts

of the teachers. Copies of the memoranda were sent to administrative

personnel at the central office and school level.

In addition, SLC teachers met several times during the year on an

informal basis to discuss their experiences in using the program.

Participation in these meetings was voluntary; meeting places and times

were determined by the teachers. Personnel from the Department of

Special Education and Research and Evaluation Department of the school

system were invited to these meetings. Consultation to the teachers

using IE was provided by the staff, of the IE project.

Testing Procedures

Six different tests were administered to the children during the

course of the project. The design was a pretest, posttest, posttest.

Of the six instruments used, two more administered three timed and four

were given twice. Table 8. provides a tabular presentation of the tests

administered over the course of the study.

All tests were administered individually. All tests except the

Test of the Hierarchy of Indugtiveknowledge (THINK) were administered

by me or by the research assistant of the SLC/IE project. Twenty-one

students were tested by Greenberg as part of a pilot reliability study

for the revised form of the THINK (Smith & Greenberg. 1981); The

results
4
of this assessment are'reported in Chapter V and Appendix D.

Due to the somewhat subjective format of the Test of Social Inference

(TSI), it was administered only by me;
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TABLE 8

TEST ADMINISTRATION SCHEDULE

Dependent Variable
Administration

Instrument Septeraber 1980 January 1980 April 1981

General intellectual
functioning

4

Standard
Progressive Matrices X X

Social inference Test of Social
Inference_

Problem solving Matching millaT
Figures Test

Social knowledge Social Knowledge
Assessment.

fedemic achievement General, information
subtest; Peabody
Individual- Achievement
Test

Self-concept Piers-Harris Children's
Self-concept Scale

'X X

X X

X X

x

x

x
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Testing was conducted in unoccupied classrooms; or workrooms;

Testing time per occasion did not exceed 1 hour and was usually 35=40

minutes; No child was removed from a feVoted classtime activity for

testing purposes. Researchers spoke with teachers on each testing

occasion in an effort to idefitify any factors which might invalidate

test results; If such factors existed, children were tested at a

later date;

Threats to Validity

In discussing experimental design, particularly as it relates to

educational researchi Campbell and stahley (1966) proposed that re-

searchers be especially concerned with two types of validity: internal

and external; "Internal validity IA the basic minimum without which

any experiment in uninterpretable. ; External validity asks the

questions of generaliiability' (p. 6);

In 1969; Campbell expanded discussion of appropriate application

of experimental design in evaluating "social reform" programs and

addressed a particularly danger-Oils threat to the interpretation of

data collected with the quasi - experimental design: instability. Cook

an' Campbell (1979) expanded the concept of instabdlity into a major

category of "threat§ to valid inference making" (p; 37) Which they

call statistical cahclusion validity.

The relationShip between internal and external validity is one of

exchange; i.e., a research study cannot have perfect internal and

external validity. With a quasi experimental design the task becomes

a cost-bknefit analysis of the bartering of the threats.' 'In the fol-

lowing section, threats to internal; external, and 4tati§tical

p.



teintluSion validity, and the procedures adopted to control the threats

are discussed and evaluated.'

Internal Validity

HiStot. Performance on the dependent variable may be affected

by events other than the introduction of the independent,variable.

These external- events constitute the threat to_vaIidity known as
-N-
.

history; An efficient way to protect against this threat is to assign

randomly subjects to treatment groups. Although_the subjects were the

units of ana lysis in tfie study;-c-oncern had to be focused on the

assignment of teachers as well as that of students.

The teSetCh proposal called for the random assignment of the 18

participating teachers to one of the three treatment groups. Random

assignment Qag_impossibIe for several reasons. The first and most dif-

ficult obstacle was temporal; in order to assign randOtly the 18 teachers

td one of three treatment conditions; researchers would have hte to ob-

tain a commitment from the teachers prior tothe initial IE workghop;

This was nine months before the project was to begin and six months

before notification of funding. A second major barrier was the fact

that the Metropolitan Nashville-Davidson County School System was in-

-...,a141yed in litigation regarding the implementation of court-ordered

desegregation. A variety of planS had been proposed for resolving

the problems. Since each plan specified a different manner of service

delivery; it was impossible for administrators to guarantee that

teachers wOu1d be working with similar groups of children at the

beginning of the next school year.
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Given this; a calculated risk was taken that teactiert who were

invited to take part in the IE workshop would wish to participate in

this study and would be serving lildren in4ah NCII.ciassroom; Teachers

who were unable to attend the IE workshop in January but who expressed

interest were fhvited to attend the SLC workshop.

Of the six SLC teachers; all were assigned to appropriate classes.

Three IE teachers were lost as a result of leaving thesystem, school

assignments which prohibited inclusion, or the decision not to use the

material. The six comparison teachers were selected from the list gen-

erated by Research and Evaluation. These teachers were unable for

various reasons to attend either workshop but agreed to participate

as comparison teachers.

The selection of subjects approximated randomization. Procedures

will be discussed in detail under the threat of Selection. Events

which occurred during the time span of the study seemed to have eqUal

impact upon all participating teachers and children.

The past histories of individual children were considered only in

relation to the current interventions. Data from one child were elim-

inated because she had received 16 months' intervention with IE prior

to this study. Four other children in the IE treatment groups had

received some exposure to the intervention during the practicum experience

of the teachers. In addition; one of the SLC subjects had been taught

with the curriculum in a practicum experience and one of the comparison

children had been in an IE class previously. Since the expefience of

the subjects with the interventions was brief and since comparison of

their scores with those of randomly selected classmates revealed no
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significant differences; scores from these children were included

in the analysis;

Maturation; The second threat to internal validity refers to

"processes within the respondents operating as a function of the

passage of time per se" (Campbell & Stanley, 1966, p. 5). The age

of the subjects (Range = 11-17; X = 12 years, 7 months) mitigates any

effects from maturation alone. In addition, the dependent variables

are not subject to great alteration as a result of maturation in a

9-month period.

Testing: threat to internal validity refers to the reactive

nature of the tests, or the impact of having taken the test previously

upon posttest performance; The six basic instruments used in the

study are relatively nonreactive in the sense that they were not, for

most of the subjects, obviously related to the interventions, The two

exceptions were SPM and the TSI. Many of the IE children commented

about the similarity between some of their IE lessons anc,the tasks of

the Raven's. There seemed to be no consistent relationship between

the recognition of the relationship and performance, however. In terms

of the TSI, the teachers saw the similarities between the tasks of the

test attd the activitiespf the SLC. The dangers to the validity of

stressing this similarity and in effect, "teaching to test" were diSt

cussed. The cooperation of the teachers was sought in reducing the

threat. Observational records alnd teacher logs indicate that teachers

understood the dangers and did not teach to the test.

Reactivity was also reduced by the fact that the study ran through-
.

out the school year. As a 'result, thp presence of the research staff
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for observation, consultation, and/or ng became an integral

between testings ranged from two to six month

reduce the probability of reactivity.

This operated to

InStrumentation. The threat of instrumentation -refers to varia-

tion in the administration and sc ing of tests. All tests reported

in this study were conducted by meOr by the researpcassistant. The

.TSI was administered and soored only, by Me. All testing was done individ-

ually; procedures for adMihiStration spetlfied in the test Manuals were

/

adopted.

Certain additional procedd-es were determined by me to be critical\

to the Xalidity of the date. The Piers-HarrisOChildren's Self-Cohcept-
,

X
Stale (PH) urgers, 1969),.for example, presents 80 statements in a

yes-no format. If a child showed signs of failure to attend to the

questions either by contradicting himself /herself repeatedly or by re-

sponding perseveratively with strings of yeses or no's; examiners marked

questionable responses and asked at the end of the test for verification;
N

Verification of conceptual comprehensiOn of the questionS was also

sought on the PH; ji.lo queStions.had to be altered for use with chiIden

of this age. They wore; "I am popular with boys" and "I am popular wIth.

girls.'' These were asked as "I have many friends who areboys or girls.'

In addition, "I have lots of pep" was read; "I have lots of enprip."

concerted effort to

communicate with the children; determined administration procedures

With the Social Knowledge Survey; we, made a

_A

and these were carefully modeled by the research assistant. The sable

methods we used with an children. 4 scored all SK Survey Forms.

Al]. tests were handscored from the protocols'Or score sheets after

administration;
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Statistical, regressi -orh Regression is a threat to validity when

students are selected' the basis of extreme scores: Regression can

be contrail by random ssftnment. Although the selection of students
' -

was not ran m, studentstwere selected as a.;functionof being assigned

to a teacher. Neither researchers nor participating teachers had'any
.

control over student asslitituents: All students had beedividually ..

evaluated and staffed into the NCD classes. In the experimental design,.
A

children were separated into low and high ability. If regression were

threat, it would be expected to occur among the most extreme children,

those of lowest ability. These children appear in 211 three treatment

grOups constituting 36% at the IE subjects,.40% of the,comparison sub-

jects, and 40% of the SLC students.

Selection. The sixth threat to internal validity deals with

biases resulting in differential selection of respondents for the

comparison groups" (Campbell & Stanley, 1966, p.5). The selection of

subjects approximated randomization. Students became potential subjects

as a result of being assigned to th214 class of a participating teacher;

Assignment was determined by the specification on the child's indlviduaI

education:program and area of residence.

The critical threat to selection in this study was not that of the

students but the teachers of the comparison groups; /A11...,teachers were

selected from the list generated by'the Department-Of .ReitlIreh and

Evaluation of the school system in an effort to insure comparability

of competence and enthusiasm across the participating teachers.

Mar_t_a_Lity. M tality refers to differential lost; of subjects.

Twenty subjects (12%) were lost from the study. Of these 10 were SLC

'students; 3 were IE; and 7 were Comparison. This was an 18% loss for
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the SLC treatment, an 8% loss for the IE group; and a 13% loss fbr

the comparison Children; In terms of ability; 6 of the 10 SLC chil-

dren. 1 of the 4 IE sUbjetts; and 5 of the 7 C students had IQs AbOV6

75. The pretest data for all subjects were, analyzed. The children

who dropped out were -not significantly different from those who re-

. mained. In addition, reasons for withdrawal were documented and

are presented in Appendix E.
I

External Validity

Experitentally-aessi_b_l_versus target population. The extent to

which the resiiltS of a study can be generalized depend in part upon

the similarity of the sample to the population. The most efficient

means of dealing with this threat to validity is by randomly selecting

from, a large subject pool: The procedUre for the selection of subjects

was an approxiMatiOn of a random process since each NCD class is recon-

stituted annually, i.e.; most of the participating teachers had not had

the students in the previous years;

AlthOtigh the loss of the three IE classes reduced the size of the

sample, complete data sets were available on 143 children. The sample

was extremely heterogeneous and thus representative of special education

populations in metropolitan areas. Table 7 Presents a numerical break-

down of children by characteristics important for generalization (see

Page 91);

Lnterattion_of treatment effects and subject charactexistics; A

major threat to external validity and one which is particularly signif-

icant to research in special'education is the possible interaction of

j) treatment effects with stibject characteristics. The danger in ignoring
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this possibility is the conclusion that a treatment will be equally

effective or ineffective for all levels of subject characteristic.

On the basis of preVious research (Budoff & Gottlieb; 1976; Goldstein
4

et al.; 1965) the experimental design included two levels of ability

since this'was considered to be a critical characteristie for children

served in special education programs..

Multiple treatment interferences.. or more treatments are

occurring simultaneously; It may difficult to attribute an effect

to either treatment or to the interaction of the two. Althotigh IE

and the SLC were the only -instructional interventions; it is possible

that a second treatment was inadvertantly introduced through my

activities;

I conducted 'structured inferviews with all participating teachers

in order to determine the nature of curriculur programming; each class,

IE anAC in addition to the SLC was observed at least once. In Addi

tion;. newsletter type memora'hda were sent to all participating teachers.

At the request of teachers; mean scores from each class were included

after each testing occasion. The classes were not identified on the

sheers; the .scores of a given teacher's class were specified for him/

her. The newsletters may have provided an unintehded and yet potent

treatment effect. My relationship with the teacherS became one of

collegiality; through
040

the memoranda, I .provided data within and

;41r---
hetween classes. Teachers had the scores for their) respective

students and the mean scores of 14 Other classes. :From the newsletters;

they could evaluate progress in a .criterion--referenced as well as

"normative" fashion. The memoranda were 4.'arefully examMed by most of
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the teachers. In several cases, the sheets became the focal point

Of diSOassion among teachers and, principals.

Other than the newsletter incentive; there were no other treat-
't

ments. Data frOM the structured interview (see Appendix B) indicate

that the experimental classes were using the same types of materials

for reading and math as the comparison groups;

Interaction Of hiattity-and-treatment-effects. Historical events

which occur during the implementation of an intervention might operate

to increase or decrease the effectiveness of this treatment; This

is particularly the case in studies of short-duration or with extremely

unusual events. NO major historical events which might affect the

performance Of the subjects were noted; in addition; the study ran an

entire academic year.

Interaction of time of_messurement and treatment effects. ThiS

threat to validity is concerned with the possibility that melgurements

taken at a particular time during the implementation might vary con-

aiderably as a function of the interaction of time Of treatment and

measurement. The use:of multiple measurement occasions helped to

control this threat;

Protest sensitization. The danger of this threat is that the

administration of the pretest may sensitize the subjects to the impact

Ar
Of the treatment; In this study; several factors combined to reduce

the potential impact of pretest sensitization. First, an entire battery

of tests was gi'den on three different occasions. Second, the tests

were not extremely reactive nor clearly related to the contents of the

i.Rerventions;. Finally; the nature of the sample, i.e., mildly

handicapped children; teduced the possibility that there would be an

increased treatment reaction because of the pretest.
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Hawthorne effect. The Hawthorne effect has been used to describe
;)

-change in dependent variables simply as a function of participating

in a research project. The characteristics of the sample, the length

vf the study; and the integration, of the treatment into the schooling

\experience mitigated this threat This was particularly so fo -the

SLC; most of the SLC teachers referred to the time they spent with the

curriculum as "science, social studies, or health."

Novelty and disruption effect. It is possible that the introduc-

/

tion of an innovation may cause change by virtue of novelty none.

The length of the study and the fact that the interventions became an

integral part of the school day helped to control the threat.

Experimenter bias. Experimenter bias can occur at many points

within a study. The most 'dangerous and elusive forms of bias are the

unintentional modifications of a subject's performance through verbal

or nonverbal cues (Huck; Cormier, & Bounds, 1974). Every effort was

Made in this study to control any threat of experimenter bias. When-

ever possible; the research assistant and I tested together and each

monitored the behavior of the other. Possible ways in which bias could

occur were discussed with the intention of identifying controls.

lusion Validity

Field research conducted with.a luasi-experimental design is partic-

ularly vulnerable to a Type II error, i. accepting the hull hypothe-

sis of no difference when it should be rejected. Cook and Campbell

.1

(1979) address the pragmatic results uf such action.

While we cannot prove the null hypothesis, in many practical

contexts we have to make decisions and act as-thoukh- the null

hypothesis were true. This is especially the_caaeinapp ed

research where decisions have to be based on iMperfect owledge
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which only suggests that a treatment has had no detectable
effect; The issue then becomes: By what standards should
one estimate the confidence that can be placed in "accepting"
the null hypothesis; particularly if a decision has to be
based on 'the results of a single experiment? (p; 45)

_

Low statistical power. The power of a statistical analysis is

a function of variance and sample size; The validity of conclusions

from the data depend in large measure upon "how much power one has to

detect an effect" (Cook & Campbell; 1979; p; 39);

A power analysis provides an indication of the amount of confidence

one can place in the validity of any statistical conclusion. The more

%ft

power an analysis has; the more confident the researcher can be of

avoiding a Type TI error. Power analyses were conducted and appear

in Table 9;

Violated assumptions of statistical tests. Data analysis can

be meaningless if the assumptions underlying the analysis are violated.

This is particularly so with critical assumptions.

Assumptions for the analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) are those of

the analysis of variance, normality of distribution and homogeneity

of variance, plus linearity and common slope. Homogeneity of variance

was tested with Hartley 's F-Max test; common-slope was tested by

analysis of the homogeneity of within-class'regression. The assumption

of linearity was met by using the pretest as the covariate. All re-

,

sults are provided in tabular form in Appendix A.

Fishing' and error rate problem. The more analyses one conduc

the higher is the probability of obtaining significant differences

between groups as a result of chance alone. This threat can be controlled

4
by conceptually justifying each analysis. addition the level of sig-

nificance can be adjusted to take into consideration multiple analyses;
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TABLE 9

POWER ANALYSIS

112

Jr Power Jr Power

CP
9,

1.64

1.90

2.08

. 25 2.17 .70

. 50 2.32 .75

.60 2.49 .80

.67 2.68 .85

Instrument Power

Standard Progressive Matricea 129 ;3
.01

Test of Social Inference- 1.62 ;41

Social Knowledge Assessment l.32 ;34 .

Matching Familiar Figures Teat .51 --

General Informationi PIAT

Piers-Barris Children's Self-
Concept Scale

1
2;49

1.34 :34

Source: Welkowitz, J., Ewen, R. B., & Cohen; J. Introductory
statistics for the 13ehavioral_sciericeia New York:

Academic Press; 1976:

Reliability of-meas-ures. Confidence in the validity of change in

a dependent variable is due in part to the stability (test-retest)

reliability of the instrument which is usedto assess it Salvia

and Ysseldyke (1978) recommend a reliability coefficient of -90 for

individual tests used to make placement decisions; for administrative

purposes, they suggest a minimum of ;60; The reliability coefficiencts
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are reported in the description of the instruments; While the

coefficients are lower, than one might desire; more reliable tests
c

which met the conceptual needs of the study were not available;

Reliability Of treatm6int-fimplimmoltation; Lack of standardization

of treatment implementation "will inflate error variance and decrease

the chance of Obtaining true differences" (Cook & Campbell; 1979;

p. 43). This is a particular problem for special education researchers.

The experimental design was nested; i.;e;, students receiving instruction

from the same teacher Were to be compared with students being taught by

other teachers within and between treatments;

Use of a heated experimental design in dbmbination with careful
(

4
monitoring of teacher training and use of the materials would ha

allowed substantial control over the threat; In./611 er to condu-ct an

analysis ,of variance. within a nested design; the two factors; treatment

and ability 'had to be fully crossed; The assignment of students to

.- -

classes prooluded such an analysis; Some of the 15 classes had approx-

imately equal numbers of high and low ability children; others had

predominantly high or low ability students. The distribution of ability

(determined on the basis of IQ scores) within the classes was a func-

tion of chance rather than of any policy or deliberate grouping action.

The data were analyzed by coIlapsini-Nem across Classes and abil-

ity levels within treatments; Every effort was made to monitor the

implementation of the experimental treatments. The nature of the pro-

grams; particularly the SLC; requires teachers to use flexible and

dynamic pproach; In addition; each program reqUires preparation by

the teachers; The variation among both SLC and IE teachers in planning

.tme was, by their admission, great.
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Although the teachers were conatientious44.attempiing 'to imple-

ment the'programsi: the quality of their implementation varied

The variation was between rather tham'within teachers. '`Rang` fferent.

techniques were tried in an effort to establishrel4abi1ity.bf

mentation. Some techniqueswere more successful than other4though_

none eliminated the problem. The impact of this threat will be dis-

cussed further in Chapter VI on interpretation of data.

Random irrelevancies in the experimental setting. Factorsother

than the independent variable may affect performance on the dependent

variables. This threat is very diffitUlt to control; sore reduction

can, however, occur, if the treatment groups are as simi ar as possible;

All classes in the study were NCD classes, ho4used within regular

schools. Students Are assigned to particular schools on the basis of

a zoning procedure. Most schools have a CD class so that mildly

handicapped thildreh can attend the same

neighborhood peers.

school as their nonhandicapped.

a result, the population of a particular school

reflectg that of a given tesidettial-ares; Residential areas m#y be

characterized in .terms of socioeconomic status (SES). The process by

which teachers were selected did not control for the SES character-

igtitg Of the children served: Specific characteristics the dis-

tribution of school settings are presented in Table 10." With regard

to SES, only two of the six SLC classes and two of the three IE classes

Served middle class children-4s opposed to four of the/six comparison

groups.

RandomAeterogeneity'of respondents. Subjects can differ in

factors which affect performance:on the dependent variable. Cook and
, .
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TABLE 10

DISTRIBUTION OF TREATMENT CLASSES BY
RACE AND SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

Racial Distribution Low Middle MiXed

SoCiOeconomic Status

A3redgminantly Black

'Predominantly White

Mixed

SLC-1
IE-1
G='2

SLC=2

C=1

SLC=1
IE=2
C=.3

SLC -2

Distribution of Treatment Classes by Type Of'SChtidl

Elementary (K-6) Fifth =-Sixth Middle(5-8) Junior High(7-9)

SIC -1

IE -1

SLC -2

SLC-2
IE-1
C-4

SLC-1
IE-1
C-2

and cathpbeii (1979) refer, these factors as "suppressor variables"

45). One of the most difficult suppressor variables to overcome

is low SES. In addition to the differences in SES which have been dis-

cussed; there, were differences in the distribution of the ability.

Ha4fthe:data been analyzed with ability as a blocking factor;

differences:i particularly in the low Vould.have been
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totally obscured; Of the SLC Iow ability (IQ175);* 29% (7) had IQs

between 50-59 compared to 14% (2) of the C low-ability children and

10% (l of the IE low ability; distributions of IQ are graphically

presenteAn Figure 2. Analyses of covariance were conducted in an

effort to cdhtrol the threat on a posthoc basis.

Qualitative Method

QT One of the six SLC classes\was randomly selected as the focus o

qualitatiire data collection procedures; These consisted of Observe-

tion and structured and informal interview; i visited the class a

total of 29 times during the school year with the intention of estab:-

lisping a, modified participant observationrapproach (Bogdan & Taylor,

1975)-; i.e., to become at accepted member of the nOrmal.ecological

work of the classroom; Time 'imitations precluded more than a modi-,.

fled participant observation analysis.

I spent 30 hours participating in the day-to-day activities of

the classroom.- This included observation of classroom behaviof,

structured and unstructured, changing classes, of activities around

class change, and extrac ricular activities such as intramurals.

addition, I ate lunch at the s hool as frequently as possible. This

activity varied from eating with the children in the cafeteria, to

eating with the teachers in the teachers' lounge or pith the special

education teacher and certain students An the classroom. Field notes

were kept on all observations.

Interviews with the teacher occurred at least once a week; Many

times topics which originated during in-school interviews were con-

tinued via telephone. Informal interviews with the students were held
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at the end of the school year. At the teacher's request, i had some

contact with the parents of certain students.

Although the selected class was the focus of the qualitative

methodology, each of the 15 classes in the study was visited for observa-

49in and teacher interview. Effort was concentrated u on the SLC classes

to determine whether there was a basis for gen: aliz ng the results from

e target class;

Summary

This chapter has presented discussions o e two methodologies

used in this study. The quantitative portion the study used a

quasi-experimental design (Campbell & Stanley; 1966) with,two inde-

pendent variables (SLC and 1E); four first-order dependent variables

(general intellectual function, social inferences, problem solving,

and social knowledge); and two second7order dependent variables

(academic achievement and self-concept). The discussion includes

aspects of research procedures

statistical conclusion valid

threats to external; and

Qualitative procedures are also described. They included modi-

fied participant observation techniques, observation, and structured

interviews.
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CHAPTER IV

QUANTITATIVE RESULTS

The proposed analysis procedure was a Lindquist&-Type III repeated

measures analysis of variance (Lindquist,1953). Th s procedure was

inappropriate for two reasons. First, 'th e Inclusion of ability as a

blocking factor was based upon an assumption of homogeneity. That is;

it was assumed that the distribuilbn of ability across the 15 classes

would be similar. This assumption was not supported; Indeed; a simple

ANOVA indicated that the differenoes in,JQ among the subjects in the

three treatment groups approached significance with the SLC children

having the lowest IQs (see Table 11); Second; no IQ data were available

for 23 of the 143 children. (16%); of the 23; 15 were comparison subjects.

TABLE 11

ANAriSIS OFVARIAN0E--DISTRIBUTION OF IQs

Source SS df Probability

Between groups 499.78 2 249;89 169 0.1865

. .

Within groups 17415.70 118 147;59 ;.

Total_ 17915;50 H 120

Means

SLC 74.98

IE 79.80

C 78.28

Standard
Deviations

12.11

12.03

11.83

119
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The analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was judged b be a more

adequate analysis procedure. Data from each of the six instruments

were analyzed separa0Iy with the pretest serving as the covariitte.

For the Standard Progressive Matrices; no significant differences

were detected; F (2; 139) = 9.73, 2. '6177 (see Table 12). The SLC

,children had a a raw mean of 25;95 and an adjusted mean of 26.34 with

-a standard deviation of 9.39; IE children had a raw mean of 27.48,

TABLE 12

ANALYSIS 0F COVARIANCE--STANDARD PROGRESSIVE MATRICES
1

Source SS df MS Probability

Total 3260.67 141

Error 3215.65 139 23.13

Groups 45.02 2 22.51 .973 .6177

adjusted mean of 25.55. The standard deviation of the IE scores was

9;31; Comparison children had a raw mean of 24.31, adjusted Fran of

25;07 with astandard deviation of 8.60.

On the Test of Social Inference, the 55 SLC students,had a raw

mean score of 41;06. The standard deviation was 13.69; the adjusted

the for the SLC children was 43.27. The IE subjects had a r mean

of 44.56; and an adjusted mean of 41.78 with a standard deviation f

11.22; The 55 comparison children scored 42.62 as a raw mean, and

42.08:adjusted mean. The standard deviation was 12.16. These scores
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Were not significantly different; F (2, 139) - .555; P = .5809 (see

Table 13).

TABLE 13

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCETEST OF SOCIAL INFERENCE

Source SS MS F Probability

Total

Error

Groupa

7234.45 141 t1/

7177.16 139

57.29 2 28.65 , :555 .5809

Experimental children performed significantly better than C

children on thp Matching Familiar Figures Test. The MPFT was used

to measure the first -order dependentvariable; PrOblem solving. TWO

scores were analyed f-r the MFFT: number of figures correctly matched

And length of response time; For the number of figures correctly

matched, SLC children had a raw mean of 6.36 (SD=2.25).;:and an adjusted

Mean Of 6.22. The IE students had a raw mean of 6.24 (SD=1.73) and an

adjusted mean of 6.24 ; HThe C subjects had'a raw mean of 5.13 (SD=1.68)

4 _

And an adjusted mean of 5.28;

In terms of number of figures correctly matched, Sigtiqtant

differences were found, F (2, 139) = 5.004; 2_ <.01 (See.Table 14;

A NeWbah-Keuls multiple comparison analysis indicated.that While:06

two experimental groups were not significantly different from each

other; each exhibited significantly better performance than the C

children (see Table 15); The SLC children outperforthed the C children
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at the .01 signific ce level; IE children performed significantly

ljtter-41th a probability level of ;05;

TABLE 14

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCEMATCHING FAMILIAR
FIGURES TEST

Source- SS df MS

Total 447:47 141

Error 417;41 139 3;00

Groups 30;06 2 15;03 5.004

TABLE 15

NEWMAN-KEULS MULTIPLE: OMPARISON TEST
ANALYSIS OF COVARIoANCE-MATCHING

FAMILIAR FIGURES TEST

Probability

.0081

1 = C

2 = SLC

3= IE

1 9**

.;*

*indicates significance at .05 level.

**indicates significance at..Ol level;
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Latency (length ofresponse time) on the MFFT approached signif-

icance; F (2, 139) = 2.235; IL, .1087'(see Table 16). The ,raw means,

standard deviations; and adjusted means areas follows: SLC = 11;99

(SD=747), 11.54, IE = 11.561 (SD=8.26), and 11.88, C = 9.21 (SID=6.14)

and 9;46; A Pearson-product moment correlational analysis -was con-

ducted between mean number of figures correctly matched and latency:

It yielded a correlation coeifficient of .97 ( <.01).

TABLE 16

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE LATENCY-MATCHING
FAMILIAR FIGURES TEST

Source SS df MS

Error

Groups 444.

5178.52 139 37.26 2.235 .1087

166.56 2 83.28

On the Social Knowledge Assessment; no significant differenOes

were found, -F- (2, 139) - .719; p a ;5064 (see Table 17). The SLC

Children had u'itaw mean of 51;56 ESD=9,60) and adjusted mean of 52.91;

IE students had a raw mean of 53.89 (SD=7.73) and adjusted mean of 51;58;

11100

The C students had a raw mean of 51.76 (SD=6.61) and adjusted mean of

51.80. :

Data from the ihattUtents assessing the two second-order dependent

variables were analyzed even though no research expectations were
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TABLE 17

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCESOCIAL KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENT

Source -SS -df- MS F Probability

Total 4615.01 141

_Error 4567.77 139 32;86

Groups 27.15 2 23;62 .719 .5064

proposed. In the area Of atadobilt achievement as measured by the

General Information Subteat Of the Peabody Individual Achievement

Test showed significant differences, P (2, 139) = 3.058, P <:.05

(see Table 18). The SLC subjects had a raw mean of 29.53 (SD=13.63)

and adjusted Mean Of 33.07. The IE children had a raw mean of 40.82

(SD=15.86) and adjusted mean of 36;45,/ The comparison children had

a raw mean of 34.16 (SD=12;55) and adjusted mean of 33.26. A Nei4Man-

Keuls multiple comparison analysis (see Table 19) indicated that the

IE Children performed significantly better than SLC and C children

at the -.05 level of significance; There were no significant differences

between SLC and C children;

Self-concept waslassessed with the PierS=Hattia Children's Self-,

Concept Scale. No significant differences were detected, F (2, 139)

= 1.530, k = ;2185 (see Table 20). The SLC Children had a raw mean

of 59.49 (SID=12.72) and an adjusted mean of 58.11. The IE children

had a raw mean of 57;39 (SD-16.37) and adjusted Mean Of 59.02. For

C children, raw and adjusted means were 57.82 (SD=10.86) and 58?22'
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TABLE 18

ANALYSIS OF-COVARIANCEGENERAL INFORMATION SUBTESTi
PEABODY INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT TEST

Source SS df MS F Probability

Total 6158;65 141

Error / 5899;31 139 42.44

Groups 259:54 2 129.77 .3.058 .0487

'VOLE 19

NEWMAN -KEULS MULTIPLE COMPARISON TEST ANALYSIS
OF COVARIANCE - -GENERAL INFORMATION SUBTEST*

PEABODY INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT TEST

1 = SLC

2 = C

3 = IE
2.

1 .2 3.4*

2 3.2*

*indicates significance at .05 lei:761.
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TABLE 20

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE==PIERSHARRIS CHILDREN'S
SELF CONCEPT SCALE

Source SS df MS F Probability

Total 9015.63 141

Error 8821.40
,

139 63.46

Groups 194.23 2 97.12 1.530 .2185

Summary

Data from six instrumentst each measuring a first- or second-order

dependent variable, were analyzed with the analysis of covariance.

TWo significant differences were found. Experimental children out-

performed comparison students' on the Matching Familiar Figures Test

and the General Information Subtest of the Peabody Individual Achieve-

ment Test. These measures reflected the dependent variables problem

solving and academic achievement.
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CHAPTER V

QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS

Font research expectations were proposed for the qualitative

portion of the study. The purpose of -this chapter is to present

the ihfOrtatiOn gathered with qualitative data collection procedures.

Analysis Of:qualitative data was critical to this study for several

reasons. First, the evaluation perspective adopted specifies that

"A full evaluation tells a story" (Stake, 1967b; p. 5). Quantitative

data suppOrt the story; they cannot be:expected to provide a complete

pittura of what occurred; Second, the Social Learning Curriculum (SLC)

is a comprehensive program which has been developmentally organized.

The children and young people in this study had never been exposed to

the program; Almost all had lengthy histories of negative schooling

experiences; and as pre or early adolescents, they were in the midst

of a difficult developmental period. It would be inappropriate to

attempt to make any judgements on the bal'is of quantitative data col-
.

lected during their brief exposure to the program.

Qualitative research expectations are stated in Chapter II.

Following an introductory description of the teacher; class;rand man-

ner of implementing the SLC; results will be presented fOr each

expectation'.

12714i
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Qualitative data were collected in one randomly-selected SICclass.

It was located in a large suburban junior high school serving a pre-
_

dominantly white, lower middle-class population. The class met in a

portable classroom behind the school, Although the two'special educa-

tion teachers were not the only, faculty assigned to portable classrooms,

the one they share ,was the most removed in proximityfrom
1

the main

building; The intercom system was serviceable in the classroomi-the

bells signifying classthanges were not; however;_i The impliCations of

the situation were not lost on the children:' Thgy were quite articulate

in addressing the costs and benefits of "being kept back here" The

primary cost was isolation from nonhandicapped peers; the 8-minute

4

period allotted for changing classes was an important opportunity to

meet friends; schedule after -school activities, and simply "be seen"

with people. For the students in special education, a cOnsiderable

portion of this time was devoted to traveling to'ihe main school build-

ing. The benefit of the location was the privacy it afforded, the

territory was supervised by the special education teachers. Although

the school had a very adequate administrative stafh,they seldom

Ventured into the area. Many of the students used the 'class change

period to)expend phy al energy; they ran, wrestled, practiced football

or baseball.

The class was composed of 15 students ranging in chronological age

from 13-16 and in IQ from 50-96. Each child was officially classified

mentally retarded, learning disabled, behavior.disordered each was

integrated with nonhandicapped peers for et least tw(304014 the six instruc-

tional periods of the school day. The most common form of mainstreaming
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was integration into "regular" physical education and home economics

or industrial arts classes. The physical education program was set up

so that it alternated with study hall; i. e., a student attended physical

education one:day and study hall the next. Responsibility for monitoring

study hall was shared by the entire faculty. This created the opportunity

for most of the teachers to have some personal interaction with the chit=

dren served in special education.

The .special education teacher using the SLC expended a great deal

of effort toward making the integration work as effectively as possible.

She attempted to provide support to the other teachers who were working

''with the children and to the children themselves. The impact of her

work was displayed in the collective attitude of the faculty toward the

students in special education and toward this research project. They

questions about the SLC, related anecdotes regarding a particular

subject's behAVior in their classes, and approached the entire situation
is

With a reserved optimism. Frequency distributions for age; IQ; handl.-

Capping conditions, and class periods of integration with nonhandicapped

peers are in Table 21:" student was black,the remainder were white;

10 were males and 5 were female.

The teacher of this class holds a master's degree in special e uca-_

tion. She has seven years of experience it. teaching exceptional chil-

dren, two in her current school; Her priMary concern from the initial

contact by.the research team to the final test administration was the

welfare of the students; She worieed very hard.lind held high expecta-

tions,for herself; her students; and the research team. She approached

the project in general and the SLC in particular with a "healthy

skepticism." In her initial contacts with me; for example; she stressed
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TABLE 21

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CHILD IN THE QUALITATIVE CLASS

Behavior Disordered

Male Female

2 1

Handicapping Condition

Learnin Disabled

Male Female

7 2

Mentall Retarded

Male Female

1. 2

13

Chronological Age

14 15

tale female Mae Female Male Female

5 1 3 1

16

Male Female

Two Periods

Of 1 1111 II icap.e1 _Peers
Three Periods Four Periods

(Physical Education,

Indtistrial Arts/

Home Economics)

Female

5 3

(Physical Education; In-

dustrial. Arts/Home Economics;

and Social Studies)

Male Female

2 4

(Physical Education, In

dustrial'Art,s/Home Eco-

nomics, and Social Studies)

/

Male Female
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that her commitment to use the material would be contingent upon her

assessment of its potential value to her students She participated

actively in the training workshop, asking questions of the curriculum
4

developers and me.

After studying the material and'attending the workshop, she

committed herself to use the SLC. Her agreement took the form of an

implicit contract; i.e.; she would implement the SLC to the best of

her ability in exchange for a certain amount of freedom and support froth

me; An example of this contractual situation was her wish to practice

using the Logical Inductive Method (LIMB with material which she had

developed.. She wanted to maximize the impact of the SLC and thought

that she could not do so until.she felt comfortable with the method;

Her part of the agreement was to keep the research team informed of her

activities and their relationship to the implementation on the SLC;

in return; she expected some consultative support;

The teacher used the SLC it the period designated for instruction

in science. Students it special education (this group of 15 represented

only iiii-ethird of her entire caseload) had class schedules like those of

-their nonhandicapped peers. Classes were labeled by-subject; one.of.the

special education teachers was responsible for teaching math and social

studies; the othL -for language arts and science. All of the students

_5-

in the SLC "science" class saw the teachaf one other period of the day

for language,arta..'

TheteaCher.used Phase 122; Recognizing Basic Physical Needa-from

the published version of the SLC and Interacting with Others from the

field-test versionoftheProblem-Oriented SOcial==VOCAtiOnal,Adaptation

Program (POSVAP); Material was'used four days a week. On Fridays;
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students "earned" the right to supplementary activities associated with

the curriculum.

Qualitative data weregathered through observation and interview:

I visited the class 29 times over the course of the school year. Si*

oUthesevisitswereprimarilyforthepurpose.of adminiStering criterion

tests; the.remaining time was devoted to gathering qualitative data. In

all 10 hours of formal observation occurred, while an additional 20 hours

were spent in, the classroom.

Results

Development of.the Ability to
Think Critically

The teacher began the year with a unit on systems of the body.

She had prepared tie unit heIrself and used it for two reasons. First,

It served as an introduction to the content of Phase 12 of the SLC;

4scond, it gaveiher the opportunity to practice teaching inductively.

Her movement into the inductive method was gradual. By the time she

began using the SLC, she felt comfortable with the method.

Careful observation of the class, revealed that the adoption of

the LIM was disquieting experience for the children; They reacted

to the thahge indifferent viay$; Some seemed to be totally bewildered

by what they per9eived to be an abdication of their teacher's role in

the normal peda ogical situation; Rather than presenting content and

providing them With vorksheetsi, the teacher spent the entire class

period asking questions.

Others-seemed persuaded that'their opportunity to answer a question

Correctly had finally arrived; "They had no intention of missing the
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chance" (Hall, Note 19) and hence became so enthusiastic as to be

almost unmanageable. The firtt weeks of implementing the intervention,

then, bordered on a state of chaps. The "traditional group," those who

"had learned to play school" (Hail, Note 20) withdrew, into bewildered

frustration while their classmates argued over whose turn it was to

respond.

The situation became more chaotic when the teacher attempted to

do some of the supplementary activities; The children argued among

themselves, seemed incapable of sharing materials; and demonstrated

a distressing level of irresponsibility; The activities consisted of

applied tasks such as making posters or collages around'a certain theme.

There was no indication of an organized approach to any aspect of_the

task. In the case of the actual products of their work, corrections were

made only at the teacher's direction. Similarlyi each element of the

clean-up activity had to be specified and monitored.

Interviews with the teacher throughout this period of implementation

revealed that she was both frustrated and discouraged. On the one hand,

she- as pleased by the enthusiasm of some children. On the other, she

was discouraged by the almost total withdrawal of others. In addition,

she was beginning to question her ability tO.direct the enthusiasm into

constructive channels.

The SLC teachers held their first Meeting at the height of this disr

integration. Since:the other teachers had begun teaching the SLC earner;

they could empathize and offer suggestions. Two o these were the possi-

bility Of a class reward and the addition of quest ons which required

'the children to repeat their peer's responses.
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The teacher implemented the tuggetiot8. The class could earn the

right to see movies on Fridays byeXhibitinglon-task and prosocial be-

havior'during the first fOtir days of'the week. (The rules were speci-

fied in behavioral terms for the children.) Interestingly, the movies

were instructional rather than purely entertaining and related' to cot-
..

tent of the SLC whenever posSible, '. TWO rather minor alterations seemed

to give the process a pOsjtiVe valence: The teacher served popcorn and
4

'Allowed the children to ask questions about the films to her and each

other.

The teacher worked with the 'material in a dedicated fashion; she

studied it, modified it; and deliVpred it in a consistently.4nductive

fashion. In the early stages of implementation; a consistent delivery

required a great deal Of preparatiot.... pe worked from the teacher's
.

guide; the monograph on reasoning Skilag.,(Gq1dstein & Goldstein; 1980);.

and the transcription of the Wotkshclp totes(Hall; Note 17). In order

to maximize the impact of the program; she had to identify for hers6If

the relationship between the particular content objective and the stage

of the Logical Inductive Method; no single lesson in the program repre-

sented the entire range of skills in the IndpCtiveProblem Solving

PrOteSS (IPSP);.' She took the teacher's guide with the content objec-

tives, studied the exemplary questions to identify the proces skill

they represented and strategized how she would present the material to

the children, If she interpreted the emphasized process .to be infer=

'ence; she asked questions in a'"what might happen?" format; if the

process were generalization, she would 4Sts "Do you think you can make

a rule?"
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Interviews with the teacher over the first three months of the study

indicated that as she practiced teaching in this faShiOn, she gained

confidence in her ability to teach inductively and to plan for inductive

teaching. The actual amount of planning time, and the anxiety associated

With it decreased steadily;

The characteristics of the children presented in Table 21 indicate

that they represented a very divergent group. The teacher was skillful

in adapting the ttk to the varying levels of the children. She focused

On the particular stages of the IPSP (Labelling; Detailing, Inferring;

Predicting; Verifying; and Generalizing) specified in the lesson plans,

. _

b t she never restricted herself to the targeted process. If she were

attempting to work with'inference; for example; she Would pull the

.

least skilled'children into the activity by asking them to supply labels

and/Or details. She tried to match her perceptiOns of the child's skill

to the aspect of the task. A.child. who could supply rules or generaliza-

tibh was seldom asked-to label; the child who could only label or detail

Vas frequently askedto.repeat an inference or a prediction made by

another child. The more highly skilled children were involved in the

lessons by elaborating on their responses.

ObservatiOrCbf group instruction with the SLC revealed a steady

progression of ability to handle the format of the program and to use

the IPMj.
t:The progression was neither uniform nv$r linear across the

children. A few.'made rapid and regular gains; Some childreil exhibited.

long latency3periods in which :there appeared to be little if any pro=

gression; some in this group had begun to show forward progress by tbe

.and of the year. Others had not. Most of the children (10 out of the

total'1-5;)- exhibitedAhand-back; "wavelike" pattern discussed by
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Smith and Greenberg (1979). On one day, the child would be able to

reach a generalization. Inthe next problem-solving endeavor, heiehe

might be enable to proceed beyond inference. On the whole, the class

became quite effective at orally identifying the nature of the problem, .

at proposing possible solutions; predicting the best, verifying legicallyf.'

the choice; and arriving at a rule or generalization.

In terms of,thetheoreticai base, the class could, when presented

* with a Mass; break' it apart through the differentiation process and re-

assemble or integrate it into an' entity which was congruent with their

meaningful environments. Some individual 'students were ableto accem-.:

plish this; others were not. Individual students are discussed in

detail in the section On the adMinistration of the THINK (Appendix 0).

Even more encouraging than the'changes in the students' performance

instructional situation was their improved ability to function in

the less structured supplemental activities. The teacher continued to

use the supplementary activities, in spite of a chaotic start for.two

reasone; First, through these activities she discovered that many of

thy students had difficulty with Very beeic perceptual atd conceptual

activities such.iis cutting, estimating thesize picture needed to l a

particular space, categorizing, and classifying.

The nature of the subject-area program operating in the'sehool

impeded detection of these deficits unless they had been noted Oit*

previous staffing reports pate time, these deficiencies had

the potential of creating serious problems far the students in the

mainstreamed courses: industrial arts and home economics; Second;

the StUdentS enjoyed the activities. Several of the children made

rf
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I.

"extra" posters during free time, brought magazines or simply asked

when they could repeat certain activities;

In addition* observation revealed that these activities allowed

the teacher to capitalize on the methodology. Initially, as previously

stated, the children corrected their work only when the teacher inter-

vened. Her method of intervention was to use the child's inadequate

product. as the focus of the LIM. Rather than saying; "I cannot accept

that because you failed to follow instructions;" she would ask the child

her what the task had been. If he/she could reia task

accurately, she would then ask why he/she had -chosen the incorrect

picture. She would continue to work through the method until the child

seemed to have some grasp of, the problem and the factors which had con-

_

tributed to his/her error. If the student could not repeat the task, she if

Woad supply -.,it and;guide him/her step by step through an(appropriate

response.

7bservation of the students over the intervention revealed two

types of behavior which had been nonexistent at the initiation of the

project. -Gradually; the children began to seek verificatioqof their

work' from their peers; This was a movement away from the haphazard

selection of pictures which characterized the first few weeks of inter-

vention,and the dependence on the teacher which characterized the next

six weeks; This was particularly encouraging for two reasons. First;

most of the students seemed to have developed an internal need to

verify (at least within the parameters of the classroom) and second;

they perceived each other as capable of providing verification; The

teacher; at the end of the intervention, was serving as a resource

rather than the source of information.
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The set-di-id type of thange was the gradual assumption of responsi-

bility by the students for the status of materials; Initially; cIeari-

p activities h-d been:structured; of necessity; in task-analytic

fashion which requited vigilant monitoring on the part of the teacher;

As the sense of order returned to the group; she began to. fade the

structure. Her first step was to call the students' attention to the

fact that 10 minutes remained in the period and to outline the clean-

up tasks. Her next move was to mention only the'time. Interview data

revealed her astonishment when one day she looked up to find the students

putting materials away, In response to her look of amazement, one student

replied, "We only have 10 minutes left in the period."

The most elaborate of the class' supplementary activities was to.

prepare and serve a meal; The fact that the teacher considered it a

possibility was an indication of positive movement (Hall,. Note 21).

When she attempted to discuss the activity with the principal, he became

so distressed at the notion that she deciled to capitalize on the isola-

titia of her classroom; The students determined the menu, shopped for

the items after school; and:deIegated responsibility for preparation,

serving; and clean-up; They implemented the activity without'ini.46t--

to their delight and the astonishment of the entire staff of the school.

9 Development of the Ability
to Act Independently

,

Theoretically, the ability to act independently has two components.

The first is the. posseision of an internalized prOblem-solving strategy.

The secondtis the perception, of oneself as competent to manage one's

own behavior. Independent action combines the cognitive
_ -

domains in. that a person who can act independently has a store of facts
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and concepts and is able to activate them appropriately; The extent

to which the individual succeeds in acting independently influences

the probability of the indpidual's being designated retarded: The

development of the ability to act independently is, then, the ultimate

objective of the SLC.

/)

The observations concerning the behavior of the students during

the supplementary activities reported under Research Expectation I are

related to their ability, as a group, to act independently; Ciearlyi

the students progressed individually and as a class in their skills in

these activities. Beyond classroom interactions, it as difficult to

assess ability to act independently as a function of exposure to the SLC.

Observational and interview data indicated that some of the children

were capable of funbtioning adaptively and independently. Others were

not. The difficulty lay in attempting to establish a relationship

betwe4n the functioning level and the intervention; In order to demon-

strate a relationship, one would be obliged to evaluate a long-term

objective on the basis of short-term intervention.

A variety of factors combine to increase the potential danger of

such speculation; The first is the complexity of the ability being

assessed; the second is the tremendous diversity of characteristics

exhibited by the children. Of the 15'children i .the group, 5 had

serious emotional or behavioral disorders. Quantitative data from 3 of

these students were eliminated because they :did not c plete the academic

year in the class; One was placed in a residential eatment center; the-

other two were involved in automobile accidents for which they were

directly or indirectly responsible. Data from the other two students
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r

were included even though they missed considerable periods of instruc-

tion due to hospitalization for residential treatment or suspensiOn.

Any attempt to draw conclusions beyond those already presented

regarding the students' in -class behavior is beyond the scope Of the

data. Some students demonstrated changes in behavior which might'be

interpreted aa precursors of independent action; To avoid unwarranted

speculation; thea0 will be discussed in terms of comprehension of the

extrinsic value of academic skills or attitudes toward school.

Development of Awareness of the Extrinsic
Value of Education

Data relating to this expectation were collected with interVi-

. and observation teChtiques; _Structured interviews were conducted

the students in an attempt to explore the extent to which they viewed

\,-
their schooling experience; particularly the SLCi as having extrinsic

__

value. FOttal interviews with the students were conducted in May

The-format is presented below;

1. What did you do in science this year?

2 Why do you think you did that?

. Do you think it was an important thing to do? Why or why not?

4. Was science different from your other classes? If so; how?

The students respo ded to the questions in'a variable lashion;

All students were able .to relate the Content of instruction; since the

teacher had used the phases on physical needs and interacting with

others; they typically responded that they studied the body and the

.personality;

.
One student (CA = 16i I =-50) unable to respond:to questions

2; 3; and 4. Two other students supplied rather rote answers'to the
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effect that they had studied the content because the tea wanted them

to learn it. They indicated that they thought it Was an ortant thing

to do; they did not, however; know why;

Answers from other students to the second and third questions

in-di-tilted a qualitatively stronger comprehension pf the extrinsic

aim Of the instruction. Some examples are,

1. "We focused on ourselves. If we studied animalai what good

Would that do?
"

2. "We studied'what to expect; I mean, you can do lots of things

or eat lots of things; bt you need to know what to expect if you_do."

3. "We talked about how you can get more friendsi and,hoW it's

not always easy."

4. "We studied personality. That was important betauSe if you

Abh't know how to act, you may act like a goof. Then you won't have

friends:"

5. "We studied-about being responsible. That means doing your job

whatever you're doingi'like being a friend or working."

An interview with the teacher revealed another incident which was

4

considered to be strong support for the establishment of *extrinsicAt

\4%..

value to the schooling ekperience.

One of the lessrs in the POSVAP,phase focused upon personality

characteristics or abilities that a,child considered most in need of

change or improvement.- The students were provided with a checklist of

35 "common teenage problems." On,ttttSe blank marked "other;" one child;

classified EMR, wrote., "I can't read." The child's family lives in a

rather isolated rural area, and he is the youngest of five children.

The entire family is functionally illiterate with all the siblings
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this; he saidf I don't learn to read when I'm in school, I' won'ti

be able to do anything when I'm out of school."

Development of Positive Attudes
Toward School

Data dealing with this expectation were gathered from teach

interviews and observation. Quantitative assessment of self-c cept

indicated that with the exception of two children, both of whom were

among the five children designated emotionally disturbed, the mean

-self-concept score was normal." This finding was congruent with

previous research (Rogbrs, Smitii,-& Coleman, 1978; Strang; Smith; &

Rogers; 1978)

Given Ohs; the focus of the data relative to this expectation

was upon the teacher's perceptions of verbal and nonverbal attitudinal

changes in two groups of children. The first was composed of seven

children who were academically mainstreamed. The second group con-

sisted of three chronic absentees.

At theibegiping of the year; only one of the seven students

indicated any positive feelings toward his/her mainstreamed academic

classes. They complained that the work was too diffiCult and insisted

that they were doomed to failure; The fact that this period coinc4ded

with the initial implementation of the SLC may have accounted for some

of their "overenthusiastic" responses to questions they felt they could

answer. Several of the students asked me to "certify" that thir-Rer-

formance on the pretests precluded any opportunity of success in the

regular class. Two of the nonattenders h'ecame physically ill and

15E
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vomited to avoid having to attend regular classes. Others begged

the special education teachere-to allow them to stay with them:hrough-
_;

out the day.

The children had been carefully plactd in the regular classes;.

school used some ability grouping in assigning students so there:

a reasonable expectation of success_in every case. The teacher,

and in some cases; I, worked wJth'the.chil:dren, the regular class
t

teachers, and the. Parknts in attempting to deal with the situation.

The activities of the POSVAPiesetts lent themselves. to.the Open. 'dlicus-
,

sion of the factors which cottrfbuted

teachers'.actions.

their fears, and to the

.

Of the eight children composing the two groups, there was strong

qualitative evidence of change in five. TWo of the nonattenders begat:-

to come to school on a regular basis. Ote child articulated consistently.

his attention to "work his way out of special education." He was

to improve his performance in his classes enough to.take this a pos7

sibility. Three others gradually accepted their regular class-Place-

ments and maintained satisfactory grades.' The fifth child improved

his attendance and performance in special education classes; There

WAS very little change in his expressed attitude toward his main-

streaked Classes or it. is performance there; The third nonattender

showed,no improvement, e was actively involved in drug sales; Many of
. .

his absences were due to suspension;

In addition, the manner in which the students dealt with the

criterion testing reflected the same patterns of change. The initial

testing was, for some of the children, very anxiety-provoking.. This
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was revealed not so much in IV responses per se but rather in the

speed with which.they worked, their state of tension,;nd'the comments

they made regarding the tasks. Although every effort was made to" con-
.

vince them that'the purpose of the study(w-- to evaluate the SLC

rather than them, they wertkpersuaded that they would do very poorly.

Their behavior during postteSting was much more, relaxed and more

achievement-oriented. They.approached the

attitudes of confidence. Caution must

these results for two reasons. First; the children become quite

faTiIiar with me, and their contact was, for the lAst part, positive

testa willingly and with

be exhibited in interpreting

and nurturant, i.e., I was in the classroom withoutresponsibtlitiea

for: discipline. in'additiot, the children had taken the testa pre-

viously so they were not a totally new experience.

Th.e Purliose Of this chapter was to describe the results of

qualitative data. Data were collected in a randomly selected SLC

class; inforMation about the location of the class, the students,

teacher, and portions of the SLC employed have been presented. Four
_

qualitative research expectatio ere proposed. The first, children

taught with the SLC will exhibtt,the ability to think Critically;

was supported. The secon expectation, children taught With the SLC

will be able to act independently, was neither supported not refuted

by the data. (The period of intervention was inadequate for reaching

_ _
conclusions regarding this expectation. The expectations that studentse.

taught with the SIX-would beable to use knoWledge and skill acquired '

in school to solve daily living probleMs and Would have more positive
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attitudes toward Schtil were accepted with qualification; There were

data to support both:expettations. The third expectation wasquali-

fied by the restricted4rtiod of intervention; the fourth; by the..

difficulty of separating the interaction of teacher and treatment. effeCtS.
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CHAPTER Vii

.
t

, (-:.,

CONCLSIONS, DISCUSSICIN, AND
IMPLICATIONS

.
.:.1.

. . i.-
This chapter has two primary liurpos The firat is to ',resent

the conclusions from both qnantitatiVe £xd,qualitative data and to dis
,

cuss them. The discussion will include,interpretation of the work within

the parameters of the theoretical and empir 1 literature reviewed. The,

.

second purpose is to identify the implicationS' of tbis study for future-
.

research.

j(
Quantitative Data

0
A. Treatment Effects

Conclusions_ 1

4

'A significant main effect for treatmentwas found pn the

sT

first-order dependent variable of-problem sOying. SLC

subjects exhibited,superiorTerformance to the control chil-

dren on the Matching Familiar Figures Test (Ragan'et

1974). IE children in turn performed significantly better

than C subjects on. this measure.

A qualified main, effect for treatment was .detected

;
for the second-order dependent. variable, academic achievement,

,

on the General Information Subtest of the Peabody Indil4dual
* '

A:'

7:
Achievement Test. The effect favors the IE childrenLov er both

... 1
.

,

;C and SLC students. It is qualified because the test was used
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to measure the second-order dependent variable of academic

achievement upon which no research expectations were proposed.

II, Qualitative Effects

A. Strong support exists for the research expectation that

children taught with the SLC will develop to think critically.

B. Qualified support exists for the other three research expecta-

tions, children taught with the SLC will be.able to act inde-

pendently, will be able to apply academic skills to solve

daily living problems, and will have more positive attitudes

toward school.

Or,

Discussion,'

Quantitative Data.

Initial examination of the quantitative data analyses indicates

only one main effeCt for treatment. This effect was derived' from

the Matching Familiar Figures Test OIFFT) and provides support 'or the

assertion that children receiving either experimental treatment were

more skilled in "matching familiar figures" than C couhterparts.

Although it. is the only significant treatment effect among the first-'

Noorder dependent variables; its probability of .01 argues againat:iita

being explained in terms of an inflated significance level.due to,..

multiple analyses. While the time difference beiween the :groupa is not

statistically significant; it is substantial. The SLC children exhibited

an average response time of 11;76 seconds; the IE children 11.26, and

the C Students 9.63 seconds; A Pearson-product moment Correlation'
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analysis: was cOnd067ted between mean reaponse time andtumhet correct;

It produced' a correlation coefficient of .97, (it ,:.01). Ofie would

expect both programs to increase reflectivity in children. This find-

ing supports the expectation.

additional main effect occurred on the second -order dependent

variable of academiC achievement as measured with the General InfOrma-

Subtest of the PeabOdy IndiVidUal Achievement Teat; This effect

(F-,F 3.058; .t <:05) refeltta the SupetiOr performance of the IE chii-'

dren -,over the SLC and C subjects. If one adjusts the alpha level to

control for multiple analyses, this difference might no longer besig-

niUcant.

At ah elementary analytiCal level, the data indicate that most of

A

the quantitative research ekPlanatiOns were not supported. Data must

be examined, however, within the context of threats to Statistical

Conclusion Validity (Cook & Campbell, 1979). Four of the seven threats

proposed bear directly upon interpretation of the quantitative data.

The first is the threat.of low statistical power; Power_anaIyss
.. _

were conducted in the format apetified by iielkawitz;:EtqinC4hA.:,tiihgn
...... ,....,

(1976). They are presented in Table 9 (IL 112); Power -doeffi'4enta

with the exception of the PIA' aresmall; .ThisideCreasea"the confitience'.

with Whith a ttintlUsion%f no difference between the grI5upS can.be made.

The second threat which clouds interpretation of the data comes

from psychometric properties of the criterion measures. The problems.

created by the relatively low stability reliability of ihe instruments

are exacerbated by the fact that only one of the tests, the TSt, used

handicapped children in the normingsampIe; The handicapped children in

the TSI sample do not; however; really "match" those in the current sample
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(Edmonson; Note 22). The extent to Whith an instrument is unreliable;

in combination with the degree 'to WhiCh the research sample compares

to the norming sample increases the amount of raw score differehce

necessary for significance.

The third and fOurth threatg to Statistical Conclusion Validity

are related theoretically; and in this study, pragmatically. The

third threat deals'with uniformity Of'treatmentimplementation; the

fourth with variations in subject characteristics. The,researh design

specified that students would be nested under teachers within treat-

ments; It was proposed on the assumption that the distribution of

students in terms of ability throughout the Noncategoricai Comprehen-

sive Development (NCD).clasVS WoUl4be reasonably equivalent. This

would allow the Ability Factoi. with the levels of high and low to be

fully crossed under the teachers within the treatments;

Had this occurred, researchers would have had an empirical baaiS

for examining the variable impact of the teacher upon both high and

(f Iow ability children. In combination with the monitoring c4.the

treatment implementatioh thrOUgh qualitative data procedures; the

threats would have been reduced.' The 4istribution of the children

:according to ability did not approach an equivalent-distribution.

Indeed; a one=Way analysis 8k variance of the IQ scoresof the subjects

reveale:thatthe differehtes in IQ approached significance with the

child An receiving the SLC having the Iowegt IQs.

Mother critical characteristic of the children which varied

was socioeconomic status. Four of the comparison claSses served

children of predominantly middle-class background as determined by
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area of residence; Only,two of the SLC and two the IE classes

served Middle class children;

Careful efforts were made to monitor the implementation of the

two experimental programs; I made a total of:239 visits to the 15

glasSesover the course of the school year and spoke' frequently with .

the teachers by telephone or in informal meetings. Observation And

interviews indicated that each of the teachers was making a concerted

effbte"to implement the Program within the parameters of his/her

interpretation of the developers' intention and the realities of

his /her particular group of students" UniforMity of intention did

not, however; translate into uniformity of implementation; The clearest

example of this is the tremendous variability in the amount of material
0

covered. Of the six SLC teachers% one taught four complete phases;

two taught two Phases and the. 0therhree,presented material from only

one. A similar condition:obtsined'it'the:IE groupsi All, three teachers

taught parts of fp4p4.itaftlitm6 _Ofte.ste'acher provided in -depth instru-c=

tion on every page ,of the four instrumental': one taught, moat, of 'the

pagea; and one taught only parts Of the instruments:

Within the context of Statistical Conclusion Validity (Cook &

Campbell; 1979); the data regarding the treatment effect are incon=

Clusive The data do not demonatrate that there was a'significant

treatment effect; teithe however% do they refute the posSibility of

such an effect;

It should also be reMembered that the comparison teachers were

Chosen from an initial pool Of "coMpetent" teache ; my observatiOn

indicated 'that they were actively attempting to me t the needs of

1.64
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children. Furthermore, the presence of the research staff affirmed

their efforts.

The quantitative results Of this study are congruent:with the

-

theoretical expectatiOnS Of FeUerStein (1979, 1980, Note 10; Note 11)

and Goldstein (Note.1, Note 2, NOte 5, Note 8). Both programs are

.cognitive interventions with long-term objectives. The changes each

intervention seeks to promote, i.e. imptuvament in the -ability to

learn or to think and the deVelopmeht o.f skill in thinking critically

and acting independently require intense intervention over a much

longer period of time than the nine months of this project; In addition:,

changes. in theSe abilitieS.:Atefieit easily detectable with the -psycho-

metrictstrumentscurrently_AVailable;
0

In a.similar-f4Sh10Ohe experience of conducting the research

and the results it yielded support and elaborate the evaluation per,-

spective adopted. NO "large differences" (Scriven; 1967, p. 66) which..

could be attribbted to the experimental programs were detected. Neitheri

however, did thiS project have the "multiple push approach Which-SCriven

(1967) thinks might make such differences pOSsibIe; Thethreats to
n'

validity proposed by Campbel). and Stanley (1966) and Cook and Campbell

(1979) obtained And had an impact upon the research in spite of a priori

attempts to control them; Stake's emphasis upon the evaluator's descrip-

.

five responSibility; became the basis for the qualitative data collection.

In terms of empirical research; the results, of ibis study are

comparable to either shortterm evaluation st,ualea;suchiS0 those done

by Clark (1967); DeBoer (1974) Goldstein et Sli4140)01try,(1973),
;

And Romeb c1975); Interventions of longer duratibn have tended to find

r
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-10

significant differences (Feuerstein et al., 1979; Goldstein et al., 1965;

Gray & Klaus; 1970; Weikart et al., 1974).

The results according to particular instruments are congruent

with previous work; The findings of the relationship between reflec-
?

tivity and performance on the-,17Ft are similar tOfthose found by Kagan

et al. (1964),,Smdth and Singer (Note 23)74,ietiormance on the TSI

parallels tha0of the children in Clar16 study7) stu In so doing,

the results oppoie the findings of Edmo4on_,-et'al._ 40). The findings
.;,,,,,,;:-

.

..-,,,

on the SPM and the General Information la tist:ofthe7;PIAT are sitilar -,

,

4" ''' rk jc, . , 4. t .

to those found in the previous research orty:aywood & Smith
...

.

_
Ol

Rothaizer, 1981). The results on the se1f7cqncett mees!esoo7fix7 ,,-

.

, . a ,a.,-%,, ` 4 _

the work of Rdger-s et al. (1978) and Strang et at, (1918) ,,,

.
,:r

Qualitative Data

the qualitative data provide:strong support for the first research

expectation, i.e., children =; 6 have beentaughtwith the SLC will be

able to think critically, Although the fo'cus of the qualitative data

collection was upon a dingle class; sufficient observation and teacher

interview occurred in the other five classes to allow a generalized

conclusion across all SLC subjects. All 55 of the:children who were

taught with the ,SLC exhibited spine progress in this area. Progress

was neither uniform nor linear. Some children made rapid and consistent

Jgaina:as evaluated by teacher reports, observation, and performance on
:0

certain criterion measures such as the THINK (Smith & Greenberg; Note 16)

and the TSI (Edmonson et al., 1974). Some students exhibited long, periods

Of latency in which they appeared to make little progress before they

began to exhibit skill in some stages of the IPSP. The majority of
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the children demonstrated the up-and=back pattern Which Smith and

Greenberg (1979; I98Ihave called a wavelike progression: The

'-'amount of progress a child made appeared to be a function of the

skill of the teacher in'- jcsing the LIM and the ability of the child;

High ability children witheitrong teachers Made impressive qualitative

gains;

Theoreticaflyi the ability_to think critically is a precursor

to the ability to act independently (Goldstein, /kite 8): T

support of the first expectation in combination with: the observation

Of steady improvement in the children "t0 Manage themselves" in sup-

plementary activities within the classroom suggests that with longer

intervention this expectation could haVe been fulfilled without

fication;

The third and fourth research expectations, namely; children

taught with the SLC will be able to use academic skills to solve daily-.

living problems and_will have more OtaitiVe attitudes toward school

have been accepted with qualifiCatitinf The qualifer to this expecta-

tion; in' opposition to the. previous is not so much the length of .

the intervention but rather the difficulty of attributing change to

the program. There were no data which suggested that the Social

Learning Curriculum by itself.enabled children to apply gEadeMic skills

...or feel more positively about sthool; There were data which indicated

that when it was used effectively by teachers, there was such change.

In Mayi an observer visiting one of the SLC classes asked the teacher,

"Does it work?" The teacher asked for clarification and the Observer,

inquired, "Are the children differentnow from what theY Were in

September?"
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After a momen of thought, the teacher answered, "Yes, I think

4-4

they are different. They may be different because of the SL ; they

may be different because they are nine months pider, and they may be

different because they have been with me" (Hall; Note 24).

Implications JN.

iterature of special education reveals a pervasive

theiiie, the:' with "positions which have been posited

on a,philea8Ph ather than a:research foundatioe(Gickling &

TheObala* 1976,p. 326 Peibaps the clearest implication Of'thia

study is the care which =taken-in establishing an appropriat&.:
0 ,

"research. rbundatiov. Wes' T

The report f this research represents an attempt to tell the

story (Stake, 1976b of what happened when a group of teachers used

InstruMental EnrIchment or the Social LearniUk Curriculum. The ithplita

tiona.fOr future research were identified within the parameters of
.7 .°

post boc analy§isof the strengths-nd weaknesses of the study. The

atrengths are:

1. A prior recognition of the limited control held by researchers

; .

,over many aspects of the research setti:w.

2 A priori recognition of the need to acqUire as much informa-

tion as possible about the factors which limited researchers control

3. A priori recognition of the inadequacy of either quantitative

or qualitative data by itself.

The weaknesses are:

1. Failure to,anticipate the impact of certain factors which

might have been controlled

168
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2. Over emphasis of quantitative data collection to the neglect

qualitative.

Strengths

The strengths of this study derive from the hearty respect for

the problems of conducting research intbe-public schools; An ini*I

assumption which was maintained.tiiroughodt .the Study was that the

burden-of=praOf WAS upon me to establish credibility with personnel

atall,levels of the school system. The realities of fulfilling this

assumption were quite demanding, and involved committing much time to

an,array of people i6tluding_central office. personnel; irin'CipaIsi4A-chooI

secretariesi'guidanceCounselors, psychologists; social workers; and

teachers,6'7.11ttme'spent with.tbsf people could not; of necessity; be

,1/4,/-' _ ,

restricted tit .the "school day.; It wa,s,pot uncommon; therefore; to speak

with peOplv, afte,r,*ebool,:at night, -an on week-ends;

establishment two primary'Pl-poses.

First; it influenced; persons who had power within the system to use

that power for the advancement of the research. Uponno occasiorv,did

lOrbol System employee violate school policies fbr my benefit. They

Simply operated within those policies to facilitate the project when-
.

ever possible. Probably ihe most common example was the use of,"Advance

telephone calls" followed by the written per work. Rather .than having

me wait for paperw41-k to proceed through the system; central Offite

personnel and school principaIs-lwouId establish verbal agreements Width
4

. dr..?

were later confirmed procedural

Seomid; the establishment of credibi facilitated the.a

tion of itAlliation; Two types of information re, critical to e
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interpretation of data. The fitSt type was itstitutional;_ The

-214t=

policies of a large public school Systeth may seem,

at best, irrational at worst. Ahy judgement of an educational inter-

ventAon must include some consideraiion of institutional factors be-

._

cause' they affect results. The reality is that While practices char-

aeteristic of the current system "did not Spring up by accident, but

rather, emerged in response to organizational needs" (Kirp, Buss, 1,

Kuriloff, 1974, p. 122), access to infOrmatitin regarding those needs

may be unavailable to those outside the system.

The second type was personalistic. This included the array of

14(

persbnaI and interpersonal variables Which affected the implementation

of the interventions and the assessment of children s progress Qn

criterion measures.

The third strength of the study Was the use of two methodologies.

The proposed design for thiS Study included both quantitative and

qualitative componentS. The design was influenced by previous'work,

particularly that Of GO16tein, Mischio; and Minskoff (1969). They

.conclude their report with the followifig observation;

We need- re- assess the relevance of. research designs for class-
rooM and other institutional studies:, Obviously, the biblogical

model confuses more than it clarifies; One should not have to

devote so much time and energy tb-qualifying results because of

deSign insufficiencies and confusions; (p; 112)

The intention of the dual methodologies was:to use the quantitative

data to forth the structure of the conclusions with the'.a priori under=

atabdifig thatlUattitativa data are meaningless without interpretation.

AttUtate interpretation and'hence meaningful conclusions are dependent

upon systematic recording of observational and interview data.
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L
Weaknesses

Two inadequacies of the research provide direction for future

efideavort; each can be viewed,through the perspective of "damn fine

hind-Sight" (Gray; Note 25) factors which might have been controlled.

The fiktt weakness was. my failure to examine; on a pilot basis; "random

hetetageneity Of-subject characteristlps" (Cook & Campbell; 1979, p: 433:

In selecting the participating teachers, I should have attended CO the

characteristics of the children who were likely to be assigned to

_

the teachers. Had this factor been tonsidered,.some of the differ-

ences in chatatteristics, particularly socioeconomic status Mdght

have been avoided.

The second weakness is the over-emphasis of quantitative data

collection to the neglect of the qualitative..n In order to deewith

the th -eats to validity of testing and instrumentation all criterion

measures Were administered by the research assistant or me. Si*

criterion Measures were employed in all, with four adminittered on

a Pretest, posttest basis and two given ona pretest, posttest, post-

5

.

tea& schedule. Children were never taken from preferred activities
off,

fOt teStinp,zand-ifieachers indicated concerns about the timing of

the assesSment, ft was postponed;_- variety Of strategies were iMPlk

.merited to attempt to' ctil>lect quant t tive and qualitative data

simultaneously: The§e d teacher lOgs, (example pages are included

.
. e ,.

ih Appridix G); audiotapes; observation hy one membez of th4 reskatch

teaA 'provided to.the orhertith 4Fdiotapejs and notes. "These (partic

Ulatly lasi)-data defied analys " (Goldstein et_a1%, 1969- 4 3f);,,,

,

Clearly, bOth types of.data a important4 Each quantita ve

i
measure was conceptually justif1ed and at this point in the process,
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it would be extremely difficult to specify which qdantitatiye procedures

would have been eliminated. The decision of the nature of data to be

collected would seem to rest upon several factors.

r
1. The purpose of the study. If one is conducting research

which may serve as the basis of longitudinal study, one might wish to

collect a strong quantitative foundation. If, on the other hand,

the'Study has a relatively short "life eipeCtancy0 one might seek a

more even balance of the two types of data.

2'. The size of the project staff. Obviously, one can collect

more data with more workers. The task of the researcher, 41th a larger'

staff, is'tn makimize the quality of all the'aata which are'collected.
_

In this particular study, the research team had worked- with,eath sub.

./.

jectiin collecting quanCitative data. The movement intq the classroom

.

4 for observation was a natu al one for the researchers, teaeheis,
4

and students, and the quality of information-was stronger

fr
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CHAPTER VII

EPILOGUE

To conclude the report of this research without addressing

directly the naivete of the objectives of this and many other,

projects is to deny an ethical responsibility. The diicussion of

factors whicti make the objectives of this project simglistic' May be

avoided in Scientific repprts because even thodgh "honestly descrip-

tive of the situation; itamacks of,the tabloid" (Gray et al;;Note 13;

p; 11) . **

After a year's research, which included 219- isits. to the 15

classes (3;5,90 mile6) and 63 after-school telephone halls to teachers;

the notion of sending the teachers into the'02asses:with these experi-

mental materials and expecting them to effeCt change Can 'ly be cog'-
_

'pared to sending doctors onto battlefields with first aid kits and e?c-.

pecting them to save lives. The fact they took the,SLC kits and

IE instr4Otpts, that they used them conseientiouply, and that they not
:; ep --

lonly,endorsed them but - demonstrated quantitative and qualitative change

the majority of the children-is anaccOmplishMent of the frst''ordde-;-

Th0 realities of "modified participant obserya4on were to comet

.face-to-face with situations which indeed "sm dk of the

who began the(Gray et al., Note 13, p; 11). Of the'163 children

year in the study, 20, wet unended, mos6moi; than once; Nine,were

art tsiifo fifenaes rangiffg from shoplift-ng iO auto theft; One had

a baby; two er-sexual-- abuged by parents or, step patents; two= t:" C"sexual- ____- ! __ _

. . °

f
. ..;
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achieved somewhat high positions in local drug rings; eight were admitted

to psychiatriC therapy programs:, three were seriously injured in auto-
,

mobile acCidents. The mother ofone of the subjects was shot and killed

by pOlic6 while she slept in a motel room; the brother of two_of the

comparison students, a high school special education student; was

Charged With first7degree murder -;cabsing an accident in a stolen

Car.
H.

,Working with these teachers revealed that they spent a1mosC as

much time in social work activities as they did in teachinj4".. They

_4_
were in emergency rooms, deli4ery rooms, intensive-care waiting rooms,

at police headquarters* thejuvenile court, and on the streets look
,;

for their students..

Why:.were the teacherswilling to give so much time and energy

I

'such a Seftingly_tliankless task? With due consideration to the plausible

hypothesis of massive masochistic tenddncies (extending from curriculum

developers' to researchers to teachers)- the reaSOns they igave were

consistent:, "I am not ready to give up on these kids" and "There is

nobody else to do it

The data, quantitative and quaIitativei,support the teachers' faith

in the potential of the children, While they didionot "become as normal

children once they were property taught" (Sieinback, 1918, cited by

Goldstein, "1957, p; 147); they made very :Signiftdant progress. It

would be tragiCally misleading; however, to close.this report by.sug-

_

gsting that anyone who participated in .the project regardsthis progress
P

, --

as sufficient tti save these children or this society.

Perhaps the time.has come to demand that mild handicapping condi- '

,
tions=be regarded'as a "public issue" rather than a "Personal trouble"
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(Mills, 1959). Haywood (1979) has emphasized the enormity of\the-
. _

problem of mild retardatiOn stressing that ovr. 6,000 0 people

in the United States fall into the IQ range of 50-70. This does not

consider persons who werepreviousiy considered mildly retarded-or:

borderline (IQ = 71-85), nor dogs it include people of "normal Intel-

lectual functioning" who haVe specific learning disabilities. I

Tn previdus eras of American public life, the emphasis was upon

"children-at-risk." Wi can no longer allow ourselves the luxury of

relegating the problem of mifEr handicaPtto the domain of "personal

troubles" (Mills, 1959). ityaare to adopt 4n "active-modilication

approach" (Feuerstein, 1970) to this problem, we must ground the approach

in the public &main and speak of socieEy -at -risk.

ATI discussing his notion fo.fa "multiple-push approach,"_ ScrivN

(1967) emphasized that we must be satisfied with small gains unless

we are willing to attack not only the curriculumi but the student

; -

grouping proceduresi the teacher presentation; the classroom time

allocation"' (p. 66). The resultsof this project support the asser-

tions of Feuerstein (1970) and Goldstein (Note 1) that for mildly handi-

xappad-children, Scrivet n's "multiple-push approaCh"is necessary but

'not:sufficient. From FeuersteirOS.(Note 11) perspective, teachers

and suppOrt personnel must be committed to the idea that the child

. exists as an open system which is susceptible to-modification. From

.Goldstein's (Note 1) point of view, teachers should be expected to

teach, it is unreasonable td expect the to write curiiculum, evalute

programs- assess children, coMpletethe,paperworkWor proCedural com-

pliance with regulations, and serve as counselors and social; workers.;
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This research.prpiecttxamined tbe effectiveness of two long-term

interventions over a single academic'yeir; ':The quantitatiVe data
. _

reflect Strong and consistent gains among the chiidr4- over time :The

data also indicate trends in favor of both groups of experimental chiI-

dren; it is reasonable to expect that with a longer intervention; signif-

icant differences might be achieved. Qualitative data affirm these dif-

ferences. A finalquestion remains*: What might these teachers have

been able to do with more time.aneadequate support

&
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MEANS , SD, AND HETEROGENEITY OF ,VARFANCES



TABLE 22

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE -- RAVEN'S STANDARD PROGRESSIVE MATRICES GROUP MEANS,

STANDARD DEVIATIONS, HOMOGENEITY OF WITHIN-GLASS,REGRESSION

Standard Adjusted Covariate

Covariate

Standard

Grout, Raw Mean Deviation Heidi Mean . Deviation

55 SLC 25.95 9.39 26.34 22.45 8.04

33 IE 27.48 9.31 25.55 25.12 8.90

5 C 24.31 8.60 25.07 22.04 9.45

Homogeneity of Within-Class Regression

F = 1.682 with 2 and 137 degrees of freedom.

= ;1879
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TABLE 23

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE--TEST OF SOCIAL INFERENCE GROUP MEANS, STANDARD

DEVIATIONS; HOMOGENEITY OF WITHIN-CLASS REGRESSION

0

Group Raw Mean

Covariate

Standard Adjusted Covarfate Standard

Deviation Mean Mean Deviation

55 SLC 13.69 4327 31.95

33 IE 11,22 41;78 37;53

55 C 12;16 42;08 35;02

12:04

12.1

10.66
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TABLE 24

a

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE--SOCIAL KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENT GROUP MEAN; STANDARD

DEVIATIONS; HOMOGENEITY OF WITHIN-CLASS REGRESSION

Standard Adjusted Covariate

Covariate

Standard

Group Raw Mean Deviation Mean Mean Deviation

55 SLC 51.56 9.60 52.91 44.18 8.99

33 IE 53.89 7.63 51.58 4964 8.75

55 C 51.76 6.61 51.50 36.13 8.11

Homogeneity of Within-Class Regression

3.269 with 2 and 137 degrees of freedom.

= .0398
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TABLE 25

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE--MATCHING FAMILIAR FIGURES TEST GROUP MEAN STANDARD

DEVIATIONS; HOMOGENEITY OF WITHIN-CLASS REGRESSION

Standard Adjusted Covariate

Covariate

Standard

Group Raw Mean Deviation Mean Mean Deviation

55 SLC 6.36 2,25 6.22 5.73 2.55

331E 6.24 1.73 6.24 5.33 2,10

55C 5.13 1.68 5.28 4.95 2.06

Homozeneity of Within-Class Regression

01,678 with 2 and 137 degrees if freedom.

= .5137.



TABLE 26

ANALYSIS Oi.COVARIANCE--PEABODY INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT TEST GROUP MEANS,

STANDARD DEVIATIONS, HOMOGENEITY OF WItHIN-CLASS REGRESSION

Group Raw Mean

55 SLC 29.53

33 IE 40.82

C 34;16

Standard Adjusted Covariite

Deviation Mean Mean

Covariate

Standard

Deviation

)13.63

15.86

12.55

Homogeneity of Wit n-Class Rearession,

.18'8 with 2 and 13:7 degrees of freedom

33.07

:36.42

33.26

24.09

32.70

28r91

12.93

14.96

12.27



TABLE 27

ANALYSIS_OF_COVARIANCE--PIERS-HARRIS SELF-CONC PT SCALE FOR CHILDREN GROUP

MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, HOMOGENEITY OF WITHIN-CLASS;REGRESSION

Standard . Adjusted Covariate

Covariate

Standard

Group Raw
.

Mean Deviation , Mean Mean Deviation

't

55 SLC 62.98 , 11.33 61.70 57.31 12.96

33 IE 58.79 14.35, 60.30 53,61 13.68

55 C 58.65 11.24 59.03 55.11 9.78

Homogeneity_ of Within-Class Regression

= 2.101 with 2 and 137 degrees of freedom.

2. = 0.1242
0
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TABLE 28

Ne6AN-KEULSMULTIPLE COMPARISON TEST
MATCHING FAMILIAR FIGURES TEST

L..

=

2 = SLC

3 =IE

2 3

1 .9** 1.*

2 0.0

**indicates significance at the .O1 level.

TABLE 29

NEWMAN-KEULS MULTIPLE COMPARISON ANALYSIS-PIAT
PIAT GENERAL. INFORMATION
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

3

1 .2 3.4*

2 3.2*

*Significa e at .05 level.

1 = SLC

2 =-C

3 = IE
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TABLE 30

HARTLEY'S !-MAX FOR HOMOGENEITY OF VARIANCE
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE--TREATMENT

(SLCi IEi C) BY ABILITY
- (HIGH; LOW)

.95
. , 6 groups; 10 df

StandardProgressiveMatrices:Fmax =2.66

Test of Social Inference: Fmax 2.99.

Matching Familiar Figures Test: F m. 3.23
max

Social Knowledge Assessient: Fmax A 2.99

Piers-Harria Children's
Self-Concept Scale

General Information Subtest,'
Peabody Individual
Achievement Test:

. FAX 2.82

1.86
Max
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APPENDIX B

RESULTS OF STRUCTURED INTERVIEW
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Structured InterV1eW SLC/IE Teachers

Metropolitan NashVille Public Schools 1980-81

N -15

1; Do you have t4: same children all day?

No 5; Yes

2; How many do yod teach in all?

10-3 14=1 38=1

11-2 17 -1 41=1

12-1 18-1 44=1

13-2 34-1

188

3; For' what percentage Of the day are your children in classes with

nonhandicapped children?

13%-12 50%-1

33%-2

,
What subjects are taught in group instruction?

Science-7 Art-3 IE=3

Social Studies-5 Music-1
Health-2 Language-3

5; What subjects are taught individually?
(

Reading-15
Math-:10
SpeIling-7
Language-1

Texts, used to teach reading: (*Indicates special or remedial
education)

Keytext*
"Websters*
Steck-Vaughn; Mastering Basic _Reading Skills*
Bowmar-Noblei Sports Reading _Series*
Grolieri Reading Attainment System*
Reader's Digesti RD_2000*

Point 31*
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7; What do you see as:the biggest problem in delivering quality

instrhction?

Lack of appropriate material-===6

Differences in ability and other characteriStits (age; habdicappfng

condition)--4

Inadequate communication within and between schools - -3

inadequate administrative support At the system leirel--2

8; What do you sec as the "best" thing about special education in the

4F4 system as a whole?

The children--3

Activities of the Department of Research,, and Evaluation - -3
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Reader's Workshop*

Xerox; Pal Paperbacks*

Scholastic; Action Kit*

Developmental Learning Material; Supplementary workbooks*

McGraw -HiII; Sullivan Programmed Reading*
Sullivan Programmed Reading for Adults*

Merrill Linguistic Readers*

Continental.Press; Supplementary material

Ginn Basic Readers-5.

MacMillan Basic Readers

.Harper & Row Basal Readers

Text used to teach mathematics: (*Indicates special education)

Steck-Vaughn; Succeeding in Math*
Working with Numbers*

Holt Basic Math-5

NoUghton-Mifflin-Math,;or Individua? Achievement

Spectrum Math Workbooks

Text used to teach aPejling: (*Indicates special or remedial education)

DeveIopm tal Learning Materials, Sound Foundations*

McGraw- ; Basic Goals in Spelling

SRA Spellf g Series
4

Silver-Burdette Basic Spelling Text

Textsused to teach science: (*Indicates special education):

Steck-Vaughn; Know Your_World* .

Regions of the World*

Harcourt-Brace; Concepts in Science

Merrill; Social Learning Curriculum*

Texts used to teach social studies:11 (*Indicates special education)

Steck-Vgughni America's Story*
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APPENDIX C

ASSESSMENT OF SOCIAL KNOWLEDGE
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1. Tell me three ways a family can become larger or smaller.

2. Tell me the name of a person in your family?

How Old is

What sex is

What color skin; hair, and eyes does have?

How tall is ?

3. Your grandfather, is your mother or father's

Your aunt is your mother or father's

Your uncle is your mother or father's

Whose children are your cousin,'s?

4. What is your address?

5. Name five pieces of furniture in your house.

6. What does nourishment mean?

7. What are the four food groups?

8. What are two things you can do to keep germs from spreading?

9 What should you do if there is an emergency?

10. What does protection mean?

11. Tell_ me two kinds of clothes that protect you from rain, cold,
and bright sunshine?

12. Name three things about a person. that make hit/her a good friend.

13. Name two things that make a person a good team member.

14. Tell me three things we need other people for.

15. What's a good way to ask for help.

What are two bad ways to' ask for help?

17 If somebody gives you help you don't need; what is a good way to deal
with it?
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18. Tell me three things that you notice about a person's appearance.

19. What are the things you use to kee/your hair looking nice?

20; What are two things that can happen to people who don't look nice?

21. Tell me three ways to get a message to another person;

22. What will happen if there is a mistake in the address of a letter?

23. If someone calls your house and wants to speak with your mother;
but she is not at home; what do you need to find out for your mother?

24. What kinds of things are used to get inforthation to many people?

..
25. What is used to communicate driving rules?
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Administration and Scorin Procedures

Every effort was made to communicate with the children. Questions

soi

were rephrased if there were atiy indication that the child might know

the answer if the question were asked differently. The manner of re-

phrasing was uniform across an subjects with both administrators.

The question was asked as it is written. If no scoreable response was

given by the child, the question was restated. Examples are:

Question 1. How do you get more people in a family?

Question 4; Where do you Iive?

Question 9; What do you do if something bad happens?

Question 18; What do you see when you look at a person? What

looks-nice or not nice?

The restatements reveal the simplicity of the questioning style.

With the younger children; such a style was necessary to establish any

sense of their knowledge. Administrators were careful to avoid supply-

ing children with the answer. A large number of the :children were at

a loss as to what sex a member of their fabilly was. If asked, "Is

a boy or girl?" they could answer correctly. In order to deal

with this, theprobe was, "If fills out a registration card or

application form and it asks what sex

a

is, what should put?"

The scoring procedures were liberal. An answer which indicated

conceptual knowledge was scored at full or partial 'credit. In an effort

to avoid cultural biat, a variety of responses was considered scorabIe.

Examples include, "People leaVe" in response to question 1; a grand-

father is "my mama's btifrierid't daddy" for the first part of question 3.,

any "prosocial" responses on 15 and 17.
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APPENDIX D

QUANTITATIVE DATA

TEST OF THE HIERAROW OF INDUCTIVE KNOWLEDGE
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The Test of the Hierarchy of Inductive Knowledge (THINK)(Smith&

reenberg, in press) is an indiViduai assessment sequring sub-

jects to respond verbally, to sets of 21;8 x 28.2 cm black and white

line drawings; There are three separate sets of pictorial materials

relating to different social learning concepts or themes: object sub-

stitution (theme 1), dressing appropriately (theme 2); and getting help

(theme 3). Each set contains four line drawings depicting problem sit-

uations relating to the specific social learning concepts as well as

cards representing alternative resolutions to the problem situations.

The verbal interview related to the THINK assessment requires the sub-

\jects to produce responses based on hierarchical levels of inductive

problem solving. That is; subjects must label and describe various

elements in the problem card; produce inferences related to the problem,

_______
suggest alternative solutions and predict their outcomes, and develop a

rule about solving the:problem. FinaAy; subjects are.required to pro-

lifpduce a generalization based on the specific robIeme depicted as well

'as a class of related problems;

Eight students in the SLC.class upon which qualitative data were

collected were assessed with a revised version of the THINK. A review

of their responses to the assessment procedures suggests the following

results:

I. As a group; the students were well able to label and describe

the problem situations.

2. They produced a high number of inferences related to the identi-

fication of the problem.
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3. They were notably articulate in identifying the emotional

status of the characters depicted. That is, their vocaliza-

tions
-

included'names of emotions not frequently used by other

Special education students at similar Age levels.

4. In general, the students appeared'to be comfortable with the

task of evaluating multiple solutions to a problem;,they

spontaneously considered alternatives and selected a given

solution as the best.

5. ,Lastly- approximately 50% of.the responses to the question

requiring.developmentt of generalization produced an adeqUate

response. That is, these students were able to go beyond the
L.

depicted problem situations. and develop an abstrktion related

to a wider class of ,similar,problems. In the remaining instances,

students produced specific rules, concretely tied to the proiblems

depicted (Greenberg, Note 1).

REFERENCES

Greenberg; S. PersOnal communicationi July 24,'1981.

Smith, I. & Greenberg: S. Instructional research: Assessment of
problem solving based on the_inductive teaching strategy. 4 H.
Goldstein (Ed.), Curriculum development for exceptional- -dhildren.
San Francisco: Jossey-Bassi in press.
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APPENDIX E

REASONS FOR LEAVING STUDY

I
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Reason

Family moved out of school zone

Child staffed out of special
education

SEC IE

2 3

4
Child removed from placement
and restaffed into more
restricted program 4

Chronic nonattendance due to
accident or familial problems
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George Peirbody Cottege fir nizeheri Appendix F

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
NASHVIELE TENNESSEE 57203 ova (613) 322.7311

llylaulmmat *rim/ Eistatiat Dina libeee 327-81p

March 2; 1981
TO: SLC, Participating IE, ,and Comparison Teachers

From: Jane Hall

Re: Reports of January Testings L Schedule for Final Testing

I'd Iike to take a dhande once libor:e to thank you for your continuing contribution
to this project. without you, there would be no study. Thanks again!

We have finally completed recording and averaging the scores from the January
testing. I apglogize for the somewhat extended -time; if snow didn't get us; flu did.
I have included the matrices of scores from children in your class and a Mgt of the
average scores_for_all classes. In this totting; we repeated the FIAT general Information
and the Piers-Rettig; We added two tests: Matehlng-PARA-141r-Flgutea4F7T) and a
measure of social knowledge (SR) from the pretests_of the SLC. The MFFT measures
impulsivity/reflectivity; The child is presented with a boOklet; On One page, there
is a stimulus picture; On the other, there are six figures which are very similac, to
the stimulus. The child is given two trials at matching the figures._ The_time
reported on_your matrices represents average time per item. One could he fairlySaft
in saying that most of our children tend to be impuls,i've: My favorite was the child
Who, upon seeing the stopwatch, announced, "Readyo Col' I tried to persuade him_that
we were_not preparing_foz the special_olympics, but he whipped through the METT in
record time; I didn't even have a prize:

The social knowledge inventory in composed of some very basic information; The
total possible points a child_could get is_72; For the Older kids; thill WAS i
very simple task; For many children, it wait not The teacher in me wants to give
you the tests so youcan teach those who don't know_the answers,_ The r her
begs you to refrain 'from a vigorous attack on social knowledge that is not a part

,

of your regular program!

In order to complete testingo
all six tests_and_willi_therefome,
an- extensive b10Ck bdt we
JOdy and me.

we will-begin in- mid - March;
plan on2testing datea; The
feel six tests in a day are

I am enclosing_an entire testing
please notify us and we can alter. I

efficient a way as any.

SW
Linda Speir-Gebhardt; Apollo
Betty Denney, Cameron
KatManier, Cameron
Jacqueline_ Sternlieb,,_ Haynes
Lisa Shmerling, ROSO Park
Tate McKee, Ross
TS
Barbara McGuire, DoneINOn
SUdie Lahti, Donelson Junior
Edith Joyner, Wharton

BEST CO FY AVAIIABLE

We will be repeating
testing dhoUld not take
too much-especially for

schedule. If these dates are not acceptable,
expect changes, but this seemed to be as

Compar-ison
Karen Young-Dupont

reick_Beziat-Ewing Park
NelOin Bell; Reid
Beth Ann Campbell, Park Avenue
Becky Griffith, Pennington

, Deborah KoSinde, Penningttin

Dr, Tom Vandever, Research i Evaluation
Dr. Ruth_Bmith, IE
Drs: GOIdstein
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A

Teacher's Initials Date M T W TH

Phase Lesson-

How long did you work with the SLC? 15 mins 30 mins 45 mins

60 mins, 90 mins 120 mins Other

What was the approximate time of day?

8 9 10 11 12 1

How would you rate the. over-all lesson?

1 2 3 4 5

Very good-
Not More ;Okay More Close to un-
optimal- bad _than Tolerable good than believable
The it gobd , Good/bad bad

even mix

Please indicate what you consider contributing factors-

A. Teacher factors (physical/mental health, extra Oor unexpected
responsibilities)

B. Individual child-personal problems cause one child to disrupt

C. Group problems-Trouble on ht1S, i hall, cafeteria, etc;

D. Disruption of schedule-assemblies, pictures, switch,sthedules

1. Substantive problems-"Teacher error"; problem w/planning; problem
SLC /with

F. Other

Notes:


